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ABSTRACT

New predictions regarding the role of color flow in high energy Quantum Chro-

modynamics (QCD) processes have emerged in the last decade. Novel effects due

to the non-Abelian nature of QCD have been predicted and are just now accessible

experimentally due to significantly improved facilities that are able to measure multi-

differential observables. High energy proton-proton collisions provide a testing ground

to study nonperturbative QCD in a regime where perturbative calculations should

be applicable; thus theoretical tools within a perturbative framework can be used to

probe and constrain nonperturbative functions and effects in QCD. In particular, the

role of color flow is now being explored through many different observables throughout

various subfields of QCD; one such observable is nearly back-to-back hadron correla-

tions in proton-proton collisions which are predicted to be sensitive to states that are

entangled via their QCD color charge.

The PHENIX detector at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is well suited

to study potential effects from color flow. In 2013 and 2015 the PHENIX experiment

recorded data from proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions. Angular correlations

between two nearly back-to-back hadrons or a direct photon and hadron are mea-

sured to study the prediction of color entanglement; this refers to a novel entangled

state of the two hard-scattering partons across the colliding hadronic system. These

correlations can be treated in a transverse-momentum-dependent framework where

sensitivity to these non-Abelian effects from color are predicted. The measurements

presented here are the first ever to search for experimental evidence of these entangled

states and furthermore will help establish color flow in hadronic interactions as a new

xxii



area of focus within QCD research.

Results are presented for proton-proton collisions at center-of-mass energies of 200

and 510 GeV and proton-nucleus collisions at nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energies

of 200 GeV. World measurements of processes where factorization is predicted to hold

are also compiled and analyzed to compare to the new experimental results presented

here. The measured results, which include the first measurements of nonperturbative

momentum widths in processes predicted to break factorization, do not indicate any

obvious qualitative differences from observables where factorization is predicted to

hold. This indicates that quantitative comparisons with phenomenological calcula-

tions will be necessary to identify the magnitude of effects from color entanglement.

Future calculations will therefore have the opportunity to establish the magnitudes

of non-Abelian color effects in hadronic collisions with comparisons to these results.

In addition, future measurements of similar observables have the potential to fur-

ther identify nontrivial effects from color interactions and color entangled states in

hadronic collisions. As QCD is the only non-Abelian quantum field theory known to

exist in nature that admits bound states, it will be essential to continue exploring

unique QCD phenomena due to color interactions in controlled ways in the coming

years.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the fundamental theory of the strong force, is

the non-Abelian gauge invariant quantum field theory which describes the interactions

between quarks and gluons. The QCD Lagrangian is shown in Eq. 1.1 and is analogous

to the Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) Lagrangian

LQCD = ψ̄(iγµDµ −m)ψ − 1

4
Ga
µνG

µν
a . (1.1)

Here ψ is a spin 1/2 fermion quark field, Dµ is a covariant derivative defined by

Dµ = ∂µ + itαAαµ, and Gµν is the spin 1 boson gluon field tensor [1]. The gluon field

tensor is expressed in terms of the gluon field Aµ, defined as

Gα
µν = ∂µA

α
ν − ∂νAαµ − fαβγAβµAγν , (1.2)

where fαβγ are the structure constants of the SU(3) gauge group. While the La-

grangian as written in Eq. 1.1 looks identical to the QED Lagrangian, the final term

in the gluon field tensor is the reason that QCD is fundamentally so different from

QED; the gauge boson which mediates the strong nuclear force can interact with itself

in addition to the fermions of the theory, unlike the photon in QED.
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The symmetry structure of QCD is described mathematically with the SU(3)

gauge group in which there are 8 generators, in this case 3x3 matrices, denoted by tα

in the covariant derivative definition above. The generators satisfy the commutation

relations of the group in conjunction with the structure constants, [tα, tβ] = ifαβγtγ.

Physically this group corresponds to a theory in which there is an additional quantum

number called color. Color charge is the QCD analogue to electric charge in QED; in

SU(3) this quantum number can take on three different values, cleverly named red,

green, and blue. However, it is important to emphasize that these have no relation

to the actual visible color spectrum. Interestingly in QCD the gauge boson also

carries this quantum number, while in QED the photon does not carry any electric

charge. Based on the generator structure, there are eight linearly independent color

combinations gluons can carry, while quarks carry one of the three color charges. The

eight generators of the group, or physically the color combinations that gluons carry,

encode the fact that a gluon’s interaction with a quark rotates the quark’s color in

SU(3) space.

There is also an additional SU(3) flavor symmetry which arises due to the small

mass of the lightest quarks (up, down, and strange). The quarks are classified into

3 generations, where up and down quarks comprise generation 1, charm and strange

quarks comprise generation 2, and top and bottom quarks comprise generation 3.

The unique features described above in QCD, such as the gluon self coupling and

color charges, which differentiate it from QED led to the concepts of confinement and

asymptotic freedom, for which the Nobel prize was awarded in 2004 [2, 3]. This was

the symbolic closure of the initial development period of QCD, and cemented the

theory as the correct theory of the strong force.
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1.1.1 Asymptotic Freedom

Both QCD and QED are characterized by a scale dependent coupling constant

which depends on the energy scale of the interaction. Running coupling constants

can be defined by a beta function, which is a differential equation that must be

solved within the perturbative field theory based on a renormalization scale for which

the theory breaks down. The one-loop running coupling constant in QCD has been

calculated to be [4]

αs(Q
2) =

αs(µ
2)

1 + β0αs(µ2) ln(Q2/µ2)
, (1.3)

where µ2 defines the scale at which perturbative techniques break down and has been

determined experimentally to be several hundred MeV, and

β0 =
11Nc − 2nf

12π
.

Higher order terms have been calculated [4], but to see the dominant behavior only the

one-loop term is necessary. In the standard model, where Nc, the number of colors,

is three, and nf , the number of quark flavors, is six, the quantity β0 is dominated

by the color term which comes from the gluon self coupling. This results in a strong

decrease of αs with the momentum transfer Q2, which is referred to as the running

of the strong coupling constant, or asymptotic freedom. The running of αs confirms

the name of the strong force, namely that it is very strong at small energies but small

enough to apply perturbative techniques at large energies. Figure 1.1 shows world

measurements of αs as a function of momentum transfer, which agree excellently with

perturbative calculations [4]. At low energies less than several GeV αs becomes large

and thus perturbative expansions in αs break down.

Asymptotic freedom allows the use of perturbative techniques when processes

are “hard,” or have a large momentum transfer such that the coupling constant αs
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Figure 1.1:
World measurements of the strong coupling constant αs are shown over
a wide range of momentum transfers, taken from Ref. [4]. Perturbative
calculations agree well with data.

is small. When the coupling constant is large, nonperturbative or “soft” processes

dominate and quarks and gluons, collectively referred to as partons, can no longer be

treated as free particles within the field theory. At this point partons hadronize into

color neutral mesons and baryons, which are a quark-antiquark and a three quark

state, respectively. These are the stable QCD bound states that are observed in

nature. This occurs because as the distance between two partons becomes large, the

energy carried by the gluon fields exceeds the threshold necessary to spontaneously

create matter; thus, partons are created which hadronize into bound states. This is

referred to as confinement and is why free partons cannot be observed. Ultimately

the properties of the baryons and mesons, collectively referred to as hadrons, are

generated nonperturbatively and depend on the long distance behavior of QCD. Thus,

it is necessary to construct a formalism which relates the degrees of freedom of the

gauge invariant field theory to the long range nonperturbative degrees of freedom of

the hadrons within QCD.
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1.1.2 Confinement and Factorization

As perturbative techniques cannot be used to describe the bound state structure of

hadrons, another method must be used to accurately characterize the nonperturbative

behavior that leads to color neutral hadrons that are observed in nature. To probe

the partonic structure of matter, high energy collisions are typically used so that

perturbative QCD can be applied. Some typical interactions that are studied are

e+ + e− → q + q̄ + X, e− + p → e− + X, and p + p → X, where X refers to

an arbitrary final-state that may or may not include QCD bound states. In any of

these interactions, the cross section, which is the actual physical observable, must

be written in a way that includes both the perturbative interaction as well as the

nonperturbative long range dynamics in both the initial and final states which results

in the measured cross section.

In e+e− → qq̄ production, the only nonperturbative QCD behavior is in the final

fragmenting state. The long-range dynamics are written as a parametrization called

the fragmentation function (FF), often denoted Dh
q (z,Q2). At leading order (LO) this

is defined as the probability for a given parton q to hadronize into a particular hadron

h, and is to first approximation only a function of the longitudinal momentum fraction

z = ph/pq that the hadron carries with respect to the initial parton’s momentum and

the Q2 of the interaction. In e−p → e−X, or deep-inelastic scattering (DIS), the

hadron in the initial-state must also be parametrized in a similar way. Here the long-

range dynamics are characterized by parton distribution functions (PDFs), and are

often denoted fq/h(x,Q
2). At LO these are defined as the probability for a certain

flavor of parton q from hadron h to interact in the hard scattering, and is to first

approximation only a function of the longitudinal momentum fraction of the parton

within the hadron x = pq/ph and the momentum transfer of the process Q2. Both

PDFs and FFs can be intuitively thought of as probability density functions at LO,

and are used to relate the partonic and hadronic degrees of freedom.
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Therefore a generic cross section can be written as the convolution of PDFs, FFs,

and a partonic hard scattering cross section which is perturbatively calculable:

dσ

dQ2 =
∑
ij

1∫
0

1∫
0

1∫
0

dz1dx1dx2f1/h1(x1, Q
2)f2/h2(x2, Q

2)
dσ̂(x1, x2, z1, i, j)

dQ2 Dh3
1 (z1)

(1.4)

where the i,j indices are a sum over parton flavors in the hadrons. This is known

as a factorization definition, since the long and short distance physics factorizes from

one another, and the generic definition shown here necessarily depends on what kind

of collision is being studied. For example in e+ e− annihilation to hadrons there

would only be FFs and no PDFs as there are no initial-state hadrons in this process.

Factorization necessarily relies on a scale for which one can resolve the PDFs, and

this is called a factorization scale and is generally set to the interaction hard scale

Q2. It can be conceptually thought of as a definition of what is included in the

nonperturbative functions and what is included in the partonic hard function, as

this is in a sense somewhat arbitrary. This scale is often adjusted as an estimate of

theoretical uncertainties which might depend on the choice of what is included in the

hard function and nonperturbative functions. The definition of collinear factorization,

shown here as a function of only the longitudinal momentum fractions, for a particular

process is often assumed, although it has only been rigorously proven in the processes

`+`− → hadrons, `p→ `+X, and pp→ `+`−+X [1]. Collinear factorization has not

been rigorously proven to all orders for hadronic collisions where final-state hadrons

are measured, and in fact recent studies have shown that it is broken at the multi-loop

level [5, 6]; however, it is generally assumed to be true and cross section calculations

have been shown to match data with the precision of tens of percent (see e.g. Ref. [7]).

It is important to emphasize that PDFs and FFs are not perturbatively calculable

as they are nonperturbative functions; they require data which can then be used to
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constrain fitting procedures that extract the dependence of the functions on x and Q2.

Lattice QCD offers an alternative method to perturbative techniques, where partons

are placed on a three dimensional discrete lattice and interactions between these

partons may be calculated. While many computations still require several caveats,

recent lattice QCD calculations have made significant strides in calculating the full x

dependence of certain PDFs [8, 9, 10]. This is in contrast to previous studies which

could only calculate moments of PDFs. Very recently, calculations have even been

able to determine certain PDFs at the physical pion mass [11]; this is a major step

forward for lattice calculations which were previously only possible at unphysical

pion masses of approximately 300 MeV/c2. While lattice calculations are still at

an early stage these recent studies show promising possibilities for future work as

computational power limitations become less of a barrier.

The nonperturbative functions which describe the partonic structure of hadrons

are also taken to be universal functions. This means that a function could be con-

strained with data from one process and then could be used in calculating a cross

section for an entirely different process. For example, FFs could be constrained with

data from e+ e− annihilation to hadrons; since there are no initial-state hadrons this

makes the determination of the FFs cleaner. These FFs could then be used in a

cross section calculation for a different process, say e−p → e−h + X, also known as

semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS). The universality of these functions

has allowed the beyond the Standard Model (BSM) community, for example, to make

predictions for new physics processes at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Data from

the HERA electron-proton collider facility has significantly constrained the collinear

PDFs [12] due to the cleaner nature of the DIS interaction, and these PDFs can then

be used for predictions of BSM processes which have been searched for at the LHC.

The universality of certain PDFs and factorization theorems for certain processes will

be one of the focal points of this thesis.
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1.2 Nucleon Structure and Spin

1.2.1 Unpolarized Structure

In the previous discussion, the spin of the quarks and gluons is averaged and the

partons are assumed to be moving collinearly with the parent hadron. This is, by

definition, an oversimplification since hadrons are bound states of partons; the un-

certainty principle dictates that there must also be additional transverse degrees of

freedom. As discussed and referenced above, the unpolarized collinear PDFs are quite

well known; recent extractions have well controlled uncertainties down to x ∼ O(10−3)

(see e.g. Ref. [13]). When the transverse momentum of the partons is explicitly in-

cluded in the definition of the PDF, transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) PDFs

can be defined. Thus, the collinear PDF definition described above can be extended

to an unpolarized TMD PDF fq/h(x, kT , Q
2) which is dependent on both the par-

tons longitudinal and transverse momentum degrees of freedom. When transverse

momentum degrees of freedom are integrated over, the collinear unpolarized PDFs

can be recovered; thus TMD PDFs inherently contain more information about the

nonperturbative structure of partons within hadrons.

1.2.2 Polarized Structure

When the spin of the partons and nucleons is considered, there are two other

TMD distributions that also survive integration over transverse momentum; these

are referred to as the helicity distributions for longitudinally polarized partons and

nucleons and the transversity distribution for transversely polarized partons and nu-

cleons. Additionally, when partonic transverse momentum degrees of freedom are

explicitly included in the functions, several new spin-dependent PDFs may be con-

sidered. In sum, at twist-2, or at leading power expansion in the hard scale Q,

there are eight TMD PDFs which may depend on spin and partonic longitudinal and
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transverse momentum. These functions are shown in a table in Fig. 1.2, where the

three PDFs without a ⊥ superscript or T subscript on the diagonal are the only

functions that survive integration over transverse momentum and include the unpo-

larized TMD PDF (f1), the helicity PDF (g1) and the transversity PDF (h1). The

other TMD PDFs manifest themselves as azimuthal modulations, which is why after

integration over kT they become zero by symmetry considerations. It can also be

considered that in the rigorous definition of each TMD PDF, there is a triple-product

term that looks like p · (~S × ~kT ). Here, p is the boost momentum of the hadron, ~S

is the spin direction of the parton or nucleon, and kT is the transverse momentum

degree of freedom. Thus, when integrating over kT , this cross product becomes zero

for those TMD PDFs that explicitly depend on kT .

Figure 1.2:
A table showing the eight possible TMD PDFs at twist-2 order, taken
from a talk by Alexei Prokudin at the SPIN 2016 conference. The top
row indicates the polarization of the quark within the nucleon, while the
left column indicates the polarization of the nucleon. The unpolarized,
helicity, and transversity distributions (f1, g1, and h1, respectively) are
the only functions that survive integration over partonic transverse mo-
mentum.
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1.2.2.1 Longitudinally Polarized Structure

The helicity distribution functions represent the difference in probability of scat-

tering off of a parton with its spin vector parallel vs. antiparallel with the nucleon

longitudinal spin. The helicity distributions are determined from global analyses of

world data, similarly to the unpolarized collinear PDFs, and can be probed in a va-

riety of high energy collisions. These distributions provide the spin contributions to

the total spin of the nucleon, where the quark contribution is

∆Σ =
1

2

∑
q,q̄

1∫
0

dxx∆qi(x) =
1

2

1∫
0

dxx[∆qi(x) + ∆q̄i(x)] (1.5)

and the gluon contribution is

∆G =

1∫
0

dxx∆g(x) . (1.6)

A global analysis from 2008 shows the helicity distributions for various quark fla-

vors, as well as the gluon in Fig. 1.3 [14]. The up and down quark distributions

are very well constrained, since in DIS the valence quarks can be accessed at LO.

The anti quark helicity distributions have larger uncertainties as they are grouped

together with the quark distributions since the probing lepton in DIS cannot differ-

entiate between quarks and antiquarks; however, recent results from the PHENIX

and STAR collaborations at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) have shown

that the uncertainties on these distributions will be significantly reduced from W±

boson longitudinal single spin asymmetry measurements [15]. This process constrains

antiquark distributions better than DIS since it tags a particular flavor antiquark ex-

plicitly in the creation of the W boson, most notably anti-up and anti-down quarks

since high x valence quarks are likely to be probed at RHIC center-of-mass energies.

In Ref. [14] the gluon helicity distribution is also highly unconstrained since the
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Figure 1.3:
The helicity PDFs for several quark flavors and gluons are shown, taken
from Ref. [14].
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gluon cannot be accessed at LO in DIS. The gluon helicity function has been of

immense interest within the nucleon structure community due to the so called “spin

crisis” (see e.g. Ref. [16] for a review). It was largely assumed that the valence

quarks must carry the majority of the nucleon spin ~/2; however, it is now well

established that they only contribute roughly 30% of the total proton spin. For this

reason determining the gluon spin contribution to the proton has been a top priority

at the RHIC facility as gluons interact at LO in hadronic collisions, and RHIC is

the world’s only hadronic collider facility capable of polarizing proton beams in both

the longitudinal and transverse directions. A recent global analysis has indicated

that gluons may contribute up to roughly 20% of the total proton spin at large

x [17]. Figure 1.4 shows that this is only in the region of 0.05 < x < 1; there are

still significant uncertainties at smaller momentum fractions x where the unpolarized

collinear gluon distribution is known to be quite large. Recent inclusive jet and dijet

measurements from STAR which probe smaller x and have not been included in the

most recent global analyses will almost certainly provide a significant reduction in

these uncertainties.

1.2.2.2 Transversely Polarized Structure

When transverse polarization and partonic transverse momentum degrees of free-

dom are considered, additional PDFs may be defined as described above and shown

in Fig. 1.2. In this figure the subscript 1 refers to leading twist, while the L or T

refers to the polarization of the nucleon. The TMD PDFs are explicitly dependent on

both the partonic longitudinal and transverse momentum, where the initial partonic

transverse momentum is often denoted kT . Each TMD PDF is uniquely defined by a

particular configuration of nucleon and partonic spin. Note that there are also TMD

FFs that can be defined in addition to the collinear FFs, where in the final fragmen-

tation state the function is explicitly dependent on the longitudinal and transverse
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Figure 1.4:
A recent global analysis of the gluon contribution to the proton spin has
shown that at moderate and large x the gluon contributes roughly 20%
of the total proton spin [17].

momentum, z and jT respectively, of the hadron with respect to the outgoing parton.

For an observable to have sensitivity to TMD PDFs and/or TMD FFs, the observable

must be sensitive to two scales Q2 and qT , where Q2 is the hard scale of the partonic

interaction and qT is a soft scale on the order of ΛQCD such that ΛQCD . qT � Q.

Observables sensitive to TMDs are therefore particularly interesting since they probe

multiple scales.

Transversely polarized proton structure came to the forefront of nucleon structure

physics in the 1970’s when the first measurement of the transverse single spin asym-

metry (TSSA) was made by Ref. [18] in collisions of a transversely polarized proton

with an unpolarized proton. The TSSA is defined by

AN(φ) =
σ↑(φ)− σ↓(φ)

σ↑(φ) + σ↓(φ)
(1.7)

and is a left-right asymmetry measurement as a function of φ with respect to the
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transverse spin of the polarized proton. Purely perturbative calculations predicted

that the asymmetry should be very small such that AN ∼ mq/Q where mq is a mass

scale of the interacting quark and Q2 is the hard scale of the interaction [19]. The mea-

surement in Ref. [18] was performed at center-of-mass energies of approximately
√
s

≈ 5 GeV, and found that asymmetries rose to tens of percent at large xF = 2pz/
√
s;

this was orders of magnitude larger than the perturbative prediction. This discovery

prompted many future measurements to understand if this result was potentially just

due to the small center-of-mass energies where perturbative calculations were known

to be unrealiable. Nonetheless, a flurry of additional measurements in the last several

decades have shown that the asymmetries persist up to center-of-mass energies of

500 GeV and pT of 8 GeV/c, well beyond the limit where perturbative calculations

have been successful in describing inclusive hadron cross sections [20, 21, 22, 23, 24].

Figure 1.5 shows a collection of several of these measurements. Nonetheless, neutral

pion asymmetries have been found to be consistent with zero at midrapidity up to

pT ∼ 15 GeV/c with excellent statistical precision [25], where perturbative calcula-

tions would be expected to hold. See e.g. Ref. [16] for an extensive list of previous

TSSA measurements. It is also surprising that the TSSA measurements show no

obvious dependence on
√
s; these measurements have indicated that the asymme-

tries must be nonperturbatively generated in the initial and/or final hadronic states.

They also appear to be highly dependent on the rapidity of the final-state hadron,

regardless of the
√
s or hadron pT .

The measurements in the 1970’s and 1980’s prompted theoretical work on trans-

verse partonic dynamics in the early 1990’s to attempt to explain these surprising

results [26], leading to the birth of the era focusing on parton dynamics in QCD.

Ultimately, two TMD functions were proposed as explanations for the asymmetries:

the Sivers function [27, 28] in the initial state and the Collins function [29] in the

final state. The Sivers function corresponds to a spin-momentum correlation between
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Figure 1.5:
A collection of several transverse single-spin asymmetry measurements
showing the surprisingly large dependence on xF and large asymmetries
at large

√
s [16].

the intial-state nucleon transverse spin and the partonic transverse momentum kT ,

while the Collins function corresponds to a correlation between the final-state par-

tonic transverse spin and the hadronic transverse momentum jT . Measurements of

these functions in SIDIS [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] and e+ e− annihilation [35, 36] have shown

that both the Sivers and Collins functions give rise to sizeable asymmetries, up to

∼15% in the case of the Collins asymmetries in e+ e− annihilation. Measurements in

the Drell-Yan (DY) process, p+p → `+`−, have shown additional TMD PDFs, such

as the Boer-Mulders function, are nonzero as well [37, 38, 39].

In addition to the TMD framework, the collinear twist-3 framework has also been

used to describe the large TSSA measurements. TMD functions are twist-2 func-

tions, indicating that only the hard scattering of two partons is considered. In the

collinear twist-3 framework, the nonperturbative functions remain dependent on only

the longitudinal momentum fractions; while observables sensitive to TMD functions

are two scale problems such that ΛQCD . qT � Q, observables sensitive to twist-3

collinear functions have only one scale such that ΛQCD � qT ∼ Q. The theoretical

calculation now considers additional partonic scatterings which can be correlated and

can generate a large TSSA. In this case, a quark-gluon correlation function can be

defined in either the initial state [40] or the final state [41]. The twist-3 framework
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has been used to describe TSSA measurements at RHIC [42, 43, 44]; however, there

is ultimately more information within the TMD framework since the collinear func-

tions lack explicit dependence on partonic transverse momentum scales. The twist-3

approach has been related to kT moments of TMD PDFs and FFs (such as the Sivers

and Collins functions) [45], and verifying the relation between these two frameworks

with multi-differential measurements will be an important achievement in nucleon

structure research.

1.3 Modified Universality of Parity-Time-Odd TMD PDFs

The recent focus on multidimensional structure of the nucleon has not only offered

richer information about confined parton dynamics but has also brought to light fun-

damental predictions about QCD as a gauge invariant field theory. In particular, the

role of color interactions between partons and remnants of the hard scattering have

become clearer. Since QCD is a non-Abelian gauge theory which exhibits the charac-

teristics of confinement, when partons interact via a hard scattering they must also

be exciting the gluon field surrounding them; this can allow for soft gluon exchanges,

and thus color exchanges, with the spectator partons from the remaining hadrons.

These types of interactions have led to new predictions regarding the universality

of certain TMD PDFs, which is in general regarded as a fundamental pillar of the

treatment of nonperturbative functions.

In particular, certain TMD PDFs have been shown to exhibit “modified” univer-

sality due to color interactions. Recalling from Sec. 1.1, collinear PDFs are taken to

be universal functions which can be measured in one process, e.g. SIDIS, and then

used for predictions in another process, e.g. p+p scattering. It was first suggested

that parity and time (PT) odd TMD PDFs could be nonzero due to phase interfer-

ence effects from soft gluon exchanges in SIDIS [46, 47]. Shortly after this conclusion,

due to the gauge invariant nature of QCD and PT odd nature of certain TMD PDFs,
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it was predicted that these TMD PDFs will be the same magnitude and shape but

have opposite sign between SIDIS and DY interactions [48]. Twist-2 TMD PDFs that

involve only one polarization vector are odd under a PT transformation, which is one

simple explanation for the effect.

Figure 1.6:
The color flow in DY (left) and SIDIS (right) is shown when a soft gluon
attaches between a hard scattered parton and spectator in the initial state
and final state, respectively. In the figures, ` refers to a lepton, q or q̄
refer to a quark or anti-quark, respectively, and R refers to the remnants
of a nucleon after a hard scattering.

The sign difference arises due to different color flows that are possible in the initial

vs. final state in these two processes. Figure 1.6 shows two Feynman diagrams of DY

and SIDIS, each with a soft gluon attachment between a hard scattered parton and

spectators of the collision. Since the DY process has no final-state colored particles,

soft gluons can only attach in the initial state. This leads to the color flow shown; note

that due to the gluon exchange, and thus color rotation, the red and anti-blue color

lines on the interacting quark and remnant are pointing in the opposite direction.

In SIDIS there are only final-state spectators, thus soft gluons can only attach with

remnants after the hard scattering. In this case, the gluon exchange flips the color

of the red quark, however due to the nature of the interaction the color lines of the

outgoing quark and remnant are pointing in the same direction. This difference is

another qualitative feature that would lead us to expect modified universality as it is

a feature of the color fields; in the case of DY the gluon fields destructively interfere
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while in the case of SIDIS they constructively interfere. These interferences lead

to the predicted modified universality of PT odd TMD PDFs, which are the Sivers

function [27, 28] and the Boer-Mulders function [49].

Figure 1.7:
The W boson TSSA as measured by the STAR collaboration [50]. Calcu-
lations show that the measurement is more compatible with the prediction
of modified universality; however, these calculations are highly dependent
on TMD evolution effects which are still largely unknown.

The Sivers function, rather than the Boer-Mulders function, has received the most

attention in attempting to verify this prediction; this is like because it may contribute

to the large TSSA measurements which have puzzled the nucleon structure commu-

nity for decades. Many measurements from SIDIS exist [30, 31] which have shown

that the Sivers function is nonzero. Despite this prediction being made 15 years ago,

it was only very recently that the first measurements of DY and DY-like processes

were reported which could be compared to the SIDIS measurements [50, 51]. Note

that Ref. [50] measured the W± and Z0 boson TSSA, however the W measurement

should behave exactly like the DY process since it is a qq̄ interaction in which the

color annihilates to produce a colorless electroweak final state, therefore soft gluon

exchanges between hard scattered partons and remnants are only possible in the

initial-state. These measurements are shown in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8, which show that
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they are still statistically limited. One recent theoretical examination of the data also

shows compatibility with the predicted sign change [52]. Nonetheless, significantly

more data needs to be collected to draw a complete conclusion; as the prediction was

made for the Sivers function the sign change must hold true for the function across

all x and kT . Thus, more measurements are necessary before stronger conclusions can

be drawn; however, these are important first steps towards verifying this important

prediction of the QCD TMD factorization framework. The STAR collaboration col-

lected nearly 20 times more data in 2017 than what was published in Ref. [50], and

this will result in a sizable reduction in uncertainties in the W and Z boson TSSA

measurements [15].

Figure 1.8:
The first measurement of the DY TSSA, shown with calculations assum-
ing the sign change (darkly shaded bands) and without the sign change
(lightly shaded bands) [51]. The measurement is more compatible with
the prediction of modified universality of the Sivers function; however, the
uncertainties are still large enough that a conclusive statement cannot be
made.

It is important to emphasize the significant qualitative shift in thinking that the

predicted sign change of PT odd TMD PDFs has brought about. Previously, QCD

interactions were treated as 2→ 2 hard scatterings, where the nucleonic structure is

parameterized in the form of PDFs and FFs. The prediction of modified universality
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shows the importance of interactions between the hard scattered parton and the

remnants of the collision. In particular, it emphasizes that non-negligble interactions

take place in hard scatterings with the remnants of the collision and takes into account

more thoroughly the bound state nature of the nucleon. This qualitative shift in

thinking is significant as the predicted sign change shows nonzero effects, calculated

rigorously within perturbative QCD, that are due to soft interactions of partons with

other colored objects.

1.4 Factorization Breaking

The predicted modified universality of the Sivers TMD PDF ultimately arises due

to the difference in color field interference in the initial vs. final state that is possible

in DY and SIDIS respectively. At tree level DY and SIDIS are both electroweak

processes in which an electroweak boson is exchanged at the interaction vertex, and

they represent only a small phase space of processes which can be used to probe QCD

interactions. In hadronic collisions where a final-state hadron is measured, soft gluons

can be exchanged in both the initial and final states since color is exchanged at the in-

teraction vertex, and is therefore necessarily present in both the initial and final state.

For observables sensitive to a small transverse momentum scale in hadronic collisions

where a final-state hadron is measured, factorization breaking has been predicted in

a TMD framework in both polarized and unpolarized interactions [53, 54, 55, 56].

The nonperturbative objects in the calculation of a cross section become correlated

with one another, such that a convolution of individual TMD PDFs and TMD FFs

cannot be defined; this intuitively means that the partons are correlated across the

initial-state colliding protons and final-state hadrons. There are no current theoreti-

cal claims that the perturbatively calculated partonic cross section does not factorize

from the nonperturbative correlation function. Factorization breaking has also re-

cently been explored in the twist-3 framework [57], however it is more established in
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the TMD framework and further studies within the collinear twist-3 framework will

be important in establishing the connection between the TMD and twist-3 frame-

works in the intermediate region of Q2 where they describe similar physics. It should

be stressed that this result is due to the non-Abelian nature of QCD [56], thus by

investigating factorization breaking effects we are probing fundamental physics about

non-Abelian gauge invariant quantum field theories and, in this case, manifestations

of the SU(3) gauge group in nature.

Figure 1.9:
A diagram showing the color flow through the process p+p → h1 + h2,
taken from Ref. [56]. The color flows connect the partons from one proton
with the remnants of the other proton.

Because of the complicated color flows that are possible in processes which break

factorization, it is commonly referred to as “color entanglement” since the color flow

through the hard scattering is what is responsible for the nonperturbative TMD

functions becoming correlated with one another. Throughout this work, the terms

factorization breaking and color entanglement will refer to the same physical phe-

nomena. Figure 1.9 shows the most simple example of these color flows in a diagram

where the partons exchange soft gluons with the spectators of the collision in both the
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initial and final state. The process diagrammed is p+p → h1 + h2, where h1 and h2

are two nearly back-to-back hadrons. When the hadrons have large pT and are nearly

back-to-back they can be treated in a TMD framework since the acoplanarity in the

transverse plane gives a small transverse momentum scale. The diagram shows that

the color through the parton from hadron p1 (red) can flow through the hard scatter-

ing and the remnant of hadron p2, connecting the parton with the other hadron via its

color. Similarly in the final-state, the color of the parton from hadron p2 (blue) can

flow through the hard scattering and the remnant of hadron p1. Physically, the color

which flows throughout the scattering is what causes the nonperturbative functions

to become correlated, and thus no longer factorizable. Note that this is only possible

when at least two gluons are exchanged, which is why factorization is predicted to

hold in both DY and SIDIS in a TMD framework.

It is important to emphasize that the same physics which motivates the predicted

sign change of PT odd TMD PDFs is responsible for the result of factorization break-

ing in more complicated QCD processes. Soft gluon exchanges which can occur in

the initial and final states with spectators of the hard interaction cannot in general

be eliminated via a gauge transformation. Thus, their color fields create interference

effects that necessarily affect the partons and remnants involved in the hard scatter-

ing. The ideas behind these predictions reflect major qualitative shifts in the way

calculations are performed. Previous perturbative calculations only considered the

hard scattering and additional radiations at NLO and subsequent orders, but did not

consider the interaction of these gluons with spectators of the collision. The departure

from these simplistic ideas represents an important step towards treating the nucleon

as a composite and complicated object rather than just a collection of partons which

are independent from one another.

Factorization is ultimately a tool that is used in order to make theoretical QCD

computations easier; it is a prescription for which the nonperturbative behavior of
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QCD can be straightforwardly handled. Nonetheless, it is an assumption that has only

been proven to all orders for a select few processes that always have an electroweak

vector boson which mediates the scattering. Even at the collinear level factorization

has been shown to break down at third loop order for processes with hadrons in

the initial and final states [5, 6], and this ultimately points towards a more accurate

picture of nucleon structure which requires that partons are dynamic objects within

a complicated quantum mechanical bound state. Results such as these challenge

the conventional picture of two partons interacting via a single hard scattering and

should push QCD into new research areas which investigate how to describe correlated

partons. In particular, TMD PDFs and TMD FFs would be replaced by a correlation

function that must be interaction dependent; however, no such theoretical studies

have been performed to explore what this correlation function might look like.

1.5 The Role of Color in Hadronic Collisions

The predictions of modified universality of PT odd TMD PDFs and factoriza-

tion breaking represent a major qualitative shift in the way QCD interactions are

approached. In particular, the role of color has been shown to have nonzero and pre-

dictable qualitative and quantitative effects due to the non-Abelian nature of QCD.

Within QCD a major paradigm shift has begun in the way color is treated. The

modified universality of PT odd TMD PDFs and factorization breaking are just one

example where differences in color flow lead to a predictable and experimentally mea-

surable, in the case of the Sivers function, nonzero effect. In addition to effects in the

TMD framework, other worldwide measurements are probing effects from color and

correlations due to nontrivial color flows in hadronic interactions.
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1.5.1 Color Coherence

Historically, color has always been an integral part of QCD; for the theory to obey

SU(3) group symmetry this must be the case. However, efforts to quantify effects from

color correlations have not always been at the forefront of QCD research. Some of

the earliest studies of color effects known as color coherence were measured in e+e−

annihilation to three jet final states [58, 59, 60]. Color coherence is a phenomenon

predicted within QCD that soft radiation should be suppressed between color corre-

lated partons. In the case of e+e− → q̄q the quarks are necessarily color correlated,

and when a third jet is measured, necessarily from a gluon radiation, measurements

show that soft hadron production is depleted in certain regions of phase space. This

depletion is due to destructive interference from gluon radiation; also known as the

“drag” effect, the radiated gluon is said to “drag” color away from the partons leading

to the interference effect [61].

Before color coherence in QCD is discussed, coherence phenomena should be gener-

ally introduced. For an extensive discussion, see in particular chapter four of Ref. [61].

Coherence phenomena can be found in any gauge theory, and because of this we can

first consider QED which is simpler than QCD. The crux of coherence is to what ex-

tent, for example in QED, a relativistic e+ e− pair radiate photons independently from

one another. For the example of bremsstrahlung, it can be shown that if the e+ e− pair

radiate photons independently, then the condition θ
γe− < θe+e− or θ

γe+ < θe+e−

must be met; here the angles θ are the respective angle between the particles noted

in the subscripts. This result is referred to as “angular ordering,” and dictates the

radiation pattern of relativistic particles. In the case of QCD, this results in a uni-

form decrease of opening angles in the partonic cascade; in other words, partons

radiate gluons at large angles initially and these angles successively become smaller

and more collimated. Angular ordered parton cascades are implemented in many

Monte Carlo event generators, and are often attributed to the description of color
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coherence measurements (see e.g. [62]).

Figure 1.10:
Hadron production regions for two high pT qq scattering processes with
different color topologies, from Ref. [61].

In hadronic collisions, coherence effects are more complicated because color can

connect both the initial and final states whereas in e+ e− annihilation color corre-

lations can only be present in the final state. For an extensive discussion of color

coherence in hadronic collisions, see chapter ten of Ref. [61]. In these cases the color

topology of a particular partonic hard process results in different regions of hadron

depletion, as depicted in Fig. 1.10. For a generic qq → qq scattering, depending on

the particular color exchange at the interaction vertex, gluons may destructively in-

terfere in different areas of phase space which results in different regions of hadron

depletion. Ultimately color connections manifest themselves in global event observ-

ables, and inclusive QCD measurements are not sufficient to have sensitivity to these

types of color phenomena. This is likely why factorization generally holds for in-

clusive collinear observables in hadronic collisions; however, when additional, more

realistic, considerations are made (e.g. in the case of dijet measurements or multi-loop

processes), factorization breaks down due to complex color flows.
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It is particularly interesting to point out that in Fig. 1.10, the regions of deple-

tion are determined via the dashed-dotted lines which connect hard scattered partons

from one proton to the remnants of the other nucleon. These lines dictate the re-

gions where hadron production will be largest; thus, they also dictate where gluons

will destructively interfere leading to hadron depletions. This is reminiscent of color

entanglement, where hard scattered partons interact with remnants and lead to com-

plex color correlations. It is likely that color coherence and color entanglement are

referring to the same physical phenomenon; namely that complex color flows connect

all of the colored objects in a particular hadronic interaction.
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Figure 1.11:
An observable which quantifies the angle between a subleading jet and
sub-subleading jet in φ− η space shows evidence for color coherence in
p+p collisions in both dijet (left) and γ-jet (right) events [62, 63].

Experimentally, color coherence effects can connect the initial and final states in

hadronic collisions where at least one final-state jet is measured; however, modern

observables require multijet final-states to be observed. These were first studied

by the Tevatron experiments nearly 10 years after the first e+ e− color coherence
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publication [64, 65, 66]. Since the detectors at RHIC were not designed to be robust

jet detectors, no RHIC experiments attempted to study color coherence effects; this

left a dearth of studies until the LHC began collecting data. The topic was revived

by the CMS collaboration in three-jet final states [62] and has since been studied by

the ATLAS collaboration in the photon+jets final state [63], where the main results

from each analysis are shown in Fig. 1.11. These measurements have largely been

used to constrain parton showering algorithms in Monte Carlo event generators (see

e.g. Ref. [67]). Nonetheless, color coherence effects have been treated rigorously

within QCD in the past (see e.g. Ref. [61] and references within) and could be

used to constrain the magnitude of color correlations in future calculations. Future

phenomenological calculations within a TMD framework may be able to use this

data to constrain the magnitude of color entanglement effects, since each of these

measurements requires a nearly back-to-back dijet or photon-jet pair.

1.5.2 High Multiplicity Effects

Since the LHC experiments began collecting data, novel phenomena in high multi-

plicity final states have been a subject of intense study in hadronic collisions. In par-

ticular, with the larger center-of-mass energies available at the LHC, events containing

large final-state hadron multiplicities are produced significantly more frequently than

at RHIC. These types of events have shown unexpected and striking similarities across

many different collision systems, ranging from p+p to p+A to heavy nucleus-nucleus

(A+A) collisions. The role of color in these interactions has also recently begun to

be explored, for example in J/ψ and ψ′ production in p+A collsions [68].

One of the main goals set for the RHIC physics program was to measure the

strongly interacting quark gluon plasma (QGP) and its properties. The QGP is

formed in heavy nucleus-nucleus interactions, where the energy density of strongly

interacting particles becomes so large that quarks and gluons become deconfined.
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Measuring the properties and characteristics of the QGP is a highly active field within

QCD research, and various measurements have been proposed as potential signatures

for the QGP. One such measurement is “jet quenching,” which refers to the sup-

pression of high pT hadrons or jets in A+A collisions relative to p+p collisions. Jet

quenching was predicted since the high pT partons should interact with the QGP in

A+A collisions and not p+p collisions, thus losing energy from gluon bremsstrahlung

amongst other interactions [69]. Another signature, the “ridge,” refers to a near-side

in ∆φ ∼ 0 long range in rapidity ∆η & 2 two-particle correlation that was predicted

to arise from a longitudinally expanding medium [70]. A third signature predicted

that bound states with strange quark content would be enhanced in A+A collisions

relative to p+p collisions [71]. In each of these cases, there are many measurements

which show each of these predictions to be true in A+A collisions; for examples see

Refs. [69, 70, 72] and references and citations within. Many of these measurements

were used to establish the existence of the QGP in A+A collisions.

These proposed signatures of the QGP came into question when, in 2010, the CMS

collaboration reported measurements of the long range ridge structure in ∆η in high

multiplicity p+p collisions [73], where high multiplicity refers to events where the final-

state track multiplicity was greater than 110. Since then, a surge of measurements

has shown these signatures in p+p, proton-nucleus, deuteron-nucleus, and helium-

nucleus collisions, even down to track multiplicities of 50 in p+p collisions [74, 75,

76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. While there is little disagreement that a QGP is formed in A+A

collisions, there is serious debate as to whether or not these results imply there is also

a QGP being formed in smaller collision systems where the energy densities achieved

are not nearly as large. Moreover, strangeness enhancement in high multiplicity p+p

and p+A collisions was observed by the ALICE experiment [81], meaning that two

of the three proposed “signatures” for the QGP listed above have been measured in

high multiplicity p+p and p+A collisions. However, jet quenching of high pT jets or
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hadrons has yet to be measured in these small systems [82, 83, 84, 85], which calls

into question the interpretation that a QGP is formed in p+A and p+p collisions.

Figure 1.12:
The average pT of charged tracks as a function of final-state track multi-
plicity is shown in several hadronic collision systems [86]. In particular
the role of color reconnections is demonstrated in comparisons between
the p+p data and the PYTHIA8 Monte Carlo generator.

These results may imply that there is an underlying QCD mechanism that is

responsible for the surprising measurements in p+p and p+A collisions; color is an

obvious candidate for these phenomena. For example, the average pT of charged

hadrons as a function of final-state multiplicity has been shown to be highly depen-

dent on color connections and displays a similar shape across collision systems [86, 87].

As shown in Fig. 1.12, the average pT in p+p collisions is not described at all by

Monte Carlo event generators without color reconnections; these correlations have

been tuned in event generators by measurements. Similarly the role of color correla-

tions has also been explored in the long-range ∆η correlations that were surprisingly

found in p+p collisions. In particular, it was found that color correlations between

multiple partonic interactions could generate a nonzero second Fourier harmonic in
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the azimuthal angular distribution of particles with respect to the event plane of the

nucleus-nucleus collision, the observable which is often attributed to collective behav-

ior expected to be found only in A+A collisions [88]. Initial-state correlations that

form instantaneously after the collision or must pre-exist in the incoming projectiles

have also been proposed as explanations for the long range correlations [89, 90, 91];

additionally connections are now being made between the long-range phenomena and

the three dimensional structure of the proton, including possible sensitivity to the

protons’, potentially fluctuating, color charge density [92]. Interestingly, recent pre-

liminary results from the ALEPH and ZEUS collaborations have shown that no long

range pseudorapidity correlations have been measured in e+e− annihilation and semi-

inclusive DIS, respectively. This could suggest that initial-state color correlations are

important in the measured effects in p+p and p+A collisions.

1.5.3 Jet Substructure Techniques

With the advent of robust jet finding algorithms in the last decade that are both

infrared and collinear safe, a significant amount of study has since been invested in

jet substructure techniques. In particular, the goal of jet substructure techniques

is to systematically identify products from the hard scattered parton, rather than

also grouping soft radiation that may have come from remnant interactions into the

jet definition. These algorithms have been extensively developed in the search for

BSM physics, and are just recently starting to be applied to more traditional QCD

physics [93]. So called jet grooming algorithms [94, 95], which have primarily been

developed to remove physics related to remnant interactions, are also being used to

probe color flows and interactions through high energy p+p scatterings.

For example, a recent study from the ATLAS collaboration has shown that an

observable called the jet pull vector is sensitive to color connected top anti-top quark

production in p+p collisions [96, 97, 98]. This vector is defined as a pT weighted
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Figure 1.13:
A diagram showing the definition of the jet pull vector for a generic dijet
system, taken from Ref. [96].

radial moment of the jet, and its direction in a dijet system is shown in Fig. 1.13

as taken from Ref. [96]. For the case of a color connected system, the jet pull angle

is expected to be aligned with the jet connection axis, or θjp ∼ 0. If the jets are

produced without color connection, the angle should be distributed uniformly. Both

measurements in Ref. [98, 96] find that the observable is strongly correlated to 0, and

monotonically decreases towards large pull angles as shown in Fig. 1.14; this indicates

that the observable is indeed sensitive to the color flow of the tt̄ quark events. There

are also theoretical studies of the role of color flow in tt̄ events, specifically within

the TMD framework [99], potentially drawing more connections between the largely

separate fields of QCD and BSM physics.

While the previous measurements can be used to constrain QCD color connections,

the motivation of the studies was largely to demonstrate that the observable could

discern between various color flows and thus could be used to search for BSM model

physics processes [98]. However, recent theoretical efforts in Soft Collinear Effective

Theory (SCET) have indicated that jet grooming algorithms could potentially remove
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Figure 1.14:
The ATLAS collaboration has measured the charged particle pull angle
in tt̄ events, showing that it is sensitive to the color flow in the pro-
cess [96].

factorization breaking components from jet observables (see e.g. Refs. [95, 100, 101,

102] and references within). If true, rather than removing them for the purpose of

searching for BSM physics the contributions could in principle be isolated and perhaps

studied further. Regardless, the substructure techniques have already been shown to

be sensitive to color flow and the relation between the color correlations between

partons and factorization breaking effects could potentially be shown with these new

observables and techniques.

1.6 Using Collins-Soper-Sterman Evolution to Search For

Color Entanglement

A nominally straightforward method to search for factorization breaking effects is

to compare a measurement from a process predicted to break factorization to a calcu-

lation which assumes that factorization holds. From the comparison, one could then

immediately conclude if the calculation replicates the data, and to what quantitative
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degree they match. This could in principle also provide insight into the magnitude of

factorization breaking effects; there is general consensus in the literature that factor-

ization breaking occurs in hadronic collisions where a final-state hadron is measured

and a TMD framework is applicable, however there is still significant disagreement

as to how large these effects are and to what extent they might modify the cross

section. It may be that, for example, effects from factorization breaking are signifi-

cantly smaller than the current level of uncertainties in theoretical calculations from

the factorization scale, and thus they are a negligible systematic uncertainty to a

particular calculation compared to current uncertainties.

Unfortunately this particular method is not effective due to the current uncer-

tainties on TMD calculations. Even for unpolarized cross sections, TMD calculations

still have large uncertainties due to the nonperturbative functions being generally un-

constrained. The first ever global fit of TMD data was just recently published [103],

and while this is an excellent step in the right direction it is not precise enough to

constrain TMD functions to the level that would be necessary for comparing a calcu-

lation to measurements. The global fit reproduces transverse momentum dependent

widths generally well but still has normalization problems. There is still not enough

worldwide data to constrain TMD functions to the level that collinear functions have

been constrained; even with the significant amount of collinear data available cur-

rent collinear cross section uncertainties are on the order of tens of percent (see e.g.

Ref. [7]). Thus, a different method to attempt to observe modified behavior from

factorization breaking must be pursued.

In calculations of TMD processes where factorization is predicted to hold, the

hard scale evolution of the interaction is known to be governed by the Collins-Soper-

Sterman (CSS) evolution equation [104, 105]. In contrast to the Dokshitzer-Gribov-

Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution equations [106, 107, 108], which are used

to evolve collinear nonperturbative functions from one hard scale to another, CSS
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evolution explicitly considers a small transverse momentum scale. Additionally, in

contrast to DGLAP evolution, CSS evolution depends on nonperturbative contri-

butions. While the DGLAP equation is purely perturbative, the kernel for the CSS

evolution equation involves the CSS soft factor [109], which generally contains nonper-

turbative contributions. Because of this TMD evolution differs greatly from collinear

evolution in that it cannot simply be calculated; there are contributions that must be

constrained by data. As TMD data has only recently begun to be collected in large

amounts, quantitative TMD evolution predictions can vary drastically depending on

assumptions and inputs for the nonperturbative contributions [110].

However, CSS evolution qualitatively predicts that any momentum width sensi-

tive to nonperturbative transverse momentum would increase as the hard scale of

the interaction increases. This prediction does not depend on the nonperturbative

input and can be understood intuitively as a broadening of the phase space for gluon

radiation with the increasing hard scale. For example, if the typical DY invariant

mass ranges of 4-9 GeV/c2 are compared to the Z boson scale, 91 GeV/c2, signifi-

cantly harder gluons may be radiated from the Z than for the DY pair simply due

to the larger energy in the interaction. Because of this, the Z can have more nonper-

turbatively generated kT contributing to its total pT , and thus the nonperturbative

momentum width is larger than at the typical DY scale. This has been phenomeno-

logically studied in several DY and Z boson analyses [111, 112, 113], as well as in

SIDIS [113, 114, 115] where factorization is also predicted to hold. It is important

to emphasize that the CSS evolution equation comes directly out of the derivation

of TMD factorization [116]. Thus, it follows that a promising avenue to investigate

factorization breaking effects is to look for qualitative differences from CSS evolution

in processes that are predicted to break factorization. This additionally requires less

information about the functional form of distributions from non-factorizable processes

since observing the rate of change of a distribution inherently requires less information
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than the distribution itself.

1.7 Two-Particle Correlations

To have sensitivity to factorization breaking effects and CSS evolution, an observ-

able must meet three requirements:

1. It must be sensitive to a small transverse momentum scale such that it can be

treated in a TMD framework.

2. It must have colored partons in both the initial and final states of the hard

process.

3. It must be measured over a range of hard scales to observe effects from CSS

evolution.

Nearly back-to-back dijet production in p+p collisions satisfies these requirements,

when the process is measured over a range of hard scales. The hadronization of the

two partons also allows dihadron production to be used as a proxy for the dijets. Two-

particle correlation measurements were first proposed as a way to measure initial-state

transverse momentum during the early development of QCD [117]. Correlation mea-

surements have since been used to measure the partonic transverse momentum kT

over a large range of center-of-mass energies [118, 119, 120, 121]. The correlations

are sensitive to the initial-state kT of the colliding partons since at LO, they should

emerge exactly back-to-back simply due to transverse momentum conservation; how-

ever, NLO kT effects can cause the jets to be acoplanar in the transverse plane.

Figure 1.15 shows world measurements of the total pT of two-particle correlations

in various channels: dijets, diphotons, DY events, and dihadrons. Because of confine-

ment, the uncertainty principle dictates that partons must contain a small transverse

momentum on the order of several hundred MeV [117]. Historically it was expected
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Figure 1.15:
The pT of a two-particle pair is shown as a function of

√
s for a variety

of two-particle correlations processes [119].

that kT effects would be small and limited to the nonperturbative behavior due to

confinement. However measurements such as those shown in Fig. 1.15 show that

there are significant perturbative contributions to kT at the
√
s probed by modern

hadronic colliders. This figure is an indication of expectations from CSS evolution -

namely that as the energy of the interaction increases, and thus the hard scale, the

small transverse momentum scale from kT should also increase.

Rather than using jets, small transverse momentum scales can also be accessed

with nearly back-to-back two-particle correlations, where the two particles are proxies

for the jets. The particles are still sensitive to the small transverse momentum scale

of the initial-state, but have an additional contribution from final-state fragmentation

transverse momentum jT . A cartoon diagram showing the basic features of nearly

back-to-back correlations is shown in Fig. 1.16. The two hadrons are separated by

appromixately π radians, and there is some smearing to the near-side jet due to final-

state transverse momentum jT . The away-side jet is smeared out even more due to
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Figure 1.16:
A cartoon illustrating the basic features of a dijet or dihadron two-
particle correlation measurement.

the sensitivity to both jT and kT . The underlying event, which refers to particles that

are produced uncorrelated with the hard scattering, is shown in yellow and is usually

assumed to be flat as a function of ∆φ in p+p collisions.

Figure 1.17 shows a diagram of a dihadron correlation in the transverse plane. In

the figure, two hard scattered partons with transverse momentum p̂trig
T and p̂assoc

T are

initially acoplanar due to the initial-state kT of the colliding partons. Note that any

quantity with a hat, for example p̂assoc
T , refers to a partonic quantity. The partonic

vectors are shown in red in the diagram, and are acoplanar due to the vector sum

~k1
T+~k2

T of the partonic kT . When the partons fragment, two hadrons can be measured,

shown as the black vectors and labeled ptrig
T and passoc

T . These now include a transverse

momentum component jT trig
y

and jT assoc
y

perpendicular to the jet axes in the transverse

plane; these are assumed to be Gaussian such that
√
〈j2
T 〉 =

√
2〈j2

T trig
y
〉 =

√
2〈j2

T assoc
y
〉.

Dihadron events are a useful probe for factorization breaking effects because of

their relatively large cross section; dijet events are produced via LO partonic scat-

terings in p+p collisions. However, they are the most complicated two-particle cor-

relation measurements to interpret because they are dependent on two TMD PDFs
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Figure 1.17:
A diagram which shows the hard-scattering kinematics of a dihadron
event in the transverse plane, taken from Ref. [122]. The various vectors
are described in more detail in the text.

in the initial-state as well as two TMD FFs in the final-state assuming a factorizable

picture, and thus offer more avenues for gluon exchanges. An alternative correlation

measurement is the direct photon-hadron process, whose LO diagrams are shown in

Fig. 1.18. Often referred to as the “golden channel,” direct photon processes are

one of the most ideal processes to study in hadronic collisions because the photon

is emitted directly from the hard scattering; therefore it contains information about

the partonic process. This provides direct access to the parton dynamics and is thus

useful for studying nucleon structure.

Figure 1.18:
The leading order diagrams for direct photon production are shown.
The two processes are QCD Compton scattering (qg → γq) and quark-
antiquark annihilation (qq̄ → γg). Each process has an additional
crossed diagram not shown here.

Additionally direct photons have the added benefit that they do not interact via

the strong force. This means that they do not suffer from final-state interaction ef-

fects via the strong force and thus, assuming a factorizable picture for photon-hadron
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correlations, only one final-state fragmentation function is necessary in a cross cal-

culation rather than two; for this reason they are a widely sought after observable

in nucleus-nucleus collisions because the photon is not modified by the strongly in-

teracting QGP. For studying processes predicted to break factorization, they offer a

potentially interesting comparison to dihadron correlations because there is one less

avenue through which gluons may be exchanged since the photon is colorless. This

may lead to modified behavior when comparing the two processes.

Kinematically, direct photon-hadron events can be described in a similar way to

dihadron events as shown in Fig. 1.19. Since the direct photon comes from the hard

scattering, the red hard scattering vector ptrig
T is the direct photon in Fig. 1.19 whereas

in dihadron events a jet fragment would be measured on the near-side. The away-

side is constructed similarly, since the recoiled jet will still produce hadrons with some

final-state transverse momentum component due to fragmentation.

Figure 1.19:
A diagram which shows the hard-scattering kinematics of a direct
photon-hadron event in the transverse plane, taken from Ref. [122]. The
various vectors are described in more detail in the text.

To have sensitivity to small kT and jT transverse momentum scales, the two-

particle correlations must be nearly back-to-back such that ∆φ ∼ π. As shown in

Figs. 1.17 and 1.19, a vector pout can be defined as a momentum space complement

to the angular separation ∆φ. The quantity pout is the out of plane momentum

component with respect to the near-side trigger particle, and thus is a transverse

momentum dependent observable which could be used to study CSS evolution in

processes predicted to break factorization. Mathematically it is defined as
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pout = passoc
T sin ∆φ (1.8)

and thus pout is 0 when the two-particle pair is exactly back-to-back. Small devia-

tions from 0 indicate sensitivity to nonperturbative kT and jT , while large deviations

indicate sensitivity to perturbatively generated kT and jT . This quantity has already

been shown to discriminate between perturbative and nonperturbative contributions,

shown by the Gaussian and Kaplan fits in Fig. 1.20 [120]. The Gaussian fits clearly

fail at describing the data at large values of pout, indicating that the large pout values

are generated by perturbative gluon radiation. The Kaplan fits, which describe both

Gaussian behavior at small values of pout and power law behavior at large pout, de-

scribe the full functional form of pout significantly better than the Gaussian fit alone.

To quantify the nonperturbative behavior as a function of the hard scattering scale,

the pout distributions can be fit to Gaussian functions and the evolution of these

widths with the hard scale can be studied. Since the Gaussian widths are sensitive to

only nonperturbative kT and jT , if they do not follow the CSS evolution expectation

then the processes could be exhibiting factorization breaking effects.

The hard scattering quantity xE is also shown in Figs. 1.17 and 1.19 as a green

vector antiparallel to the trigger particle. Mathematically xE is defined as

xE = −p
trig
T · passoc

T

|ptrig
T |2

= −|p
assoc
T |
|ptrig
T |

cos ∆φ (1.9)

and can be used as a modified proxy for the fragmentation variable z where jet recon-

struction is not possible. At LO for direct photon-hadron production, xE is exactly

z; however, NLO effects from kT or jT can smear this interpretation. Nonetheless,

for the pout distributions in the nearly back-to-back region, it is a good proxy for z

since the trigger and associated particles are nearly coplanar. This means the only

deviation that xE has from z comes from approximating the away-side jet pT as ptrig
T .
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With the definitions of pout and xE, two-particle correlations can be used to study

TMD observables multidifferentially as a function of both pout and xE, which can be

taken as proxies for kT and z respectively.

Figure 1.20:
The pout distributions measured in p+p collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV are

shown from Ref. [120]. The transition from nonperturbative to perturba-
tive behavior is indicated by the failure of the Gaussian fit in describing
the data at large pout.

RHIC is an ideal facility to study effects from factorization breaking because the

predicted effects can only be found in hadronic collisions where at least one final-state

hadron is measured. The observable that is of interest must have a large pT such

that a hard scale can be defined, but it also must be sensitive to a small transverse

momentum scale such that a TMD framework can be applied. At RHIC energies, the

pT reach for direct photons and neutral pions is sufficiently large to establish a hard

scale while also being sensitive to a small transverse momentum scale. Additionally

the detectors at RHIC have the necessary resolution in both azimuth and pT at small

pT to be able to resolve small values of pout. While jet processes at the LHC could be

particularly interesting to study as well, the azimuthal and pT resolution of the back-

to-back jets must be small enough such that the small pout region can be identified.

Due to experimental capabilities at the RHIC experiments, π0-hadron and direct

photon-hadron are thus the ideal choices of processes to study potential factorization
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breaking effects.

1.8 Motivation and Contributions of this Thesis

The motivation for this thesis is to search for effects from the theoretically pre-

dicted color entangled states in hadronic collisions where at least one final-state

hadron is measured. To perform this search, angular correlations of dihadrons and

direct photon-hadrons are measured at the PHENIX experiment in a variety of col-

lision systems. The correlations are collected at midrapidity where high pT particles

are most frequently produced. Observables sensitive to nonperturbative transverse

momentum are collected and studied as a function of the leading pT of the correla-

tion to search for modifications from CSS evolution which comes directly out of the

derivation for TMD factorization.

Specifically, the results of this thesis include measurements from p+p collisions at

two center-of-mass energies,
√
s = 200 and 510 GeV, as well as p+Al and p+Au

collisions at nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energies of
√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. These

measurements represent the first dedicated studies to searching for these theoreti-

cally predicted color entangled states, and in particular are the first to identify an

observable which more cleanly separates the nonperturbative from the perturbative

contributions to the correlations. The analysis also allows for the nonperturbative

observables to be probed with varying values of the longitudinal momentum fraction

x in p+p collisions since the hard scales are approximately the same at the two differ-

ent center-of-mass energies. Measurements of correlations in p+A collisions allow for

a nuclear dependence to be studied, which may lead to modified effects since there

are more hadronic remnants which can lead to potential color entanglement effects.

To better interpret the results where color entanglement is predicted, phenomeno-

logical studies are also performed to compare to the results measured for this thesis.

In particular, published data from the DY and SIDIS processes, where factorization
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is predicted to hold, are collected and analyzed to compile results that can be com-

pared to those from the measured dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations.

The measurements dedicated to searching for evidence of factorization breaking, in

addition to the compilation and analysis of data from processes where factorization

is predicted to hold, will serve as a foundation for future TMD phenomenological

efforts. In addition, several future observables and the prospects of measuring them

are discussed in the context of the upcoming RHIC and LHC high luminosity running

periods.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will introduce the RHIC

experimental facility and the PHENIX apparatus with which the angular correla-

tions are measured. Chapter 3 outlines the analysis methods used to measure both

dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations in the PHENIX spectrometer. Chap-

ter 4 presents the
√
s = 510 GeV p+p results, while Chapter 5 presents both the

√
s

= 200 GeV p+p results and the
√
s
NN

= 200 GeV p+Al and p+Au results. Chapter

6 includes the phenomenological analysis of world data for several different processes

predicted to factorize or break factorization, and Chapter 7 is a discussion of fu-

ture measurements at the proposed sPHENIX experiment at RHIC as well as at the

ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC. Finally, Chapter 8 includes a summary

and conclusions concerning the results presented as well as the prospect for future

constraints on color entanglement effects.
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CHAPTER II

Experimental Setup

2.1 Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory

(BNL) is one of two operating hadronic colliders in the world, with the other collider

being the LHC at CERN. RHIC is unique as a hadronic collider complex due to its

versatility in collision species. Because of this versatility, RHIC allows for various

asymmetric as well as symmetric systems to be collided such that the initial-state

geometry of nuclear collisions can be studied. Additionally, it is the only polarized

proton-proton collider in the world, making it an excellent facility to study spin-spin

and spin-momentum correlations within the proton.

The RHIC ring is approximately 2 miles in circumference and was built to collide

protons and heavy ions. The accelerator complex collides bunches of protons or ions in

106 ns intervals at 6 main interaction points on the RHIC ring. Four major detectors

were built at the RHIC complex: PHENIX, STAR, BRAHMS, and PHOBOS. Of

these four, only STAR is actively taking data, although there are future run plans

for STAR and a proposed successor experiment to PHENIX called sPHENIX. The

design luminosity was on the order of 1026 cm−2s−1 and 1031 cm−2s−1 for heavy ion

collisions and proton-proton collisions, respectively [123, 124].

RHIC is able to accelerate proton beams up to 255 GeV per proton and ion beams
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up to 100 GeV per nucleon. Protons and ions are accelerated from either a proton

LINAC or a tandem Van-de-Graaff generator, respectively, into a booster ring. The

booster ring subsequently injects the beams into the Alternating Gradient Synchotron

(AGS) ring, which increases the energy of the beam. After the AGS the beams are

injected into the RHIC ring, at which point they are accelerated to their maximum

beam energies. The versatility of RHIC is demonstrated in Figure 2.1, which shows

all of the collision species and center-of-mass energies that RHIC has delivered to the

PHENIX experiment. In addition to the various light and heavy nuclei that have

been collided, the proton beams can be longitudinally or transversely polarized.

Figure 2.1:
A pictorial representation of the various collision species that RHIC has
provided for data collection. In addition to the wide range of light and
heavy nuclei, both proton beams may be longitudinally or transversely
polarized.

2.2 The PHENIX Experiment

The PHENIX experiment is one of two large collaborations at RHIC, with several

hundred collaborators from countries across the globe. The spectrometer was designed

to sacrifice acceptance for the ability to have excellent mass resolution and a high rate

trigger system; therefore, the detector is designed to study rare and high pT processes.
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The significant luminosity increases that RHIC was able to deliver in the last years of

PHENIX operation allowed the experiment to collect what are referred to as “golden

data sets,” which are PHENIX data sets in several different collision systems that

have more integrated luminosity than all of the previous similar data sets combined.

The PHENIX detector is comprised of two central arms which each span an az-

imuthal angle of ∆φ ∼ π/2 and are nearly back-to-back in azimuth. The central arms

also cover a pseudorapidity region of |η| < 0.35. Despite its limited acceptance, the

subdetectors in the central arm are highly segmented, allowing for excellent spatial

resolution. The central arms are used primarily for identifying charged hadrons and

electromagnetic probes, but also have particle ID capabilities. Additionally there are

two forward arms covering the full azimuth and pseudorapidity region 1.2 < |η| < 2.4;

these spectrometers specialize in the measurement of muons and decays from heavy

flavor. In 2012 and 2013 two silicon vertex detectors were installed; the FVTX is

located at forward rapidities 1 < |η| < 3 and the VTX covers the barrel region sur-

rounding the interaction vertex. These detectors were installed largely for the heavy

flavor program at RHIC, which needs excellent z vertex resolution. Reference [125]

gives an overview of the PHENIX detector. A schematic drawing of the PHENIX

central arms after the 2012 running period is shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2.1 Global Detectors

To determine global event characteristics, PHENIX utilizes two forward detectors:

the Beam Beam Counter (BBC) and the Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC). These

detectors are used to determine the z-vertex position of the hard scattering collision

as well as the centrality in collisions involving a nucleus; centrality is a proxy for the

impact parameter between two nuclei in a relativistic nucleus collision. The centrality

of the collisions ranges from 0-100%, with 0% denoting an impact parameter of 0 and

100% denoting an impact parameter the size of the nucleus.
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Figure 2.2:
A schematic diagram showing the PHENIX central arm spectrometers in
the transverse plane. The picture is displayed with the beam pipe running
out of the page.

The BBCs [126] are situated approximately 144 cm from the nominal interaction

point in PHENIX and cover a pseudorapidity of 3 < |η| < 3.9 over the full azimuth.

The north and south BBC consist of arrays of photomultiplier tubes (PMT) with

a quartz Čerenkov radiator mounted to the head of the PMT. A picture of the 64

element array is shown in Figure 2.3. Since the BBCs are quite far forward with

respect to the central arms, correlations with midrapidity particles are minimized

and thus the BBCs permit detection of charged particles to determine the nominal

collision vertex.

An important role of the BBC includes providing the timing measurement for

the central arm time of flight detector as well as the for the PHENIX Level1 trigger

system. The intrinsic resolution of each element in the BBC is roughly 50 ps; using the

timing information from charged particles detected in both BBCs the vertex position

can be determined with a resolution of roughly two cm in p+p collisions and 1 cm

in A+A collisions. Additionally the centrality in collisions with a nucleus can be

determined using the charge sum within the BBC in the nucleus going direction since
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Figure 2.3:
A picture of one of the 64 element array BBCs. Each element is comprised
of a 3 cm quartz radiator attached to a photomultiplier tube. The picture
is taken from Ref. [126].

there is a monotonic relationship between the BBC charge sum and the definition of

centrality.

The ZDC [127] is another global detector which is a hadronic calorimeter located

approximately 18 m from the nominal collision point in PHENIX. The ZDCs cover

the full azimuth, lie at roughly |η| ∼ 6, and are made of tungsten plates which are

sandwiched with optical fibers read out by PMTs. The ZDCs are used primarily for

the detection of very forward neutrons for the categorization of the collision centrality

and/or the tagging of highly diffractive events. Figure 2.4 shows the correlation

between the total charge measured in the BBC and the energy deposited in the ZDC.

The black lines denote the centrality categorizations in Au+Au collisions, where the

far most right bin is the 0-5% most central collisions.

In small collision systems like p+Au or d+Au, the collision centrality is determined

specifically in the nucleus going direction since the multiplicities in the proton or

deuteron going direction are not large enough to categorically determine the collision

centrality. Here the centrality is determined with a Glauber-Monte Carlo calculation
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Figure 2.4:
The correlation between the energy deposited in the ZDC and the charge
sum of the BBC is shown for Au+Au collisions [126]. The straight black
lines indicate the centrality bins that are used in Au+Au collisions.

coupled with a simulation of the charge deposited in the BBC of the nucleus going

direction. Geometric quantites associated with the different centrality selections can

be determined with this method, and they show good agreement with measured data

in d+Au collisions. A full description of the method used to determine the centrality

in small systems can be found in [128]. It is important to note however that in small

system measurements, e.g. p+A collisions, the interpretation of centrality as a proxy

for impact parameter no longer holds. In these asymmetric measurements the central-

ity is an indication of final-state particle multiplicity rather than impact parameter,

as an interaction with b = 0 fm and b = 1 fm could produce very similar responses

of integrated charge in the BBC despite being very different impact parameters.

2.2.2 Central Arm Spectrometers

A diagram of the central arm spectrometers is shown in Figure 2.2. The central

arms consist of two nearly back-to-back arms that cover roughly π/2 in azimuth each

and |η| < 0.35. In two-particle angular correlation analyses, the primary subdetectors
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used are the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal), the Drift Chamber (DC), and Pad

Chamber (PC) tracking systems. A Ring Imaging Čerenkov (RICH) detector is used

for particle identification as well as the high energy cluster EMCal RICH Trigger

(ERT) which is used to trigger on rare processes with a high pT photon.

2.2.2.1 EMCal

The EMCal [129] is located on the outermost edge of the central arms and mea-

sures the position and energy of photons and electrons. It is composed of eight sectors,

six of which are lead scintillating (PbSc) calorimeters and two of which are lead glass

(PbGl) Čerenkov calorimeters. The two types of calorimeter tower respond differently

and thus care is taken in the analysis to appropriately treat each sector. The intrinsic

resolution of the calorimeter in energy, η, and φ allows for high energy single photons

to be reconstructed up to 25 GeV and neutral pions to be reconstructed via their two

photon decay up to ∼17 GeV/c in pT .

The PbSc calorimeters are composed of alternating tiles of lead and plastic scin-

tillator. In total the six sectors contain 15,552 individual towers. A diagram of one

of the PbSc towers is shown in Figure 2.5. The tower contains wavelength shifting

fibers at the front which lead to phototubes in the back to read out the electromag-

netic shower. The towers have a radiation length of 18X0 and were shown to have

an energy resolution in test beam data of 8.1%/
√
E ⊕ 2.1% in units of GeV. They

additionally have an intrinsic timing resolution of 200 ps for electromagnetic showers.

The inherent spatial resolution of the towers is ∆η × ∆φ ∼0.011×0.011, where ∆η

and ∆φ refer to the pseudorapidity and azimuthal angular segmentation.

The PbGl calorimeter modules are comprised of a group of 24 towers bonded

together as shown in Figure 2.5. Photomultipliers at the front of the module measure

photons and the lead glass matrix showers towards the back of the module where

a photodiode measures the resulting energy of the shower. In total there are 9216
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Figure 2.5:
Diagrams showing the composition of the lead scintillating (top) and lead
glass (bottom) electromagnetic calorimeter towers.
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towers in the two sectors. In contrast to the PbSc towers, the PbGl towers have a

radiation length of about 14X0 and have an energy resolution from test beam data of

5.9%/
√
E ⊕ 0.8% in units of GeV. The spatial resolution of the PbGl towers is also

finer than the PbSc towers at ∆η ×∆φ ∼0.008×0.008.

2.2.2.2 DC and PC

The DC [130] is the primary subsystem for tracking charged particles in PHENIX.

The two central arms each house a cylindrically shaped DC which lies between 2-2.4

meters from the beam pipe. A schematic diagram of one half of one DC arm is shown

in Figure 2.6. The DC measures charged particle trajectories in the r-φ plane and

uses the information to determine the pT of the track. These tracks can then be used

to determine the invariant masses of parent particles if they are decay products; if

not they can be matched to hits in the PC3 and associated with light in the RICH

to determine if they are hadrons or electrons. The cylindrical frames are filled with a

gas mixture of 50% Argon and 50% ethane which is ionized when a charged particle

passes through it. The resulting charge is collected by sets of wire modules and used

to reconstruct the track.

The DC consists of a frame which contains six types of wire modules stacked

radially in each sector and labeled X1, U1, V1, X2, U2, and V2. The X1 and X2

wires run parallel to the beam pipe to perform tracking measurements in the r-φ

plane. The other four sets of wires are angled by about 6◦ relative to the X1 and

X2 wires to measure the z coordinate of the track. The wires hold a voltage which

allows the ionized electrons to drift towards them. Track position information is then

reconstructed based on the drift time of the electrons. The PC improves both the

track pT resolution as well as the z position of the track within the PHENIX detector

volume.

The PC tracking system is a set of three multiwire proportional chambers that
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Figure 2.6:
A diagram showing one drift chamber frame. Each arm in the PHENIX
spectrometer has two frames.

Figure 2.7:
A drawing showing the cross section of one of the pad chambers. Anode
wires are enclosed by two cathode plates, and accumulated charge is read
out by electronics at the top of the figure.
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are labelled as PC1, PC2, and PC3 in Figure 2.2. Each detector contains a plane of

anode wires inside a gas volume bounded by two cathode planes. Charge is induced

on one of the cathode planes when a particle passes through the gas volume, and this

charge is then read out with readout electronics designed for the PCs. A diagram

showing a cross section of the pad chamber design is shown in Figure 2.7. The PC1 is

located directly behind the DC, and with the z vertex resolution of the BBCs the DC

and PC1 tracking system determines the momentum of charged tracks with resolution

∆p/p ∼ 0.7% ⊕ 1%p in units of GeV/c. The PC1 position resolution was measured

to be ±1.7 mm in the z direction, and thus with the DC the full momentum vector of

charged tracks can be reconstructed. The two other pad chambers, PC2 and PC3, are

located at further radial positions from the DC and PC1. Hits in these pad chambers

are required in order to reject secondary tracks produced from decays, conversions,

or interactions with the detector volume.

2.2.2.3 RICH

Since the goal of this analysis is to identify away-side charged hadrons, care must

be taken to reject electrons that get reconstructed as charged hadrons. To do this,

a RICH detector is used to identify, and thus reject, electrons. The RICH is located

directly behind the DC and PC1 tracking systems, as can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Spherical mirrors reflect Čherenkov light produced by electrons passing through radi-

ator gas in the RICH onto PMTs. Electrons are identified and rejected based on the

pattern of light collected in a ring around the projected track onto the PMT plane.

Since high momentum pions also produce radiation and a signal in the RICH above

∼ 5 GeV/c, the electron veto used in the analysis is not applied for charged tracks

with pT > 5 GeV/c.
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2.2.2.4 ERT Trigger

The ERT trigger is the high-energy photon or electron trigger used to identify

rare processes in PHENIX. For photon triggers, groups of EMCal towers called trig-

ger tiles are iteratively scanned and the energy sum in the trigger tile is determined.

If the energy sum is larger than a predetermined threshold, then the event is written

out and kept for offline analysis. In conjunction with the RICH, the ERT can be used

to trigger on electrons. These trigger tiles are nonoverlapping 2x2 tower regions. In

this analysis, a 4x4 overlapping region was used as the trigger tile which is generically

used for the high energy photon processes. There are three 4x4 triggers available for

analysis (labeled ERT A, B, or C), with each trigger having a different energy thresh-

old depending on the center-of-mass energy of the collision system. The trigger with

the lowest energy threshold is the ERTC, while the trigger with the highest threshold

is the ERTB trigger (while this is perhaps nonintuitive it is the nomenclature used

within PHENIX for the trigger thresholds).

2.2.3 Data Set Summaries

In 2012, 2013, and 2015 the PHENIX experiment collected two of the best data

sets that RHIC has provided in its 17 years of operation due to the significantly larger

luminosity that the RHIC collider delivered to the PHENIX experiment. In 2012 and

2013, data from p+p collisions at
√
s = 510 GeV was collected. In the two years,

approximately 30 and 150 pb−1 of integrated luminosity was accumulated and used

in the present analysis of dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations. In 2015,

PHENIX collected approximately 60 pb−1 of p+p data at
√
s= 200 GeV. Additionally,

for the first time ever, RHIC delivered p+Au and p+Al collisions at
√
s
NN

= 200 GeV.

PHENIX accumulated approximately 200 and 700 nb−1 integrated luminosity for the

p+Au and p+Al running, respectively; this corresponds to approximately 15.8 and

9.1 pb−1, respectively, of equivalent p+p luminosity. These data sets are the focus of
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the analysis presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER III

Analysis Details

3.1 Particle Identification

3.1.1 Photons

Photon clusters are identified in the EMCal with the following criteria:

• photon energy 1.0 < ecore < 20.0 GeV

• Shower shape cut χ2 < 3 for PbSc clusters, or a dispersion cut for PbGl clusters

• Hot and dead tower map

• ERT supermodule not masked

• 2 tower edge cut around each sector

• |zemc| < 155 cm to reduce decay contributions from missed jets due to PHENIX

acceptance

• ERT trigger tile matches EMCal tower check

• Track based elliptical charged hadron veto
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The tower edge and fiducial cuts are implemented so that the single photon acceptance

better matches the measured π0 acceptance. The edge cuts are additionally benefi-

cial for the implementation of the isolation cone algorithm, which will be discussed

later. The shower shape or dispersion cut was used to identify real electromagnetic

showers in the EMCal rather than showers initiated by hadrons; it additionally sup-

pressed background from merged clusters at high pT from π0 decays. While this cut

is effective for the majority of hadronic background, a non-negligible amount from

hadronic showers remains. To further suppress this contribution a track based ellip-

tical charged hadron cut is used with the addition of track information from the DC

and PC3. Reconstructed track information is traced back to the EMCal tower, and if

the reconstructed track points to the same tower where a shower was reconstructed in

the EMCal, the cluster is rejected as a hadronic shower. Figure 3.1 shows that there

is a significant portion of high pT tracks which can be traced to a showered cluster

within several centimeters.

To identify problematic towers within the EMCal, hot tower maps were con-

structed. Towers were classified as hot if the number of hits in a given tower was

more than the sector’s mean number of hits by 6 times the root mean square; thus

hot tower maps are constructed on a sector-by-sector basis. Maps were constructed

with the set of inclusive photons that satisfy the energy and shower shape cuts, which

are the minimum number of cuts to identify photons. Since clusters can be found

in adjacent towers, if a tower is identified as hot the 8 surrounding towers are addi-

tionally excluded from analysis. Maps were constructed in two photon energy bins,

1 < E < 5 GeV and 5 < E < 20 GeV. As an example, Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 show the

sector-by-sector number of hits in run-15 p+Au running. After the hot tower algo-

rithm is applied, the towers that fail the criteria are excluded; these maps are shown

in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The number of hits per tower are significantly more uniform

after the hot towers are removed as would be expected.
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Figure 3.1:
The track pT is shown as a function of the minimum distance to a shower
in the EMCal. High pT tracks which are traced to a shower in the EMCal
are removed from the photon sample.
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Figure 3.2:
Sector-by-sector comparisons for hits per-tower before hot towers are re-
moved. The figure shows the low energy 1 < ecore < 5 GeV tower hits.
The x and y axes are iz vs. iy tower labels used to identify individual
towers within the PHENIX EMCal. The contour levels are the same to
show the towers with a large difference in hits from the majority.

3.1.2 π0 and η

π0 and η mesons are identified via their two-photon decay channels, using the

aforementioned analysis cuts. The invariant mass is reconstructed and π0 mesons are

identified in the range 120 < mγγ < 160 MeV/c2, while η mesons are identified in

the range 500 < mγγ < 600 MeV/c2. Subleading photons are required to have an

energy larger than 1 GeV to suppress the combinatorial background. To avoid double

counting the highest energy photon is always taken as the leading photon. Figure 3.6

shows an example invariant mass spectrum, indicating the π0 and η peaks near their

respective nominal invariant masses of 135 and 547 MeV/c2.

3.1.3 Charged Hadrons

DC tracks are selected as nonidentified charged hadrons, meaning not explicitly

identified as π0±, K±, or p(p̄) hadrons, according to the following criteria:

• Quality selection of 63 or 31
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Figure 3.3:
Sector-by-sector comparisons for hits per-tower before hot towers are re-
moved. The figure shows the low energy 5 < ecore < 20 GeV tower hits.
The x and y axes are iz vs. iy tower labels used to identify individual
towers within the PHENIX EMCal. The contour levels are the same to
show the towers with a large difference in hits from the majority.

• PC3 track matching of 2σ

• RICH ring veto for pT >5 GeV/c

The selection of tracks with a quality of 63 or 31 is the highest track selection

quality available in tracking analyses at PHENIX. A quality of 63 indicates unique

X1,X2, and UV wire hits found in the DC as well as unique PC1 hits associated to the

track. A quality of 31 is only slightly different, where the PC1 hits are not required

to be unique. Background from tracks not originating from the primary event vertex

and from decays or conversions are reduced with the PC3 track matching cut. Tracks

found in the DC and PC1 are projected to the PC3 and matched with hits in the

PC3. If the matched hit falls outside 2σ of the track projection in both the dφ and

dz directions, the track is rejected. The RICH ring veto is used to exclude electrons

that leave a Čerenkov ring in the detector.
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Figure 3.4:
Hot tower maps after the towers and surrounding towers identified as
“hot” were removed. The figure is for the low energy 1 < ecore < 5 GeV
region. The x and y axes are iz vs. iy tower labels.

3.1.4 Run Quality Assurance

To first determine what runs are available are good for analysis, run quality as-

surance (QA) was performed for both charged hadrons and photons. Since multiple

subsystems are used, each must be checked on a run-by-run basis to assure that any

runs where subsystems were performing sub-optimally are excluded. In run-13 and

15 this is particularly important due to the significantly higher luminosity that RHIC

was able to deliver to the PHENIX experiment.

For the
√
s = 510 GeV p+p run, the number of isolated inclusive photon triggers

and the number of associated charged hadrons normalized by the number of events

in a run was determined on a run-by-run basis. Any runs that show abnormally

high or low yields per event should be excluded from subsequent analysis. Figures 3.7

and 3.8 show the normalized isolated inclusive photon and associated charged hadrons

as a function of the run number. The cluster of runs on the left side of the plots is

from the short
√
s = 510 GeV data collection at the end of the run-12 period; the
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Figure 3.5:
Hot tower maps after the towers and surrounding towers identified as
“hot” were removed. The figure is for the high energy 5 < ecore < 20 GeV
region. The x and y axes are iz vs. iy tower labels.

larger cluster on the right side of the plots shows the longer run-13
√
s = 510 GeV run.

Immediately it is clear that several runs should be excluded due to the high yields per

run when compared to the average. The mean plus 5σ value of isolated trigger photons

per event was found to be 3×10−4, so all runs above this were excluded in further

analysis. Unsurprisingly, these runs were the same runs that showed abnormally large

yields for the associated charged hadrons.

Due to this correlation, run QA was also performed for the charged hadrons from

the DC alone. This QA also accounts for any bad runs that should be excluded

from the mixing correction, discussed further in Section 3.2.3. Minimum bias charged

hadrons were collected with the same cuts used in the triggered sample. The root

mean square of the yields per run normalized by the number of events for several pT

bins is shown in Fig. 3.9. There were five runs that were not accounted for by the

EMCal photon QA, so these runs were excluded in addition to the runs noted above.

Run QA was also performed for the 2015 p+p and p+A run period. The average

multiplicity per run number was plotted to determine if any bad runs were to be
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Figure 3.6:
The two-photon invariant mass spectrum is shown for run-15 p+p colli-
sions. Peaks are apparent for both the π0 and η meson.

removed, shown in Fig. 3.10. The average multiplicities include tracks that pass all

of the standard cuts used for the hadrons, described in more detail in Section 3.1.1.

No runs appear to be abnormal from the minimum bias hadron sample, so no runs

are removed from this QA.

EMCal run QA was determined with the number of π0s collected normalized for

total number of events, shown in Fig. 3.11. These π0s are from ERT triggered events

since for the final analysis we are interested in high pT π0s and photons. No runs

are obviously bad. Note that the consistently lower yields in the lower run numbers

matches other π0 analyses in PHENIX and is due to the ERT trigger not performing

at 100% efficiency in this subset of runs.

Several runs were excluded by virtue of no photons passing the ERT trigger bits.

Investigating further, it was determined that six runs in run-15 had special notes that

the ERT trigger was not working, due to the live time of the ERT trigger bits being

0. Therefore, these runs are excluded simply because there are no measured high pT

photons that fired the trigger bit.

The same tests were done for the p+Al running. Run QA for the p+Al is shown
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Figure 3.7:
Isolated inclusive triggers normalized by number of events in the run.
Runs with yields above 0.0003 were excluded.

Figure 3.8: Associated charged hadrons normalized by number of events in the run.
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Figure 3.9:
The RMS of the normalized minimum bias charged hadron yields as a
function of the run number in run-13. An additional 5 runs were excluded
from subsequent analysis.

below. The ERT π0 triggered QA can be found in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13. There are

no runs that stand out as particularly bad, despite several that show lower yields in

general. The p+Au running shows this feature as well in some runs where the ERT

was not functioning at maximum efficiency.

Similar minimum bias hadron QA was done for the background determination in

p+Al. The average multiplicity of minimum bias hadrons is shown in Fig. 3.14. There

are no obviously bad runs in the minimum bias hadrons either, so all available runs

for the p+Al run period are used.
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Figure 3.10:
The number of minimum bias charged hadron tracks as a function of the
run number is shown. No runs appear to be abnormal.

3.2 Two-Particle Correlations

3.2.1 Correlation Functions

Two-particle correlations are a powerful observable that can be used to probe a

variety of physics mechanisms at collider facilities. Unlike an inclusive analysis, here

we primarily concern ourselves with the production of associated charged hadrons

given a certain species of trigger particle. Rather than quoting a yield as one would

in an inclusive analysis, we instead quote per-trigger yields (PTY), which are defined

as the number of associated charged hadrons per trigger particle measured and written

as

Y =
Npair

N triggers
. (3.1)

The correlation function can then be constructed as a function of a given observ-

able between the trigger and associated pair; this is typically the variable ∆φ which

quantifies the angular separation between the two particles in azimuthal space. This
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Figure 3.11:
The number of neutral pions per event in several pT bins is shown as a
function of run number for p+Au running.

quantity most obviously identifies the jet structure between the two particles. To con-

struct the correlation function, we divide the number of associated charged hadrons

by the number of trigger particles and two correction factors. The correction factors,

a charged hadron acceptance and a background acceptance, quantify inefficiencies in

the PHENIX detector. Mathematically the correlation function looks like

Y =
1

Ntrig

dN

d∆φ
=

1

Ntrig

dN/d∆φraw

dN/d∆φmixεhad(pT )
. (3.2)

Here Ntrig is the number of trigger particles measured, regardless of if there was or was

not a correlated hadron measured as well, dN/d∆φraw is the raw correlated charged

hadron yield as a function of ∆φ, dN/d∆φmix is the mixed background acceptance

correction, and εhad(pT ) is the single particle charged hadron efficiency. The mixed

event background correction accounts for the shape of the distributions, while the

other factors in the denominator of Eq. 3.2 are normalization quantities. This defines

the correlation function and it can be equivalently defined for any observable that
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Figure 3.12:
The number of neutral pions per event in several pT bins is shown as a
function of run number for p+Al running.

one could construct in a two-particle correlation; for example the observable pout

can be straightforwardly inserted into Eq. 3.2 for ∆φ. This method which utilizes

this definition of the correlation function has been used in several previous PHENIX

analyses [119, 131, 132, 120]. It has also been extended to include ∆η correlations at

the LHC where the pseudorapidity coverage of ATLAS and CMS is significantly larger

than PHENIX [73, 74]. Here we do not account for the η range as in the PHENIX

detector it is quite small, so any yields correspond to |η| < 0.35.

3.2.2 Charged Hadron Efficiency

Previous PHENIX publications have determined the charged hadron efficiency by

bootstrapping the measured nonidentified charged hadron cross sections to per event

yields and comparing to the measured yields in the analysis. Unfortunately there

are no previous cross section measurements for nonidentified charged hadrons in p+p

at
√
s = 510 GeV and p+A at

√
s = 200 GeV. To determine the charged hadron

efficiency used in the correlation functions, single particle simulations were used with

a full GEANT3 description of the PHENIX detector, referred to as PISA.
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Figure 3.13:
The number of neutral pions per event integrated over pT is shown as a
function of run number for p+Al running.

EXODUS, which is the PHENIX single particle Monte Carlo generator, was used

to throw 50,000 single π±, K±, p and p̄ each. Each set of particles was independently

run through PISA to determine the detector response and thus the acceptance and

efficiency. Single particle ntuples were generated from a flat pT distribution with 0 <

pT < 11, 0 < φ < 2π, and |η| < 0.5. Particles were thrown in a wider pseudorapidity

and pT range than what is actually measured to avoid any possible edge effects from

the simulation. The resulting output from PISA was then subjected to the same

charged hadron cuts that are applied in the actual data analysis, which are described

in Section 3.1.3. An additional cut was required that the particles have a generation

of 1 to avoid any feed down or decay hadrons. The efficiencies were constructed by

dividing the number of reconstructed hadrons by the number of truth hadrons thrown

within the pseudorapidity of |η| < 0.35 since this is the only region where PHENIX

can in principle detect hadrons. The single particle efficiencies in run-13 p+p are

shown in Fig. 3.15. Efficiencies were found to be smaller than in previous PHENIX

runs which is expected due to the degradation of the DC over time.

Since the efficiencies were found to be similar to each other, they were averaged to

get a nonidentified charged hadron efficiency. Additionally since there are no particle
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Figure 3.14:
The average multiplicity for nonidentified charged hadrons in run-15
p+Al running as a function of run number is shown.

identification (PID) cross sections from PHENIX at
√
s = 510 GeV, it would not be

possible to average them based on their respective PID ratios. This will be discussed

as a systematic uncertainty later. The nonidentified charged hadron efficiency for

run-13 is shown in Fig. 3.16. To account for the flat pT spectrum thrown and to give

a more realistic fit to data, the pT bins were calculated with a weighted average from

the actual charged hadron spectrum found in the analysis data. The efficiencies are

fit with a saturated exponential of the form ε = −Ae−BpT + C, which is also shown

in the figure with the fit constants.

The run-15 charged hadron efficiency could be constructed with the additional

benefit of the measured p+p PHENIX identified hadron cross sections at
√
s = 200

GeV [133]. The identified hadron cross sections were plotted as ratios π/K and π/p

and fit with saturated exponential functions as shown in figure 3.17. At first the fact

that the cross sections have only been measured up to 2.5 GeV/c in pT is concerning as

the fit function is unconstrained at high pT ; however, we have several reasons to trust

this functional choice. Firstly, there are measurements from the STAR collaboration

which show that the particle ratios are largely pT independent at high pT [134]. There
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Figure 3.15:
The identified charged hadron efficiencies are shown with the run-13
PHENIX configuration using a single particle generator and a complete
GEANT3 simulation of the detector.

Figure 3.16:
The averaged nonidentified charged hadron efficiency is shown for run-
13.
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is also an additional physical reason to expect this because at high pT kaon in-flight

decays become a progressively smaller effect. To estimate an uncertainty on the fit

functional form a linear fit is also used to produce a conservative upper limit on the

particle ratios. This is by no means intended to be physical, but rather just to form

an upper limit. Using this fit changes the hadron efficiency by at most 3% from the

saturated exponential functional form, thus this is the systematic uncertainty ascribed

to the PID ratios. The run-15 identified efficiencies are found with a similar method

to the run-13 efficiencies described above; averaging the identified hadron efficiencies

from run-15 with the PID ratios given by the saturated exponential functions yields

the nonidentified charged hadron efficiency shown in Fig. 3.18. The plateau of the

efficiency is smaller in Fig. 3.18 than in Fig. 3.16 due to the physical degradation of

the DC with time.
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Figure 3.17:
Measured identified particle cross section ratios are shown from
PHENIX [133].

3.2.3 Acceptance Correction

Since PHENIX is composed of two nearly back-to-back central arms, even isotropic

particle production will appear to be back-to-back in azimuth. The acceptance cor-

rection, or mixed background correction, is applied to the correlation functions to
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Figure 3.18:
The nonidentified charged hadron efficiency for run-15 is shown after
appropriately weighting the particle species.

account for the non-uniform PHENIX acceptance in azimuthal space. The accep-

tance effects of the detector are determined by constructing a mixed event background

distribution, defined as

A(∆φ) =
1

C

dNmix

d∆φ
, where C =

1

2π

2π∫
0

dNmix

d∆φ
d∆φ . (3.3)

The intent of the acceptance correction is to correct the entire geometry to the

same average efficiency, so that the charged hadron efficiency can then be applied as

only a function of phadron
T and not also of φ. In this way the φ dependence of the

charged hadrons (and the correlation) is completely encapsulated in the mixed event

correction. Note that this correction also takes into account possible warm towers in

the EMCal, as more charged hadrons will then be mixed with the towers that were

more likely to fire.

The integral is in the infinite bin limit, so in practice the mixed event distribution is

made in bins of (∆φ, ptrig
T , passoc

T ), then the area under the curve is summed and divided

by the number of bins to get the normalizing factor C. The mixing is performed

by embedding trigger particles into minimum bias events with charged hadrons. A
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particular trigger particle, when found, is mixed with minimum bias hadrons from

a different event in the same run. ERT triggered hadrons cannot be used due to

the presence of the high energy photon; this skews the distribution of hadrons in the

event which in turn affects what background is being accounted for. It is important

that the minimum bias charged hadrons come from the same run (or a similar run)

due to the significantly increased luminosity delivered by the RHIC accelerator. This

resulted in varying yields in both the DC and EMCal run by run. Additionally the

acceptance can change run by run due to towers in the EMCal that were turned off

or areas in the DC that were damaged during the run.

Figure 3.19:
Uncorrected π0 ∆φ correlations in 2π show an asymmetry about 0 and π
due to the PHENIX acceptance. The ptrig

T bin is the same for all colors,
5 < ptrig

T < 6 GeV/c.

Ideally it would be best to have a continuous function (similar to the charged

hadron efficiency), but in practice this is unrealistic for statistical reasons. Therefore

we make the binning as finely as possible before running out of adequate statistical

power. To determine in which direction(s) the binning should be finer, raw π0-h± ∆φ

distributions for several bins of charged hadron pT are shown in Fig. 3.19. The raw

distributions clearly show highly asymmetric and non-jet-like structures as a function

of both passoc
T and ∆φ; therefore the mixed background binning was chosen to be very

fine in these two variables. The dependence on ptrig
T was found to be small as shown
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in Fig. 3.20. While the statistical precision is reduced with increasing ptrig
T , it is clear

that the “hot spots” which display the asymmetric nature of the PHENIX detector

response are in each bin of ptrig
T for varying passoc

T .

Figure 3.20:
Uncorrected φhadron vs. φπ0 for various bins of ptrig

T and passoc
T display

the acceptance dependence. The “hot spot” areas change with passoc
T

but not with ptrig
T . The same is true for the isolated inclusive photons.

Therefore it is very important for the mixed corrections to be finely
binned in passoc

T in order to capture this passoc
T dependence of the detector

acceptance. This dependence is also shown explicitly as a function of
∆φ in figure 3.19.

The mixing also checks for a similar zvtx between events in order to check that

the event characteristics are similar. In the p+A mixing the algorithm also checks

for a similar centrality between the events as the distribution of hadrons can vary

significantly with different centralities. To weight each minimum bias hadron appro-

priately a poolsize of 200 is used in the mixing. This way no single hadron is mixed

more or less than 10% from any other given hadron. To accomplish this, if a trigger

particle is identified, a set of 200 minimum bias hadrons is mixed with the trigger

particle, regardless of if the hadron passes the necessary zvtx, pT , or centrality crite-

rion. The next trigger particle of the same kind would then mix with the next block
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of 200 minbias hadrons in the same run, and so on. In order to fully account for the

asymmetric nature of the detector, the mixing is performed in the azimuthal range

[0,2π] to get the appropriate correction value for a given ptrig
T , passoc

T , and ∆φ triplet

which completely describes the correlation phase space for a particular two-particle

pair.

In the case of identifying PTYs of isolated quantities, great care must be taken

in the event mixing to properly account for the background. Since the isolation cut

is a cut which acts on the phase space of the identified particles, it is possible that it

can alter the background associated with the measured quantities. For this reason,

in the identification of isolated direct photon PTYs, the mixing algorithm rechecks

that the trigger particle is isolated with the minimum bias charged hadrons from the

mixed events. The same isolation cut criterion is used in the mixed event with the

minimum bias tracks. Note that this applies to both isolated photons and π0 mesons

in the application of the statistical subtraction method, detailed in Section 3.3.

Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show a few examples of the mixed distributions for both

isolated inclusive photons and π0s, respectively. Since the binning is significantly finer

than the final results, not all of the distributions are placed here; these figures just

serve as examples. The figures show that the extremely fine binning of the mixed

distributions show evidence of asymmetric areas in the detector acceptance. These

could be caused from several effects; for example hot/cold areas in the DC and/or

the EMCal. This encapsulates any bias that the detector(s) may have, and correctly

accounts for these uneven areas. In the case of the isolated mixed distributions, the

effect of rechecking the isolation algorithm is clear in the dearth of particles within

the isolation cone.
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Figure 3.21:
Example mixed event distributions for isolated inclusive photons are
shown. The effect of rechecking the isolation cut is seen in the sup-
pression of the near side jet structure. The isolated pion mixed event
distributions look very similar.

3.3 Decay Statistical Subtraction Method

The identification of direct photons on an event-by-event basis is difficult due to

the significantly higher cross section for dijet events, and thus π0 production. Roughly

99% of neutral pions decay to two photons, which introduces significant background

that must be properly removed and accounted for when identifying direct photons.

To determine the direct photon PTY, a statistical subtraction method is implemented

that was first used in Refs. [132, 135] and later extended with the use of isolation and

tagging cuts in Ref. [120].

3.3.1 Statistical Subtraction Method

To identify direct photons via a statistical subtraction method, all decay pho-

tons must be accounted for and subtracted from an inclusive sample. Following the

methods of Ref. [132], the total number of photons can be divided into two categories,

Nγ
inclusive = Nγ

decay +Nγ
direct , (3.4)
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Figure 3.22:
Several example mixed event distributions for π0h± correlations are
shown.

where Nγ
inclusive is the total number of photons, Nγ

decay is the total number of decay

photons, and Nγ
direct are all other photons. With this definition, Nγ

direct is defined as

all photons that come directly from the hard scattering and includes a contribution

from NLO fragmentation photons. The above definition can be extended to PTYs

with the inclusion of a weighting factor

Yinc =
Nγ

direct

Nγ
inclusive

Ydirect +
Nγ

decay

Nγ
inclusive

Ydecay . (3.5)

The weighting factor can be expressed in terms of a more familiar term in the literature

Rγ which is defined as

Rγ(p
γ
T ) =

Nγ
inclusive

Nγ
decay

= 1 +
Nγ

direct

Nγ
decay

. (3.6)

From Eq. 3.6 it is clear that if there is any direct photon production, Rγ must be

greater than 1. Including this in the subtraction from Eq. 3.5 and rearranging, the

PTY of direct photon production is given by

Ydirect =
1

Rγ − 1
(RγYinclusive − Ydecay) . (3.7)
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3.3.2 Isolated Statistical Subtraction Method

Since the method used in Ref. [132] includes contribution from NLO fragmentation

photons, we would ideally like to impose additional cuts to reduce this component.

Reference [120] pioneered this method with the inclusion of an isolation cut and

tagging cuts. Since direct photons are produced directly from the hard scattering,

they should be produced with little activity in the near vicinity of η and φ space.

Isolation cuts have been used for decades across many collider experiments to better

identify direct photons (see e.g. [136, 137]); the cut requires that the candidate photon

have little electromagnetic and hadronic activity in a cone of some size surrounding

the photon. Tagging cuts aim to reduce the background from π0 and η decays by

removing photons on an event-by-event basis that can be tagged as decay photons

from these sources. The specific details of these cuts used in this analysis are described

in Section 3.3.5.

To use these cuts we must apply them to Eq. 3.7 as now the background we

wish to statistically subtract has changed from all decay photon PTYs to decay

photon PTYs which are isolated and unable to be tagged as decay products. This

background is primarily due to large longitudinal momentum fraction z neutral pions

whose daughter decays either merge in the EMCal or which decay asymmetrically such

that one of the decay photons is not detected by PHENIX. The statistical subtraction

from equation 3.7 now becomes

Y iso
direct =

1

Riso
γ − 1

(
Riso
γ Y

iso
inclusive − Y iso

decay

)
. (3.8)

In equation 3.8 Riso
γ is now a modified version of Rγ that accounts for the isolation

and tagging cuts, and is defined as

Riso
γ (ptrig

T ) =
N iso

inclusive

N iso
decay

=
Ninclusive −N tag

decay −Nniso
inclusive

Ndecay −N tag
decay −Nniso

decay

. (3.9)
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In the previous equations “niso” refers to “not isolated” and “iso” refers to “isolated.”

In each of these equations, the inclusive sample is trivially determined as it is just

the number of photons that passes the cuts; for example the numerator of Eq. 3.9 is

just the total number of isolated inclusive photons that pass the tagging cuts. On the

other hand, the decay quantities are not a priori known since one cannot distinguish

between a true isolated direct photon and an isolated decay photon. Therefore we

must determine the number of isolated untagged decay photons in the denominator

of Eq. 3.9 as well as the isolated decay photon PTY in Eq. 3.8. To do this we utilize a

decay probability mapping function that accounts for the removal of photons tagged

as coming from π0 decays.

3.3.3 Determination of the Decay Per-Trigger Yield

In the following discussion we restrict ourselves to the dominant source of back-

ground decay photons, the 2γ decay of mesons such as the π0 or η. The solution to the

problem discussed above is to determine a decay mapping function that quantifies the

probability for a π0 of some pπ
0

T to decay into a photon of some pγT . Mathematically

this function is a Green’s function and can be described with the following equation,

which relates the decay photon yields to the π0 yields

dNγ

dpγT
=

∫
dpπ

0

T P (pπ
0

T , p
γ
T )
dNπ

0

dpπ
0

T

. (3.10)

This equation must be applied to both the π0 triggers as well as the π0-h± pairs since

we are interested in PTYs and thus the ratio of these two quantities. Conveniently the

normalization of the function cancels in the PTY ratio, so we need not normalize these

to unity to be true probability distributions. These functions are colloquially referred

to as “sharkfin” functions due to their shape. An example of a sharkfin function

without tagging cuts applied is shown in Fig. 3.23. This shows the probability for a
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π0 of some pT on the x axis to decay to a photon with 5< pT <7 GeV/c.

Figure 3.23:
The probability for a π0 of some pT to decay to a photon of pT between 5
and 7 GeV/c is shown [138]. The normalization is arbitrary as it cancels
when the per-trigger yields are calculated.

In reality this function is also dependent on the z position of the π0 decay because

in the PHENIX acceptance we are less likely to reconstruct photons that originate

from pions close to the edge of the detector. In the continuous limit of Eq. 3.10, the

decay photon yields look like

Nγ,meas =

∞∫
0

dpπ
0

T

∫
dpγT

∫
dzπ

0

∫
dzγε−1

π0 (pπ
0

T , z
π0

)
dNπ0,meas

dpπ
0

T

P (pπ
0

T , p
γ
T )εγ(p

π0

T , p
γ
T , z

γ) .

(3.11)

Included in this more detailed equation are a π0 reconstruction efficiency as well as

a single photon reconstruction efficiency, which are both dependent on the z position

due to the acceptance of the PHENIX detector. The z position dependence of the

π0 and the entire photon reconstruction efficiency are absorbed into the Monte Carlo

determined mapping functions. The pT dependent π0 efficiency is also applied to map
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the π0 yields found in this analysis to the measured π0 cross section. A schematic

diagram shown in Fig. 3.24 shows the logic flow to map the π0-h± correlations to

decay γ-h± correlations. Using all of this the final decay photon PTYs are calculated

by Eq.3.12. Here N refers to the raw yield of either a π0-h± correlation or a π0 trigger,

depending on whether the numerator or denominator of the PTY is being calculated.

Ydecay =
Nγ−h

Nγ
=

∑π0−h
i ε−1

π0 (pπ
0

T )P (pπ
0

Ti
, zEMCi)N

π0−h∑π0

i ε−1
π0 (pπ

0

T )P (pπ
0

Ti
, zEMCi)N

π0
(3.12)

Figure 3.24:
A diagram showing the logic flow of the Monte Carlo mapping procedure
to estimate the decay photon PTYs [138]. The single γ efficiency is
included in the Monte Carlo decay mapping functions.

We can now define an analogous expression after including the tagging and isola-

tion cuts. The isolation cut alters the background from all decay photons to isolated

decay photons; to estimate this contribution we measure isolated π0 mesons. The

tagging cuts alter the shape of the sharkfin functions due to the higher likelihood of

tagging high pT π
0 mesons; this is due to their higher probability of decaying symmet-

rically and thus detecting both photons in the PHENIX acceptance. To determine

the isolated decay photon PTY we then have

Y iso
decay =

∑
i P

tag(piT , p
γ
T )N iso

i−h(p
i
T )∑

i P
tag(piT , p

γ
T )N iso

i (piT )
. (3.13)
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Since the number of isolated decay photons comes primarily from isolated neutral pi-

ons, we utilize the mapping procedure to quantify this background. The Monte Carlo

mapping functions P tag are just the decay probability where photon pairs that can

be tagged as coming from a π0 decay are removed from the Monte Carlo calculation

in the same way they are in the data. Figure 3.25 shows an example of the modified

sharkfin for photons that decay from neutral pions in the range 5 < pγT < 7 GeV/c,

both with and without the tagging included.

Figure 3.25:
Decay probability functions for a π0 to decay to a photon with 5 < pγT <
7 GeV with tagging (red) and without tagging (black) [138].

The shape of the modified sharkfin after including tagging cuts is altered due to

the higher likelihood of being unable to tag asymmetric decays, or in other words,

being unable to tag a π0 with a similar pT to the observed isolated photon decay

pT . For example, if a π0 has a pT of 6 GeV/c and it decays to a photon with pT = 5

GeV/c, the other decay photon will be emitted highly asymmetrically from the higher

energy photon in the boosted π0 frame. Therefore, it is more likely that the PHENIX

acceptance misses this low energy photon and thus we cannot tag the 5 GeV/c photon
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as a decay product and remove it from the simulation. It follows that the probability

that this π0 leads to an isolated decay photon is larger than, for example, a π0 with

pT =12 GeV/c where a 5 GeV/c decay photon requires a more symmetric two-photon

decay.

3.3.4 π0 Trigger Efficiency

As input for determining the decay photon PTYs, the π0 efficiency must be de-

termined as outlined in Fig. 3.24 and in Eq. 3.12 since this is not included in the

Monte Carlo mapping. Since this analysis explores a new center-of-mass energy, this

efficiency has yet to be determined. The pT dependent efficiency is determined by

bootstrapping the π0 yields in this analysis to the published π0 cross section from

PHENIX at
√
s = 510 GeV [7]. The cross section is converted to yields per event so

that it can be directly compared to the yields found in this analysis. This is done via

the following:

E
d3σunbiased

π0

d3p
· 2πpT
σBBCCBBCBias

p+p

=
1

N total
BBC

d2NTotalBiased

π0

dpTdy
. (3.14)

This gives the yields differential in rapidity and pT , normalized by the total number of

BBC events. The CBBCBias
p+p factor accounts for the fact that the BBC only measures

a fraction of the total inelastic p+p cross section. The raw analysis yields are found in

minimum bias data to remove any bias that may arise from the ERT trigger, but the

exact same analysis cuts are used to reconstruct the π0 yields as in the ERT triggered

data. Figure 3.26 shows the yields per event in this analysis from minimum bias data

and the converted run-13 p+p cross section. The efficiency function is found by taking

the ratio of the yields per event from the cross section to the yields per event from this

analysis, shown in Fig. 3.27 for
√
s = 510 GeV and Fig. 3.28 for

√
s = 200 GeV p+p.

The normalization of the function is not important as it cancels in the determination

of the decay PTYs, so only the shape is relevant. The efficiency correction is larger at
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both low and high pT , due to the effects of missing a decay photon from asymmetric

decays from the PHENIX acceptance and merging π0 clusters, respectively.

Figure 3.26:
Yields per event of both the run-13

√
s = 510 GeV π0 cross section and

this analysis in minimum bias data are shown.

In p+A collisions, the collision centrality must also be considered in the π0 effi-

ciency since the π0 production as a function of pT could be dependent on the central-

ity. The same procedure described above was used except with the p+Au centrality

dependent cross sections, shown in Fig. 3.29. The raw minimum bias yields of π0 pro-

duction are shown in Fig. 3.30, and the resulting ratio of the minimum bias yields per

event and cross section yields per event is shown in Fig. 3.31. Here there is a clear

centrality dependence; the high pT behavior is less constrained due to the limited

statistical precision of the minimum bias counts.
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Figure 3.27:
The π0 trigger efficiency correction is found by taking the ratio of the
cross section to correlations yields per event in

√
s = 510 GeV p+p

collisions. The very poor efficiency correction at the highest pT is due
to two-photon merging effects becoming dominant in the PbSc EMCal
sectors.

3.3.5 Isolation and Tagging Cuts

True direct photons that emerge directly from the hard scattering are difficult to

identify on an event-by-event basis even with the use of the statistical subtraction

method outlined in section 3.3. This is because at NLO, fragmentation photons from

standard dijet events also have a nonzero contribution to the final “direct photon”

PTYs. To reduce this contribution, isolation cuts are often used since true direct

photons should be produced with little hadronic activity in the vicinity of the photon.

Tagging cuts also help identify and remove backgrounds from decay photons; both

of these cuts help boost the signal to background ratio of the direct photons to NLO

fragmentation photons.

First, tagging cuts are applied on an event-by-event basis to remove any photons

that can be tagged as coming from decay sources. Candidate direct photons are

paired with all other photons in the event, satisfying very loose photon identification
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Figure 3.28:
The π0 trigger efficiency correction is found by taking the ratio of the
cross section to correlations yields per event in

√
s = 200 GeV p+p

collisions.

criteria. The sister photon is only required to have an energy greater than 1 GeV and

pass basic shower shape and hot/dead tower cuts. If the invariant mass of the pair of

photons is in the region 118 < mγγ < 162 MeV/c2 for π0 mesons or 500 < mγγ < 600

MeV/c2 for η mesons, the candidate direct photon is removed from the sample. Note

that the invariant mass range for the tagging of π0 decays is slightly larger than for

the identification of π0-h± pairs; this is because we should be more aggressive with

the tagging cuts to eliminate as much decay background as possible.

The isolation cut requires that the sum of energy in the EMCal and the pT of

charged tracks measured in the DC/PC tracking system in a cone of radius 0.4 radians

around the trigger photon be less than 10% of the energy of the candidate photon.

In other words the photon must pass

∑(
EEMCal + pT

DC
)
≤ 0.1× Edirect

γ . (3.15)

This type of isolation cut is fairly standard throughout the literature [120, 137];

isolation cuts have become more aggressive at the LHC due to the higher luminosities

and pile up fractions available [63]. In determining the contributions to the isolation

cone energy sum, the cuts placed on EMCal clusters and charged tracks are less
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Figure 3.29:
The fully corrected p+Au π0 cross sections from internal PHENIX anal-
ysis are shown with power law fits.

stringent in order to err on the side of including more in the cone. Due to the large

datasets available in 2013 and 2015 one can afford to be more aggressive with these

cuts, similar to the tagging cuts. Note that for the determination of the isolated

decay photon PTYs, π0 mesons undergo the same isolation cut algorithm that the

candidate direct photons are subjected to.

3.3.6 Rγ and Riso
γ Determination

Since there is no published data for Rγ at
√
s = 510 GeV as there was for Ref. [120]

at
√
s = 200 GeV, a different method was used to determine its pT dependence. Under

the assumption that the decay photon and π0 spectra are given by a pure power law,

the number of photons coming from π0 decays at a given pT is given by

Rγ =
Ninc

Ndecay

= 1 +
n− 1

2

1

1.23

dN/dpT (direct)

dN/dpT (π0)
. (3.16)

In this equation, (n−1)/2 is a correction for π0 → γγ decays and 1/1.23 is a correction

for decay photon contributions from other mesons, e.g. the η, ω, etc. The validity of
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Figure 3.30:
The raw minimum bias π0 yields with the cuts used in the p+Au analysis
are shown in four different centrality bins.

these correction factors was studied and found to be reasonably accurate in PYTHIA

simulations in the associated work for [120]. Since there was no published direct

photon cross section at
√
s = 510 GeV, two methods were used to calculate Rγ as a

systematic cross check.

The first way to determine Rγ was data driven by finding the fraction Ninc/Nπ0

and then applying the above corrections which take into account the effects from

decays. This ratio was also corrected by a single photon efficiency and a π0 efficiency

to account for the different and non-canceling efficiencies for which PHENIX detects

single photons vs. two-photon decays. To include these efficiencies, the above Eq. 3.16

is modified to be

Rγ =
Ninc

Nπ0

1

1.23

n− 1

2

επ0

εγ
. (3.17)

Here the efficiencies are defined as ε = Nreco/Ntruth, which is why they appear

“flipped” with respect to the number of inclusive photons and neutral pions.

The two efficiencies were found similarly to the identified charged hadron efficien-

cies. Single photons and single neutral pions were generated independently with the

EXODUS Monte Carlo generator. Particles were thrown with a flat pT distribution
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Figure 3.31:
The run-15 π0 efficiency correction is shown as a function of π0 pT . The
efficiency correction takes the usual shape of larger at low pT due to
asymmetric π0 decays.

in 2π and in |η| < 0.5, and then simulated through the run-13 PISA configuration.

Efficiencies were determined by dividing the number of reconstructed particles by the

number of truth particles thrown in a particular pT bin. Only truth particles within

|η| < 0.35 are considered in determining the efficiencies as these are the only particles

that could in principle be detected. In reconstructing the single photons and neutral

pions the same cuts as used in the data analysis are used here. The determined ef-

ficiencies are shown in Figs. 3.32 and 3.33. The shape of the single π0 efficiency is

similar to the π0 trigger efficiency discussed above; the loss in neutral pions at low

and high pT is due to asymmetric decays and merged photons, respectively. Note that

the exact shape is actually the inverse of the π0 trigger efficiency due to the different

definition used for the calculation of Rγ.

The single photon efficiency required additional study due to the modest down-

ward slope as a function of pT . In principle this efficiency should not be dependent on

pT . The cause of the downward slope was determined to be due to internal conversions

with the VTX, a silicon tracking vertex detector that was installed surrounding the

PHENIX interaction point for run-13. The VTX was installed for the PHENIX heavy
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Figure 3.32: The run-13 single photon efficiency is shown as a function of pT .

Figure 3.33: The run-13 single π0 efficiency is shown as a function of pT .

flavor program; unfortunately here it is causing additional internal conversions from

the single photons. Several short studies were performed to come to this conclusion.

In the single photon simulation, there were many reconstructed charged tracks

from the DC. These tracks were found to be equally split between positively and

negatively charged tracks, as determined by the DC tracking algorithm. Additionally

these tracks nearly all had a RICH parameter n0 <0, indicating that they were also

reconstructed in the RICH as electron tracks. One can also look through the ancestry

tree in these single Monte Carlo events, and the parent pT of the electron or positron

always matched the truth pT of the thrown photon. This additional high rate of

conversion is because the VTX adds about 16% of a radiation length that the photon

must traverse from the nominal interaction point.
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The single π0 efficiency was then divided by the single photon efficiency and fit

with a quadratic function to determine the total efficiency correction ε = επ0/εγ. The

resulting fraction of inclusive photons to neutral pions from data was then corrected

by this polynomial, shown in Fig. 3.34 as well as the other corrections from Eq. 3.16.

Note that, as anticipated, the efficiencies do not cancel in the ratio as they are not

equal to each other.

Figure 3.34:
The total efficiency given by the single π0 efficiency divided by the single
photon efficiency is shown, which is applied as a correction factor for
determining Rγ.

The second method to calculate Rγ was by using pQCD calculations for both

the direct photon and π0 cross section at
√
s = 510 GeV, and then using Eq. 3.16

to calculate Rγ. The calculations were provided by Tom Kaufmann using the CT10

PDFs [139] and DSS14 FFs [140] for the neutral pions. The cross sections with power

law fits are shown in Fig. 3.35. Since the power law fits slightly deviate from the

calculation at high pT , the effect on Rγ from using the fits or data was determined.

This effect is shown to be smaller than 1% in Fig. 3.36, so the fits were used as they

are continuous functions. Additionally this error is quite small with respect to the

systematic error taken at high pT , so a 1% difference is negligible.

The calculations from the data driven method and from the perturbative calcu-

lations are shown in Fig. 3.37. The resulting Rγ data points were fit with a line at
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Figure 3.35:
Perturbative QCD cross sections are shown with power law fits for both
π0 and direct photon production at

√
s = 510 GeV. The calculations

were performed with the CT10 PDFs [139] and the DSS14 FFs [140].

high pT to determine the pT dependence as shown in the figure. Systematic uncer-

tainty in the determination of Rγ is taken as the difference between the two methods,

which is less than 20% at the highest pT observed in this analysis. This is consistent

with percent errors that were taken for previous Rγ results in PHENIX analysis, for

example in Refs. [132, 120].

To determine the modified Riso
γ due to the tagging and isolation cuts, the values of

Rγ must be corrected for tagging and isolation efficiencies as described in Section 3.3.

To determine Riso
γ , one can derive an expression from the definition given in Eq. 3.9

that can be determined with tagging and isolation efficiencies. This derivation is

shown in full in Appendix A and was originally determined in the analysis corre-

sponding to Ref. [120]. The derivation shows that Riso
γ can be determined with the

following equation, where each value is dependent only on the ptrig
T of the photon:
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Figure 3.36:
Rγ was calculated via the power law fits and directly from the pQCD
cross sections and the value |fit-data|/fit was calculated to estimate the
error in the power law fits. At most the fits give a 1% error at high pT
which is negligible compared to the other assigned systematic uncertain-
ties.

Riso
γ = Rγ

αmiss,iso
inc

(1− εniso
dec )(1− εtag

dec)
. (3.18)

Here the values in the fraction are the associated corrections that account for the

tagging and isolation cuts and their associated efficiencies. They are defined as

αmiss,iso
inc =

Ninc −N tag
dec −Nniso

inc

Ninc

, (3.19)

εniso
dec =

(
1 +

∑
π0 P (pπ

0

T , p
γ
T )×N iso

π0∑
π0 P (pπ

0

T , p
γ
T )×Nniso

π0

)−1

, (3.20)

and

εdec
tag =

N tag
dec

Ninc

Rγ . (3.21)

Here αmiss,iso
inc is simply the number of photons that pass the isolation and tagging cuts

divided by the total number of inclusive photons. εniso
dec is the isolation efficiency and

quantifies the efficiency with which the isolation cut removes decay photons. The

Monte Carlo probability functions are used to map the effect from the parent mesons

to the daughter photons. εdec
tag is the efficiency with which the tagging cut removes
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Figure 3.37:
The pT dependence of Rγ is shown for both methods, as determined
from a fit to data and as determined from perturbative calculations.
The difference in the two methods is taken as systematic uncertainty.

tagged π0 decays. Each efficiency correction is found by counting the number of

photons that pass the various cuts. In the case of the isolation efficiency the neutral

pions are counted rather than photons, since the probability functions map the parent

meson to the daughter photon kinematics. The Rγ values used are taken from data,

with an uncertainty assigned by the difference in the data and pQCD values. The

resulting Riso
γ values are shown in Fig. 3.38. Table 3.1 shows the values of Riso

γ in

addition to the inputs used to calculate them. It is clear from the table that the

isolation and tagging cuts raise the signal-to-background of direct photons to decay

photons as the Riso
γ values for ptrig

T >7 GeV/c are all larger than the corresponding

Rγ values.

One comment that should be made is that, in the 5-6 GeV/c ptrig
T bin, Riso

γ was

determined to be less than 1. This is, of course, unphysical, and there is some

additional discussion concerning this in the systematic uncertainties. The reason

that this occurs is due to the tagging and isolation efficiencies being particularly

small. With this method, at
√
s = 510 GeV, the ability of PHENIX to tag neutral

pions is not sufficient to boost the signal of direct photons. For this reason this bin
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Figure 3.38:
The values of Riso

γ are shown in four pT bins for p+p at
√
s = 510 GeV.

pT [GeV] Rγ ∆Rγ αmiss,iso
inc εdec

tag εniso
dec Riso

γ ∆Riso
γ

5-6 1.06 0.02 0.268 0.294 0.589 0.975 0.02
6-7 1.07 0.03 0.264 0.321 0.604 1.04 0.03
7-8 1.08 0.04 0.262 0.361 0.618 1.14 0.04
8-9 1.09 0.06 0.263 0.392 0.633 1.26 0.07
9-12 1.11 0.08 0.276 0.423 0.655 1.49 0.11
12-15 1.14 0.12 0.322 0.43 0.686 1.95 0.21

Table 3.1:
Rγ values from data and associated corrections for calculating Riso

γ in

smaller ptrig
T bins.

is excluded from any further analysis. Although the 6-7 GeV/c ptrig
T bin is greater

than 1, it is only 1σ larger than unity. This bin is also excluded from analysis since

there is a singularity in determining the final isolated direct photon PTYs at Riso
γ =1

as seen in Eq. 3.8. Since this particular bin is quite close to this singularity, it is also

removed from subsequent analysis.

In the run-15 p+A data, direct photon-hadron correlations were only collected for

p+Au collisions due to lack of statistical precision in p+Al. The Riso
γ used in these

collisions was taken from the measured Riso
γ from a previous preliminary

√
s = 200
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GeV d+Au analysis. While the collision system is different, the difference in the

production of isolated direct photons in d+Au and p+Au collisions should be quite

small, and certainly within the already large uncertainties assigned to Riso
γ .

The values of Riso
γ in run-15 p+p could be computed directly from the published

values of Rγ [120] and the corresponding efficiencies in run-15. This value is a physics

quantity comparing the isolated direct photon to isolated decay photon cross sections,

so we can also check that the efficiencies in run-15 are correct by comparing the

values of Riso
γ in run-15 to the previous measurement in Ref. [120]. Figure 3.39 shows

this comparison between the previously published values and those measured in run-

15. The values show good agreement, with slightly reduced uncertainties from this

analysis due to the larger statistical sample taken in run-15 compared to runs 5 and

6.
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Figure 3.39:
A comparison of the values of Riso

γ measured in run-15 compared to the
published values in Ref. [120].

3.4 Systematic Checks and Uncertainties

In this analysis there are three sources of systematic error on the per-trigger

yields: the charged hadron normalization, the statistical subtraction decay method,
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and Riso
γ . There is an additional uncertainty due to the underlying event subtrac-

tion that only applies to the pout per-trigger yields. The charged hadron efficiency

systematic applies to the normalization of the PTYs, and the statistical subtraction

and Riso
γ uncertainties apply only to the direct photon-hadron PTYs. For the direct

photons, the uncertainty on Riso
γ dominates due to the methods in which it was esti-

mated in addition to the size of the uncertainties on Rγ. The charged hadron, Riso
γ ,

and underlying event uncertainties are described in greater detail in several forth-

coming sections, while the uncertainty on the statistical subtraction decay method

is described below. A brief table summarizing the various uncertainties and their

relative contributions is shown in Table 3.2.

Sys. Unc. Type π0-h± γ-h± Relative Contribution [%] Type
Hadron Norm 9-11 C

Underlying Event Subtraction 0.1-9 B
Decay Photon Subtraction × 4 C

Riso
γ × 5-22 B

Table 3.2:
A summary table of the systematic uncertainties. The relative contribu-
tions are shown for each of the four types of uncertainties, which are in
percent of the total per-trigger yield and may depend on the data set.
The table also identifies whether or not the per-trigger yields apply to the
dihadron and/or direct photon-hadron correlations. Type C uncertain-
ties are global normalization uncertainties, while type B uncertainties are
point-to-point.

Previous analyses quote a 3% uncertainty on the statistical subtraction decay

method as a whole [132, 120]. This includes efficiencies used to determine Riso
γ . This

uncertainty largely accounts for any other decay photons that were not statistically

subtracted out. Since this analysis does not include any subtraction of η-h± pairs,

this uncertainty must be altered to reflect the extra contribution from isolated decay

eta meson-hadron pairs. To account for this additional uncertainty, a 4% uncertainty
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is ascribed to the method. This was estimated with the following: the branching ratio

of η → γγ is 40%, and the ratio of η mesons to π0 mesons is about 40% [141], which

is reasonably constant as a function of
√
s. Therefore, 40% of 40% is 16%, and 16%

of the original 3% uncertainty ascribed to the statistical method is about 0.5%. To

be conservative, since this analysis only considers the η → γγ decay, the uncertainty

on the method is increased to 4%.

The systematic uncertainty on the actual values of pout and ∆φ from the bin

widths is different for each of the observables due to the various inputs required for

their calculation. For pout, the points in each bin are found by a weighted average

of the inclusive pout distribution. No correction was applied for momentum smearing

from the detector, so a 4% systematic is assigned to account for this. This accounts

for PHENIX’s resolution in pout, which is due to the inherent detector resolution of

passoc
T and ∆φ. In ∆φ, the only systematic that would apply is a resolution on ∆φ

and an error for the bin width. The resolution on ∆φ is estimated by the resolution

of the EMCal and DC φ, which is 1% and 2% respectively. The points are plotted

at the center of the bin with a 3% systematic uncertainty on ∆φ from the inherent φ

resolution of the EMCal and DC. Since the yield is not logarithmically changing as a

function of ∆φ, a weighted average was not used to determine the placement of the

∆φ values like what was used for pout.

3.4.1 Charged Hadron Normalization Uncertainty

Previous PHENIX charged hadron uncertainties on cross sections range from 8-

12%, depending on the collision system, DC performance, and other factors. The

uncertainty on the charged hadrons is due to the momentum scale, the averaging of

all particle identified efficiencies into one unidentified efficiency, and the PC3 track

matching, which is by far the dominant source of uncertainty. The momentum scale

has a 1% uncertainty as determined by the measurement of the proton and J/ψ mass
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in the PHENIX tracking system, with the aid of the time-of-flight detectors. In

Ref. [120] the unidentified hadron efficiency was determined by averaging the iden-

tified hadron efficiencies weighted by their respective production cross sections. For

the
√
s =510 GeV data no production ratios of K/π or p/π were available, so the

identified hadron efficiencies were averaged without weights. Ref. [120] cited a 3%

conservative uncertainty for the ratios, so here I assign a 4% uncertainty. The run-15

p+p and p+A analysis also cite a 3% uncertainty on the ratios since the particle ID

dependence was evaluated in the same way as Ref. [120].

The dominant source of the charged hadron uncertainty is the track matching

uncertainty, which arises due to the matching of DC tracks to the outermost pad

chamber, the PC3. Ref [120] cited a 7% uncertainty for the track matching, and to

check that this was still valid the method for which this uncertainty was estimated was

replicated. The example shown here is from the p+A running since this was the later

run period, thus it in principle would show the largest deviation due to additional

dead channels produced over the course of the many PHENIX data taking periods.

The track matching 2σ cut was lifted from the reconstruction and the ratio of the

matched tracks to unmatched tracks was taken as a function of the projected PC3 φ

and zed. Note that each histogram was normalized by the number of tracks to make

an apples-to-apples comparison. Figure 3.40 shows the resulting divided histograms.

Naturally the majority of the PC3 is at 1, i.e. the track matching cut does not

make a substantive difference. To estimate an error, one region in each quadrant

was chosen to compare to the entire PC3. Each region was chosen to be in an area

of the quadrant that is relatively stable for that quadrant, i.e. the region does not

contain large fluctuating areas. The average difference was calculated in each of the

8 regions, and this number was compared to the average calculated from the entire

PC3 matching. These ratios were calculated to be (one for each of the 8 regions) 0.90,

0.93, 0.93, 0.92, 0.93, 0.92, 0.93, 1.01. These values were averaged to get 7%, which is
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the same value assigned to the track matching uncertainty in [120]. The similar track

matching efficiency is not surprising as the averages are taken from stable regions in

the PC3, so the only differences between run-15 and previous PHENIX runs would be

any new dead areas in the PC3. Ultimately this uncertainty is based on the efficiency

of the PC3 track matching algorithm, so in fact the consistency with previous runs is

a good check that the uncertainty is correct given that the track matching algorithm

should not have changed significantly over time.

In total for the run-13 p+p data an uncertainty of 9% was assigned on the charged

hadron yields, and the run-15 p+p and p+A data was assigned an 8% systematic

uncertainty. The reduced uncertainty in run-15 is largely due to the availability of

the particle ID ratios to determine the charged hadron efficiency. This uncertainty is

an overall normalization uncertainty, so it affects each point on the PTYs equally.

Figure 3.40:
The track matching uncertainty from the PC3 is estimated as described
in the text. 8 regions, 2 for each quadrant of the PC3, were selected to
characterize possible inefficiencies of the track matching. A 7% system-
atic uncertainty is assigned, similar to [120].
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3.4.2 Rγ and Riso
γ

For the run-13 p+p collisions, the error from Rγ is propagated to the error on

Riso
γ , where the error on Rγ is estimated by taking the average difference of the two

methods described in section 3.3.6. The actual value of Rγ is taken as measured from

data, and then the error on Rγ is taken as the upper bound given by the difference

between the measurement and the pQCD calculation. The final values of Riso
γ as

shown in Fig. 3.38 are tabulated in Tab. 3.1. As commented above, the value of Riso
γ

in the 5-6 GeV/c bin is unphysical, and thus it is not included in any further analysis.

The value of Riso
γ in the 6-7 GeV/c bin is only ∼1.5σ away from a singularity, and thus

any further results with this bin were also discarded. As the value of Riso
γ is greater

than 3σ away from the singularity in the 7-8 GeV/c bin, this bin and subsequently

larger pT bins were analyzed further.

To show that taking the uncertainty in Rγ is a conservative estimate, the pout and

∆φ distributions for isolated direct photons were made for three different sets of Rγ:

Rγ from the pQCD calculation, the average Rγ between the pQCD calculation and

data, and the data determined Rγ. The observables are plotted together in Figs. 3.41

and 3.42 to show that the different sets of Rγ do not change the observables within

the quoted systematic uncertainties. The largest difference can be seen in the low

passoc
T bins, at small ∆φ. This is not a cause for concern as these differences are within

the isolation cone and it is already difficult to physically interpret this region of ∆φ

space. In addition the near side points are omitted from the final plots anyway as is

commonly done in the literature, due to this region being physically uninterpretable.

The important point is that the away side yields do not change significantly within

the assigned systematic uncertainties.

The decay photon tagging cut introduces another uncertainty into Riso
γ due to the

possibility of the cut altering both εdecniso and εdectag. There exists the possibility that a

direct photon could be falsely tagged as a decay photon, which would thus cause Riso
γ
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Figure 3.41:
A comparison of the isolated direct photon pout distributions with both
the pQCD calculated Rγ (filled circles) and the data calculated Rγ (open
circles) is shown. The filled circles are shifted by pout = 0.2 for visibility
sake.

to be overestimated due to εdectag being overestimated. εdecniso could be over- or under-

estimated depending on if the direct photon was isolated or not. In Ref. [120] this

added systematic uncertainty was calculated and found to be very small in size relative

to the uncertainty due to Rγ. Therefore this is neglected here since the systematic

uncertainty from the estimate of Rγ is already so large. At most this effect altered the

systematic uncertainties by 1.5% at high ptrig
T in Ref. [120], so this will be negligible

here compared to the uncertainty assigned on the determination of Rγ and Riso
γ .

The uncertainty in Riso
γ for

√
s = 200 GeV is propagated from the uncertainty in

Rγ from Ref. [120] in addition to the uncertainties in the various efficiency factors
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Figure 3.42:
A comparison of the isolated direct photon ∆φ distributions with all
three sets of Rγ is shown.

used to calculate Riso
γ . Because of the improved statistical significance of run-15

compared to runs 5 and 6, these uncertainties are reduced; however, the dominant

uncertainty comes from the determination of Rγ in Ref. [120]. This uncertainty,

when propagated, contributes the most; however, the reduced uncertainties in the

various efficiency factors does shrink the overall uncertainties on Riso
γ at

√
s = 200

GeV slightly when compared to Ref. [120].

3.4.3 Underlying Event Statistical Subtraction for pout

It was discovered that the pout distributions suffer from background due to low

pT uncorrelated hadrons that are mostly in the underlying event region, i.e. close
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Figure 3.43:
The π0 pout distributions in run-13 are shown before the underlying event
background subtraction. The underlying event contribution is evident
in the “corners” that appear at small pout.

to ∆φ ∼ π/2. This can be observed in Fig. 3.43, where there appear to be “cor-

ners” in the distributions rather than a Gaussian behavior. Note that this behavior

seems to disappear as the π0 pT increases; this is because the signal to underlying

event background ratio rises as the π0 pT increases. Since this analysis is focused on

characterizing the Gaussian behavior of pout at small values of pout, this background

needed to be investigated further. To determine the cause of this behavior, pout was

plotted as a function of passoc
T in bins of ∆φ for π0 triggers. The resulting plots are

shown in Figs 3.44 and 3.45, where the folded ∆φ bins are noted in the title of each

plot. The plots show that the nonperturbatively generated pout from kT is mostly in

the nearly back to back region, while in the underlying event region (1.6 < ∆φ < 2.3)

there is a perturbatively generated tail at large pout but also an excess of counts at

pout ≈ 1 from passoc
T hadrons of pT ≈ 1 − 2. This indicates that there is an excess

of counts in the pout distributions around 1 GeV due to the underlying event, as it

is most likely that the majority of 1-2 GeV hadrons produced in this ∆φ region are
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largely from the underlying event. For this reason, in order to isolate the Gaussian

nature of pout, a statistical subtraction of the underlying event yield was performed

in constructing the pout distributions.

Figure 3.44:
pout as a function of passoc

T in the region 1.6 < ∆φ < 2.0 radians (left) and
2 < ∆φ < 2.4 radians (right). The perturbative tail of pout is generated
in this region from hard gluon radiation, but there is an excess of counts
at 1 GeV/c of pout and passoc

T from the underlying event.

Figure 3.45:
pout as a function of passoc

T in the region 2.4 < ∆φ < 2.8 radians (left)
and 2.8 < ∆φ < π radians (right).

The statistical subtraction of the underlying event was performed on the pout

distributions using the fit function from Eq. 4.1 described in Section 4.3 to extract√
〈p2

out〉. In this equation, C0 parameterizes the underlying event as a constant func-

tion of ∆φ, and the rest of the fit function characterizes the Gaussian nature of the

away side jet. To do the underlying event statistical subtraction, the ∆φ correlations

were fit with this function and the correction value was defined as the underlying
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event parameter divided by the total fit function. This was done in each ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T

bin. An example of the correction function for π0 mesons is shown in Fig. 3.46. The

function shows that in the 5 < ptrig
T < 6 ⊗ 1 < passoc

T < 2 π0-h± bin, at around π

radians, ∼30% of the counts are from hard scattered jet structure and 50% are from

the underlying event. Similarly, at ∼ π/2 radians, nearly 100% of the jet structure

is from underlying event in this particular bin. Using these functions, the yield in

pout was modified as follows; the yield for pout in a given bin was altered by statisti-

cally subtracting the percentage of the yield that is from the underlying event if the

associated hadron was in the range 0.7 < passoc
T < 4, since above this the yields in

the underlying event are negligible. This correction was applied for π0, inclusive, and

decay yields and the correction function was made for each type of trigger in all ptrig
T

bins in order to be consistent. This is effectively a Zero Yield At Minimum (ZYAM)

type statistical subtraction of the underlying event commonly performed in heavy ion

analyses, used only for the pout distributions.

An example of the result of the underlying event subtraction on the π0 pout distri-

butions is shown in Fig. 3.47. The Gaussian behavior can be identified much better

after the underlying event statistical subtraction. To be clear, the subtraction was

done individually for each of the inclusive, decay, and π0 triggers. This way the

amount of underlying event from each trigger particle was correctly estimated.

Since this analysis was the first to subtract the underlying event from the pout

distributions, a systematic uncertainty needed to be assigned to take into account the

method for which the underlying event was subtracted. Systematic uncertainties on

the underlying event subtraction were evaluated by varying the parameter C0 in the fit

function by ±1σ and observing the resulting effect on the pout distributions. The pout

distributions were constructed with the three underlying event parameters, C0, C0 +σ

and C0− σ, and then the ratio of the pout yields was taken to determine a systematic

uncertainty. In other words, the ratio of the distributions is just the distribution with
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Figure 3.46:
An example of a π0 underlying event correction. These were made for
all ptrig

T bins and all trigger types, i.e. the π0 pout distributions were cor-
rected by fits to the π0 ∆φ correlation functions, the isolated inclusive
photon pout were corrected by fits to the isolated inclusive photon ∆φ
correlations, and so on. This example shows that the underlying event
background is approximately 100% at ∆φ ∼ π/2, while it is approxi-
mately 30% at ∆φ ∼ π.

the underlying event varied C0 ± σ divided by the distribution with the underlying

event at its nominal value from the fit C0. The uncertainty in the C0 parameter

was taken from the fitting procedure. The resulting ratios are shown below for both

π0 and direct photon triggered correlations in run-13 p+p collisions. The difference

in the distributions is on the order of tenths of a percent, which is unsurprising

since the underlying event in the ∆φ correlations is determined to high accuracy

with the statistical precision available in the
√
s = 510 GeV data. The irregularity

of the direct photon ratios is due to the fact that the underlying event statistical

subtraction is not applied directly to the direct photon distributions, because we

do not have access to event by event direct photons since these are obtained by a

statistical subtraction of decay photons. Rather, the underlying event subtraction is

applied to both the isolated inclusive and isolated decay distributions, and then the

isolated decay photon PTY statistical subtraction is applied to obtain the isolated
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Figure 3.47:
An example of the π0 pout distributions corrected by the underlying
event. For 5 < ptrig

T < 6 this effect was most prominent since the un-
derlying event is a larger percentage of the overall jet structure; the
correction cleans up the “flatness” and “corners” seen in Fig. 3.43.

direct photon PTYs. The direct photon systematic ratios do follow the expectation

that they are inversely related between the +σ and −σ cases, i.e. the ratios should

just be the inverse since the same amount of background is being added or subtracted

from the nominal value C0. The same behavior is seen in the π0 ratios. The various

systematic uncertainties here were added in quadrature point-to-point to the pout

PTYs with the other uncertainties assigned.

The underlying event subtraction in the run-15 data was performed in the same

way as described above. The systematic uncertainties were also estimated in the same

way, and the corresponding uncertainties for the p+A systems are shown in Figs. 3.50

and 3.51. The systematic errors in the p+A data are larger than in the run-13 p+p

data due to the data set being significantly smaller, thus statistical fluctuations in

the PTYs translate to a larger uncertainty in the underlying event value, and thus a

larger systematic uncertainty in the underlying event subtraction from the pout PTYs.

However, the smaller center-of-mass energy and smaller integrated luminosities in run-

15 also lead to larger statistical uncertainties at large pout in these distributions, so the
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Figure 3.48:
Systematic uncertainties on the underlying event background subtrac-
tion for π0-h± correlations are shown for

√
s = 510 GeV p+p collisions.

larger systematic uncertainties from the underlying event subtraction are in general

smaller than the statistical uncertainties at large pout.
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Figure 3.49:
Systematic uncertainties on the underlying event background subtrac-
tion were evaluated as described in the text for direct photon-hadron
correlations. The irregularity of the direct photon ratios is due to the
fact that the underlying event statistical subtraction is not applied di-
rectly to the direct photon distributions; rather, it is applied to the
inclusive and decay distributions and then the decay photon statistical
subtraction is implemented to obtain the direct photon distributions. In
the region of interest of small pout for this analysis, the uncertainty is on
the order of tenths of a percent.

Figure 3.50:
Systematic uncertainty for the subtraction of the underlying event for
p+Al (left) and p+Au (right) pout distributions in each ptrig

T bin for π0-h±

correlations.
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Figure 3.51:
Systematic uncertainty applied point-to-point for the statistical subtrac-
tion of the underlying event in the isolated direct γ-h correlations in
p+Au. The not smooth shape is due to the statistical subtraction of
decay photon-hadron pairs, and is discussed further in the text.
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CHAPTER IV

√
s = 510 GeV p+p Results

4.1 ∆φ Correlation Functions

The ∆φ correlation functions are visually instructive since they demonstrate the

dijet and direct photon-jet structure one expects to see as a function of azimuth.

Figure 4.1 shows two examples of a π0-h± correlation function as a function of ptrig
T ,

passoc
T , and ∆φ. The dijet structure is immediately obvious, with jet peaks at ∆φ ∼ 0

and π radians. The underlying event region is considerably larger at small passoc
T as

would be expected from energy conservation. Additionally, the underlying event yield

is largely constant as a function of ptrig
T for a fixed passoc

T bin as would be expected

kinematically if the π0 is truly approximating the hard scale of the interaction and

the underlying event is not associated with the hard interaction. The away-side

peaks are smeared out in ∆φ when compared to the near-side, indicating sensitivity

to kT broadening effects. This additional significant smearing is because kT has

been measured to be significantly larger than jT [119, 120], thus leading to a greater

acoplanarity.

One comment that should be made is in regard to the size of the near-side peaks

with respect to the away-side peaks. The near-side peaks are significantly larger than

the away-side peaks in a given ptrig
T ⊗passoc

T bin due to the effect of “trigger-bias,” a

poorly chosen term which refers to the inherent bias resulting from triggering on high
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pT particles. When triggering, there is an intrinsic bias which results in the trigger

selectively choosing very high momentum fraction z hadrons within jets. This results

in a higher likelihood to trigger on the higher pT jet of the dijet pair, or the jet which

has the larger kTx momentum imparted to it. Thus, the near-side actually samples

larger pT jets on average, and thus has more yield associated with it. This is not a

trigger-bias in the usual usage of the term; rather it refers to the inherent selection

of high z hadrons within the highest pT jet in a particular event.
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Figure 4.1:
Some example correlation functions for π0-h± per-trigger yields in bins of
ptrig
T , passoc

T , and ∆φ. The correlation functions show the expected dijet
structure, with a peak at ∆φ ∼ 0 and π radians.

An example of the isolated direct photon per-trigger yields and the correspond-

ing isolated inclusive and decay per-trigger yields that were used in the statistical

subtraction is shown in Fig. 4.2. The near-side structures in the isolated inclusive

and decay distributions are a result of re-checking for isolation when the photons are

embedded into minimum bias events. The near-side of the isolated direct photon

per-trigger yield is clearly suppressed and is roughly constant across ∆φ, indicating
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that the leftover yield is due to contributions from the underlying event. There is a

single away-side jet structure that is smeared in ∆φ, indicating that the isolation cut

has effectively identified direct photon-hadron events that are sensitive to initial-state

kT and final-state jT .
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Figure 4.2:
One example of the isolated direct photon per-trigger yields and the in-
gredients which were used to construct the PTY are shown. The isolated
inclusive and decay per-trigger yields are used to obtain the isolated direct
photon per-trigger yields as discussed in Chapter III.

It is also beneficial to compare the direct photon-hadron correlations with the π0-

hadron correlations. Figure 4.3 shows examples of the isolated direct photon-hadron

per-trigger yields with the corresponding π0-hadron per-trigger yields. Immediately

the effect of the isolation cut is obvious; the near-side yield for the direct photons is

significantly reduced compared to that of the near-side neutral pions. In the lower

passoc
T bins there are some cases where the yield is actually negative as a result of the

statistical subtraction; this is again a result of the statistical subtraction procedure

as well as the isolation cone significantly modifying the yield within and around the

cone radius. Figure 4.4 shows the final correlation functions from Ref. [142] where the

yield in the region of the isolation cut is artificially removed since it is not physically

interpretable and nonetheless is not dependent on both kT and jT . On the away-side,

it is clear that in all of the bins the yield of the photon-hadrons is smaller than the
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Figure 4.3:
Examples of the isolated direct photon-hadron and π0-hadron per-trigger
yields as a function of ptrig

T ⊗ passoc
T . The absence of any near-side yield

for the direct photon-hadrons indicates that the statistical subtraction
adequately removes correlated near-side hadrons. In some bins the yield
is negative, which is unphysical and is due to the combination of the
γ − h± isolation cut and statistical subtraction. Note that the near-side
yield is not used for further analysis.

π0-hadrons. This is a result of the direct photons probing smaller hard scales than

the neutral pions at the same ptrig
T ; since the π0 is a fragment of a parent parton it is

actually some fraction of the hard scale, whereas at leading order the direct photon

approximates the hard scale since it is not a fragment. This is additional support

that the correlation functions in question are actually probing direct photon-hadron

events.

If this effect is truly a kinematic effect, the pythia [143] event generator should

be able to qualitatively reproduce this behavior. pythia dijet and γ-jet events were

generated, and they were analyzed at the Monte Carlo truth level. Correlations were

constructed similarly in pythia as they were in data, with near-side neutral pions and

near-side isolated direct photons. Charged hadrons were collected in the full azimuth,

where this refers to pions, kaons, and (anti)protons. Since these events were analyzed

at truth level, there was no need for an acceptance correction in ∆φ; correlations

were constructed within |η| < 0.35. Figure 4.5 shows the results of the short study;
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Figure 4.4:
Published examples of the isolated direct photon-hadron and π0-hadron
per-trigger yields as a function of ptrig

T ⊗ passoc
T , allowing comparisons

between dijet and γ-jet events.

the per-trigger yields are shown in several pT bins for both π0-h± and direct photon-

h± correlations. Similarly to previous figures, the ptrig
T bin increases moving top to

bottom and the passoc
T bin increases moving left to right. The pythia generated per-

trigger yields replicate the qualitative behavior of the direct photon per-trigger yields

having smaller yield than the π0 per-trigger yields in the same ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T bin.

The complete published set of ∆φ correlation functions for both π0-h± and γ-h±

per-trigger yields can be found in the supplementary material of Ref. [142]. While the

correlation functions display the nearly back-to-back jet structure, the observable that

will display the transverse-momentum-dependence is pout as this is a momentum space

observable which should be able to delineate the boundary between nonperturbative

and perturbative contributions to the correlations. For measuring potential effects

from TMD factorization breaking, this is necessary since a nonperturbative scale must

explicitly be measured.
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Figure 4.5:
Comparisons are made between pythia generated dihadron and direct
γ-hadron correlations. pythia reproduces the kinematic effect of away-
side jet yields being smaller for direct photons when compared to neutral
pions.

4.2 pout Distributions

The pout distributions are constructed for both π0-h± and γ-h± correlations to

observe TMD effects in momentum space rather than azimuthal space. Figure 4.6

shows the per-trigger yields for the correlations as a function of pout for both π0-h±

and γ-h± correlations. The open points show the π0-h± per-trigger yields in vari-

ous bins of ptrig
T , while the filled points show the γ-h± correlations in four ptrig

T bins.

Only away-side charged hadrons are used to construct the distributions, with the

requirement that the correlated pair satisfy 2π/3 < ∆φ < 4π/3. This cut is enforced

to ensure that only hadrons associated with the away-side jet are considered, since

these are the correlated pairs sensitive to both kT and jT . The distributions are fit

to a Gaussian function in the region [-1.1,1.1] GeV/c, as well as a Kaplan function

of the form a(1 + p2
out/b)

−c where a,b, and c are all free parameters of the fit. Solid

line fits correspond to the dihadron correlations, while dotted line fits correspond to

the γ-hadron correlations. The fits show the change from nonperturbative to pertur-
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bative physics; the Gaussian functions clearly do not describe the pout distributions

after roughly pout ∼ 1.2 GeV/c where there is a transition to power-law behavior.

This indicates that in the small pout region, the correlations are sensitive to non-

perturbatively generated kT and jT transverse momentum, while in the large pout

region the correlations are sensitive to perturbatively generated kT and jT transverse

momentum.
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Figure 4.6:
The per-trigger yields as a function of pout are shown for both π0-h± and
γ-h± correlations. The per-trigger yields are fit to Gaussian functions at
small pout and Kaplan functions over the entire region. The solid (dashed)
lines are fits to the π0-h± (γ − h±) per-trigger yields.

Dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations are ideal processes to study in

order to measure the pout distributions accurately because of the good resolution on

both passoc
T and ∆φ. Since pout is dependent on both of these quantities, the inherent

resolution of the detector on both passoc
T and ∆φ will determine the resolution on pout.

The pT and φ resolution on hadrons is much better than, for example, jets, so pout will

have sensitivity to these modified TMD effects from soft transverse momentum. While

measuring dijet and γ-jet correlations are of interest as well, for other reasons which

will be discussed in Chapter VII, the sensitivity to nonperturbative physics is essential
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for making TMD measurements. Jets have significantly worse resolution in pT and φ

when compared to hadrons, so using the hadrons as proxies for the jets allows much

better resolution on pout to be sensitive to TMD effects. This is additionally motivated

by the fact that the original prediction of factorization breaking was for dihadron

production [56]; however, more recent studies have shown that dijet and photon-jet

correlations should exhibit factorization breaking effects as well [144, 145, 57]

Correlated pout distributions, shown in Fig. 4.7, are also constructed in the pythia

model framework, in order to make kinematic comparisons. Here the underlying

event distributions were statistically subtracted similarly to the procedure performed

in data. pythia shows similar characteristics to the data; namely a Gaussian dis-

tribution at small pout that transitions to a power law tail at large pout. The direct

photon and π0 perturbative tails match reasonably well in pythia, which would be

expected since this region is generated by charged hadrons at large ∆φ due to large

angle hard gluon radiations. pythia also replicates the data distributions in that the

π0-h± yields are larger than the corresponding γ-h± yields, due to the different hard

scales being probed.

The complete published set of pout correlation functions for both π0-h± and γ-

h± per-trigger yields can be found in the supplementary material of Ref. [142]. The

correlation functions display the relevant per-trigger yields, and in order to probe

potential TMD factorization breaking effects the relevant nonperturbative momentum

widths must be extracted from these correlation functions.

4.3
√
〈p2out〉 Determination

The quantity
√
〈p2

out〉 can be extracted with a fit function to the away-side cor-

relation function in ∆φ. This quantity is useful as it can be extracted as a function

of both ptrig
T and passoc

T , while the pout distributions must be constructed integrated

over passoc
T due to the constraint imposed on pout = passoc

T sin∆φ for a limited range of
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Figure 4.7:
pout per-trigger yields are constructed in pythia for 2π in azimuth and
|η| < 0.35. The pythia yields display similar characteristics to those
measured in data.

passoc
T . It additionally considers contributions across the entire away-side, which there-

fore includes both perturbatively and nonperturbatively generated charged hadrons.

Therefore, useful information can be gained by extracting fit quantities from both the

∆φ distributions and the pout distributions. The fit function can be found in Eq. 4.1

dN

d∆φ
= C0 + C1

−passocT cos ∆φ√
2π〈pout

2〉Erf(passocT /
√

2〈pout
2〉)
e
− p

assoc
T passocT sin2 ∆φ

2〈p2out〉 , (4.1)

where the quantities C0, C1, and
√
〈p2

out〉 are free parameters in the fit. C0 quantifies

the underlying event level, C1 quantifies the away-side yield, and
√
〈p2

out〉 characterizes

the away-side jet width. In Eq. 4.1 the passoc
T value used is the weighted average of

the actual passoc
T spectrum for a particular passoc

T bin. The accuracy of the fit function

in determining
√
〈p2

out〉 was demonstrated in Ref. [119], and is shown in Fig. 4.8.

As long as the away-side jet width is within [0.2,0.6] radians, the value of
√
〈p2

out〉

from the fit function is nearly identical to the actual value of
√
〈p2

out〉 from a direct
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calculation.

Figure 4.8:
The relative error on

√
〈p2

out〉 =3 GeV/c is shown as a red line when the
quantity is extracted from the fit function in Eq. 4.1 [119]. The additional
lines correspond to alternative assumptions in extracting

√
〈p2

out〉; for

example, with the assumption that
√
〈p2

out〉 =passoc
T sinσA where σA is

extracted from a Gaussian fit to the ∆φ correlation function.

To compare directly to Ref. [120], the fit was performed for the passoc
T bin 2 <

passoc
T < 5 GeV/c as was previously done. The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 4.9

with a comparison to the values from the previously published data. Systematic errors

were assigned to
√
〈p2

out〉 by varying the fit region by ± 0.2 radians in the underlying

event region. They were assigned this way since
√
〈p2

out〉 is the value taken from a fit

function, so the systematic error assigned to it should reflect the uncertainty in the fit

itself. Unsurprisingly the systematic errors for the π0-h± correlations are small since

the underlying event region is well defined; for the γ-h± correlations the underlying

event is determined from the statistical subtraction so there is a higher degree of

variability in the result of the fit. The ptrig
T values are the weighted averages of the

actual π0 or isolated inclusive γ spectrum. A 2% systematic uncertainty is assigned to

ptrig
T to account for the inherent pT resolution of the PbSc and PbGl electromagnetic
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calorimeters.

Figure 4.9:
The

√
〈p2

out〉 quantity at
√
s = 510 GeV is compared to the previous

published values at
√
s = 200 GeV from Ref. [120]. In the same bins

there is a clear difference, indicating both the dependence of kT on
√
s as

well as the momentum fraction x that is probed in the two different data
sets.

The comparison of
√
〈p2

out〉 between
√
s = 510 and 200 GeV indicates several

different physics effects. First, the value of the initial-state kT has been shown to

increase with
√
s [119], thus since

√
〈p2

out〉 is sensitive to initial-state kT it should be

expected that it would be larger at
√
s = 510 GeV when compared to

√
s = 200 GeV

in Ref. [120] for the same passoc
T bin. Additionally, the change in

√
s causes the average

partonic momentum fraction x that is probed to be different between the two data

sets. Thus, if there is any correlation between the partonic x and kT , it should be

reflected when comparing the two different center-of-mass energies. This discussion

will be revisited when comparing the updated results from the run-15
√
s = 200 GeV

run in Chapter V.

To cross check the results with other literature, the π0
√
〈p2

out〉 were plotted as a

function of the hard scattering variable xE = −passoc
T ·ptrig

T /|ptrig
T |2 as defined in Section

1.7 which is approximately
passoc
T

ptrig
T

for ∆φ ∼ π. The qualitative features of the first
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measurement of
√
〈p2

out〉 by the CCOR collaboration in Ref. [146] are reproduced in

this analysis; Fig. 4.10 shows that the values are a positively sloped function of x2
E

that is approximately linear with a deviation from linear at small x2
E. Additionally

the slope of of this linear dependence increases with ptrig
T . Quantitatively this result

is consistent with Refs. [146, 120] as the value of kT should be larger in
√
s = 510

GeV, leading to larger values of
√
〈p2

out〉.

Figure 4.10:
The values of

√
〈p2

out〉 are shown as a function of x2
E, as defined in the

text. The values exhibit similar qualitative features to Ref. [146], namely
that they are approximately linear with a deviation from linear at small
x2
E.

Due to the significantly larger data set available in this run, the
√
〈p2

out〉 values

were constructed in finer ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T bins. Examples of the π0-h± and γ-h±
√
〈p2

out〉

values are shown as a function of both passoc
T and ptrig

T in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. All

of the values can be found in the supplemental material of Ref. [142]. Figure 4.12

shows that
√
〈p2

out〉 has the expected positive dependence on passoc
T . This is expected

from both the geometrical definition of pout as well as the definition of the fit function

used to extract
√
〈p2

out〉 in Eq. 4.1. The
√
〈p2

out〉 values from γ-h± correlations are,

in general, larger than the corresponding
√
〈p2

out〉 values from π0-h±. As a function

of ptrig
T , shown in Fig. 4.11, the quantity

√
〈p2

out〉 decreases with ptrig
T . This indicates
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that as the hard scale increases, the RMS of pout is decreasing for a given passoc
T .

Again, when comparing the γ-h± correlations with the π0-h± correlations, the γ-h±√
〈p2

out〉 values are in general larger than their π0-h± counterparts. This could also

be interpreted as a consequence of the values decreasing with the hard scale; since

the γ-h± correlations probe smaller hard scales, they would in turn be expected to be

larger than the π0-h±
√
〈p2

out〉 values at a similar ptrig
T . It is also interesting to note

that the γ-h±
√
〈p2

out〉 values are very strongly a function of ptrig
T , while the π0-h±

correlations are only slightly a function of ptrig
T .
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Figure 4.11:
The quantity

√
〈p2

out〉 is shown for two example passoc
T bins as a function

of ptrig
T . The filled points are for direct photon-hadron correlations while

the open points are for π0-h± correlations.

Since
√
〈p2

out〉 is dependent on both
√
〈k2
T 〉 and

√
〈j2
T 〉 [119], it is necessary to also

measure
√
〈j2
T 〉 to identify the fragmentation component of the values of

√
〈p2

out〉.

This is useful anyway as a nonperturbative momentum width sensitive only to frag-

mentation can be studied in addition to those sensitive to both initial-state kT and

final-state jT . While not explicitly relevant for factorization breaking studies, it is nec-

essary to measure
√
〈j2
T 〉 so that any potential fragmentation dependence in

√
〈p2

out〉

may be studied.
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Figure 4.12:
The quantity

√
〈p2

out〉 is shown for several ptrig
T bins as a function of

passoc
T . The filled points are for direct photon-hadron correlations while

the open points are for π0-h± correlations.

4.4
√
〈j2T 〉 Determination

The quantities
√
〈p2

out〉,
√
〈k2
T 〉, and

√
〈j2
T 〉 are related via the following equation

as derived in Ref. [119]:

〈zT 〉
√
〈k2
T 〉

x̂h
=

1

xh

√
〈p2

out〉 − 〈j2
Ty
〉(1 + x2

h) . (4.2)

In this equation all quantities on the left side of the equality are partonic values,

and all quantities on the right can be measured from the correlation functions. Here,

〈zT 〉 = ptrig
T /p̂trig

T and xh = 〈passoc
T 〉/〈ptrig

T 〉, and any quantity with a hat indicates

partonic level quantities. This gives a clear relation between the initial and final state

partonic transverse momenta and the quantity pout. Thus, to completely determine

the relation such that the partonic quantities could be calculated, the experimental

value of
√
〈j2
T 〉 should be determined.

The value of
√
〈j2
T 〉 was determined by measuring the widths of Gaussian fits to

the near-side of the π0-h± correlation functions, similarly to Ref. [119]. Examples of

the fits are shown on the near-side π0-h± peaks in Fig. 4.4. The values of
√
〈j2
T 〉 were
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calculated with the following equation:

√
〈j2
T 〉 =

√
2〈j2

Ty
〉 '
√

2
ptrig
T passoc

T√
ptrig2

T + passoc2

T

σN . (4.3)

Note that in deriving this equality it is assumed that the fragmentation com-

ponent jTy is the same in both the x and y directions and that it is sampled from

the same Gaussian distribution of
√
〈j2
T 〉 on both the away and near sides. Here

σN is the near-side Gaussian width of the correlation functions. Only bins where

passoc
T > 2 GeV/c were used to satisfy the assumption that passoc

T �
√

2jT which was

made in the derivation of Eq. 4.3. Each ptrig
T bin was fit to a constant and was av-

eraged over passoc
T as previous measurements have shown

√
〈j2
T 〉 to be approximately

constant with
√
s and ptrig

T [119, 131, 146]. Figure 4.13 shows the measurements as

a function of ptrig
T , where a constant fit was used to determine the average value of√

〈j2
T 〉 = 0.662 ± 0.003(stat)±0.012(sys) GeV/c. The systematic uncertainty is due

to both the momentum resolution of the detector as well as approximations made to

determine Eq. 4.3. Recent ATLAS results show a similar fragmentation variable over

a significantly larger range of hundreds of GeV/c in jet pT , and show that the average

transverse momentum with respect to the jet axis rises slowly with the pT of the jet

over this larger pT range [147].

While
√
〈p2

out〉 and
√
〈j2
T 〉 are useful quantities, they are extracted from the ∆φ

correlations and thus they may lack the necessary sensitivity to TMD factorization

breaking effects since they contain perturbative contributions in addition to nonper-

turbative contributions. Since the observable pout clearly distinguishes the nonper-

turbative and perturbative regimes, momentum widths from these per-trigger yields

will contain more specific information since only nonperturbative contributions will

affect the widths.
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Figure 4.13:
The quantity

√
〈j2
T 〉 is shown as a function of ptrig

T in
√
s = 510 GeV

p+p collisions. The line shows a constant fit to the data, which is used
to determine the ptrig

T and passoc
T averaged

√
〈j2
T 〉 value.

4.5 Gaussian Widths

The Gaussian widths of pout are extracted from fits to the pout per-trigger yields.

The fits are performed in the nonperturbative region and are shown as a function

of ptrig
T in Fig. 4.14 for both π0-h± and direct γ-h± correlations. Systematic un-

certainties on the widths are estimated by altering the fit region by ±0.15 GeV/c

in pout and taking the absolute value of the difference of the resulting widths. As

the systematic uncertainties dominate the uncertainty in the widths, the uncertain-

ties in Fig. 4.14 are the statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in quadra-

ture. Similarly to the values of
√
〈p2

out〉, the direct photons and π0 both show that

the widths decrease with ptrig
T . Linear fits to the two sets of widths give slopes of

−0.0055±0.0018(stat)±0.0010(sys) for π0 mesons and−0.0109±0.0039(stat)±0.0016(sys)

for direct photons. Systematic uncertainties on the slopes were conservatively esti-

mated by evaluating the fit when the points were placed at the limits given by the

systematic uncertainties, and then taking the difference of the slopes.

It should be noted that the magnitude of the slope of the Gaussian widths changes
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Figure 4.14:
The measured Gaussian widths of pout are shown as a function of ptrig

T

for
√
s = 510 GeV p+p collisions.

if the minimum passoc
T cut is increased, but that the slope always remains negative.

Integrating over the full range of 0.7 < passoc
T < 10 GeV/c allowed by the PHENIX

detector gives the smallest magnitude slope, thus it is the most conservative mea-

surement for comparing to CSS evolution. For example, the slope of the Gaussian

widths of pout as a function of ptrig
T for 1.2 < passoc

T < 10 GeV/c was determined to be

−0.012±0.003(stat)±0.001(sys) for π0-h± correlations and−0.023±0.007(stat)±0.003(sys)

for direct photon-h± correlations. The same behavior can be seen in the values of√
〈p2

out〉 in Fig. 4.11 and in the supplemental material of Ref. [142].

4.6 〈zπ0

T 〉 Correction to Estimate pjetT

The π0-hadron correlations contain an implicit dependence on the near-side frag-

mentation function not present in the direct photon-hadron correlations since the

direct photons emerge directly from the hard scattering. To explore this dependence,

pythia 6.4 [143] hard scattered QCD events were analyzed to determine the average

〈zT 〉 = 〈ptrig
T /p̂trig

T 〉 of a π0 where the hat refers to the partonic pT . 〈zπ0

T 〉 was deter-
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mined for the various ptrig
T ⊗passoc

T bins so that the jet pT could be estimated from

the π0 pT to make a more apples-to-apples comparison between the π0-h± and γ-h±

correlations.

pythia was run at
√
s = 510 GeV with a Gaussian intrinsic kT value of 3.2 GeV/c,

corresponding to the expectation for partonic kT from Ref. [119]. Only standard hard

scattering QCD events were run in pythia, and leading π0 mesons with 4 < pT < 15

GeV/c were analyzed in the PHENIX pseudorapidity acceptance |η| < 0.35. A single

charged hadron was required to be in the away-side direction of the π0 to create a more

accurate representation of the kinematics probed in the data. Once these requirements

were met the π0 ancestry was traced back to the partonic hard scattering and the

momentum fraction zT was calculated in bins of ptrig
T and passoc

T . Note that quark

and gluon jets were treated equivalently and no attempt was made to differentiate

between the two types of jets. This is not a significant cause for concern though, since

at RHIC energies there is an approximately equal fraction of quark and gluon jets

produced in the π0 pT ranges observed. To find the average zT the double differential

binned values were averaged via their statistical weights.

Results from the pythia study are shown below in Figs. 4.15 - 4.17. The values

are intuitive, namely that 〈zπ0

T 〉 rises with ptrig
T . This also is consistent with the idea of

“trigger bias” briefly discussed in Ref. [119] and above; the leading π0 trigger particle

carries a large fraction of the near-side jet momentum and this is a result of choosing

the highest pT particle in the event and labeling it as the near-side trigger particle.

The scale of 〈zπ0

T 〉 also decreases with increasing passoc
T , as in these scenarios the leading

π0 might not be the highest pT particle in the event anymore. This is a consequence

of the PHENIX triggering apparatus; the high energy trigger is an electromagnetic

trigger and thus limits the high pT particles that may be triggered on in data.

Using these values of 〈zπ0

T 〉, the Gaussian widths and
√
〈p2

out〉 values for π0-hadron

correlations were altered to make a more apples-to-apples comparison between the
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Figure 4.15:
The quantity 〈zπ0

T 〉 is shown as a function of ptrig
T for 0.7 < passoc

T < 2
GeV/c.

Figure 4.16:
The quantity 〈zπ0

T 〉 is shown as a function of ptrig
T for 2 < passoc

T < 4
GeV/c.

π0-hadron and γ-hadron correlations. The 〈zπ0

T 〉 correction amounts to shifting the

π0 pT values by a factor of two since the 〈zπ0

T 〉 values are roughly constant about ∼0.5

across ptrig
T and passoc

T . After the 〈zπ0

T 〉 shift is applied, the values of
√
〈p2

out〉 appear

to not form a continuous function in the two passoc
T bins shown in Fig. 4.18. Here the

quantity pjet
T is just the pT of the direct photon or the 〈zπ0

T 〉 corrected pT of the leading

π0. The 〈zπ0

T 〉 corrected Gaussian widths of pout are shown in Fig. 4.19, where pjet
T

is defined similarly. These clearly do not form a continuous function; although some

care should be taken in the interpretation of these figures since the quantity pjet
T is

not the actual jet pT but rather just an approximation based on pythia simulations.
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Figure 4.17:
The quantity 〈zπ0

T 〉 is shown as a function of ptrig
T for 4 < passoc

T < 10
GeV/c.
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Figure 4.18:
The quantity

√
〈p2

out〉 is shown as a function of pjet
T for π0-hadron and

γ-hadron correlations, where pjet
T is defined as discussed in the text.
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Figure 4.19:
The Gaussian widths of pout are shown as a function of pjet

T for π0-hadron
and γ-hadron correlations, where pjet

T is defined as discussed in the text.
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CHAPTER V

√
s = 200 GeV p+p and p+A Results

The previous section detailed the results of the
√
s = 510 GeV analysis and re-

vealed intriguing yet inconclusive results. The decreasing widths of the nonperturba-

tive momentum widths may have pointed to effects from factorization breaking; how-

ever, more comparisons needed to be performed before definitive conclusions could be

drawn. The presentation of the
√
s = 200 GeV data was altered slightly from the

√
s

= 510 GeV results after fruitful discussions with Prof. John Collins of Pennsylvania

State University, one of the first theorists to study factorization breaking within a

TMD framework [54, 55]. In these discussions, Dr. Collins suggested that the effect

of the decreasing widths seen in Ref. [142] may be a result of decreasing the average

away-side momentum fraction z of the hadron with respect to the jet as the trigger pT ,

and thus hard scale, is increased. Since the correlations were binned in a fixed passoc
T

bin, the dominant z probed, if p̂trig
T = p̂assoc

T , would be approximately 0.7/13 = 0.05

for the highest ptrig
T bin and 0.7/7.4 = 0.1 for the lowest ptrig

T bin. To account for this,

the correlation functions can be binned in the variable xE which was first presented

in the Introduction. As a reminder, the quantity is defined as

xE = −p
trig
T · passoc

T

|ptrig
T |2

= −|p
assoc
T |
|ptrig
T |

cos ∆φ , (5.1)
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where in the nearly back-to-back region such that cos ∆φ ≈ −1 this quantity becomes

|passoc
T |/|ptrig

T |. At midrapidity this quantity is very similar to the momentum fraction

z of the away-side hadron under the assumption |ptrig
T | ≈ p̂assoc

T . This assumption will

be explored further; however, it provides a first approximation to study the Gaus-

sian widths such that the away-side hadrons are scaled similarly across different hard

scales. This additionally gives the opportunity to study the pout distributions multi-

differentially in both pout and xE, which correspond to a transverse and longitudinal

momentum component perpendicular and antiparallel to the trigger particle pT . The

previous results at
√
s = 510 GeV were integrated over the full range of passoc

T , thus

any dependence on passoc
T could not be observed due to the kinematic restrictions on

pout = passoc
T sin ∆φ as a function of passoc

T .

5.1 p+p Results

5.1.1 ∆φ Correlation Functions

The correlations as a function of ∆φ show the back-to-back jet structure in several

ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T bins in Fig. 5.1. The lesser statistical precision of these correlations

compared to the
√
s = 510 GeV correlations in Fig. 4.4 is very clear; for example,

there are no counts in certain regions of ∆φ at high pT . Not only is there less

integrated luminosity at
√
s = 200 GeV, but a high pT event is less likely at the

smaller center-of-mass energy simply due to the available energy in the collision. In

particular, the bin sizes in ptrig
T and passoc

T are wider to accommodate the smaller

statistical sample. While the ∆φ correlation functions visually show the correlations,

the pout distributions are more relevant for comparisons to the previous data so that

the nonperturbative and perturbative contributions can be separated. However, data

tables with the ∆φ correlation functions can be found in the supplemental material

of Ref. [122].
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Figure 5.1:
The correlation functions in ∆φ space for p+p collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV

are shown in several ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T bins. The red open squares show the
dihadron correlations and the blue filled circles show the isolated direct
photon-hadron correlations.

To show consistency with the previous
√
s = 200 GeV publication, the

√
〈p2

out〉

is extracted from the away-side ∆φ distributions with a similar method to Ref. [142]

and described in Chapter 4. Since the away-side jet width is the physics quantity of

interest, and since the
√
〈p2

out〉 is the only quantity the previous publication reported,

this is the best comparison to make. The results shown in Fig. 5.2 demonstrate

good agreement within uncertainties for both the dihadron and direct photon-hadron

correlations. At lower ptrig
T , there appears to be some non-statistical deviation from

the dihadron results of this analysis and the previous analysis. To comment on this,

the previous two analyses, Ref. [120] and Ref. [131], were from the exact same data

set; therefore, they should yield the exact same results in the overlapping ptrig
T region

since the data is 100% correlated. Secondly, the previous analyses did not report any

systematic uncertainties on their values of
√
〈p2

out〉; in the analyses presented here we

have found that the systematic uncertainty from the fit is in general larger than the
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corresponding statistical uncertainty from the fit, especially at low ptrig
T . Therefore,

there is good reason to expect that if systematic uncertainties had been assigned in

the previous analyses, the results would be in better agreement.
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Figure 5.2:
The quantity

√
〈p2

out〉 is shown from this analysis and compared to pre-
vious PHENIX publications for both dihadron and direct photon-hadron
correlations.

5.1.2 pout Distributions

Since the pout distributions distinguish between the nonperturbative and perturba-

tive contributions, they have sensitivity to potential TMD factorization breaking ef-

fects. As discussed previously, the pout distributions were constructed in a fixed xE bin

so that the various correlation functions at different ptrig
T could be compared with sim-

ilarly scaled away-side momentum fractions. The pout distributions for 0.1 < xE < 0.5

are shown in several ptrig
T bins in Fig. 5.3. Similar behavior between the

√
s = 200 GeV

and 510 GeV results, due to kinematics, can be seen; in particular, the direct photon-

hadron correlations consistently have smaller yields in the nearly back-to-back region

of pout ∼ 0 whereas the yields are similar at large pout between direct photon-hadron

and dihadron where the NLO gluon radiation contributions begin to dominate. Note

that there is no direct photon-hadron correlation for 4 < ptrig
T < 5 GeV/c as this is
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below the range where PHENIX can reliably measure direct photons using isolation

cones and the EMCal. Other methods have been used, especially by the heavy ion

community, to measure direct photons at smaller pT ; however, these methods are not

explored here since in any case a well defined hard scale must be present for a TMD

framework to be applicable.
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Figure 5.3:
The pout distributions are shown in several ptrig

T bins for a fixed xE bin
between 0.1 < xE < 0.5. The open points are dihadron correlations, while
the closed points are direct photon-hadron correlations.

One somewhat new feature of the pout distributions when binned in this way is

that the perturbatively generated large pout correlations get relatively harder as the

ptrig
T is increased; for example, at large pout ∼ 3 GeV/c the spectra have a broader

perturbative distribution as the ptrig
T is increased. This is the general expectation from

CSS evolution, since at the larger hard scales perturbative gluon radiation is more

likely and this results in a larger acoplanarity between the two-particle pair. It is also

worth noting that in the previous analysis Kaplan fits were shown with the data, while

here there are no Kaplan fits applied. This is because at the smaller center-of-mass

energy it is energetically less probable for large pout correlations to occur; for this

reason, the distributions actually fall off more quickly than a power law at very large

pout values. This is also dependent on the ∆φ constraint placed, since by definition
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large pout correlations are at ∆φ ∼ π/2. There is reason to expect this behavior as

dijet cross sections as a function of ∆φ display a similar trend [148]. In this reference,

NLO calculations describe the large ∆φ correlations reasonably well, and it is clear

by eye that at very large ∆φ they do not follow an exact power law shape.

One immediate benefit to binning the pout distributions in xE rather than a fixed

passoc
T range is that the distributions can be studied multidifferentially as a function

of both the trigger pT and associated hadron pT . Due to the definition of pout =

passoc
T sin ∆φ, pout is limited kinematically by the range of passoc

T one looks at. For this

reason, if the pout distributions were constructed in a bin of, for example, 1 < passoc
T < 2

GeV/c, the pout distributions would necessarily be 0 at values of pout > 2 GeV/c;

thus, the transition from perturbative to nonperturbative behavior may not be clear.

However, when binned in xE, the full range of pout can be probed for a fixed range

of passoc
T . For example, for 5 < ptrig

T < 7 GeV/c and 0.1 < xE < 0.3, in the nearly

back-to-back region passoc
T is thus limited to approximately 0.5 < passoc

T < 2.1 GeV/c.

Nonetheless, the full range of pout can be probed since a particular hadron could have

a large pout, or a large passoc
T , but a small xE if it is at a very wide angle from ∆φ = π.

In the back-to-back region, the passoc
T bin becomes more constrained for a given ptrig

T

bin since xE ≈ passoc
T /ptrig

T when ∆φ ∼ π. Tables of the pout distributions can be found

in the supplemental material of Ref. [122].

To quantify the evolution of the nonperturbative widths with the interaction hard

scale, the pout distributions were fit with Gaussian functions in the small pout region

similarly to the
√
s = 510 GeV analysis as described in Chapter 4. However, when

the distributions are in a fixed bin of xE, the fit region that best characterizes the

nonperturbative behavior strongly depends on the ptrig
T bin; for example, the distribu-

tions are still Gaussian at pout ∼ 1.5 for 12 < ptrig
T < 15 GeV/c, while the distributions

are no longer Gaussian at this value of pout for 4 < ptrig
T < 5 GeV/c. This can be

seen by eye to some degree by looking directly at the pout distributions for a fixed
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Figure 5.4:
The Gaussian widths of pout are shown for dihadron and direct photon-
hadron correlations in

√
s = 200 GeV p+p collisions for a fixed bin of

xE.

pout and scanning down the various ptrig
T bins. The extracted Gaussian widths are

shown in Fig. 5.4 for both dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations. System-

atic uncertainties on the widths are evaluated by adjusting the fit region by ±0.2

GeV/c and taking the absolute difference of the resulting Gaussian width. The figure

clearly indicates that when the xE bin is fixed rather than passoc
T , the nonperturbative

momentum widths increase with ptrig
T . This is in contrast to Ref. [142]; therefore, this

shows that the average momentum fraction z of the away-side hadron was decreasing

in the previous analysis and was the cause of the decrease of the widths as a func-

tion of ptrig
T . When accounting for the momentum fraction of the away-side hadron

with the quantity xE, the behavior is qualitatively similar to that from Drell-Yan

measurements where TMD factorization is expected to hold.

To study the dependence of the nonperturbative momentum widths as a function

of xE, the pout distributions can be constructed in bins of xE and integrated over

a region of ptrig
T . Unfortunately, there is not the necessary statistical precision to

measure the distributions simultaneously as a function of ptrig
T and xE. To have

sufficient statistical precision but with a well defined hard scale, the distributions
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Figure 5.5:
The pout distributions are shown integrated over 7 < ptrig

T < 12 GeV/c in
several bins of xE for both dihadron and direct photon-hadron correla-
tions.

were constructed integrated over 7 < ptrig
T < 12 GeV/c. This bin was also chosen for

direct comparisons to the previous
√
s = 510 GeV results, which will be discussed

later. The pout distributions are shown in Fig. 5.5 where now each marker indicates

a particular xE bin for both dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations. It is

important to point out that although the binning is limited to xE = 1, this is not

because there is some kinematic limit at xE = 1; in fact, for both direct photon-

hadron and dihadron correlations, pairs with xE > 1 exist. However, at these values,

the statistical precision becomes very poor and thus the two-dimensional structure

cannot be probed with any reliable accuracy. As a function of xE, the nonperturbative

structure is still clearly defined from the perturbative structure; however, the range

which encapsulates the nonperturbative dynamics greatly depends on the xE bin

probed which can be clearly seen by the validity of the Gaussian fit over a pout range

of several GeV/c in the largest xE bin. The nonperturbative widths are extracted

from the fits to the pout distributions as a function of xE, and are shown in Fig. 5.6.

The nonperturbative widths show a similar qualitative behavior as a function of xE

to the widths as a function of ptrig
T ; they are also consistent between dihadron and

direct photon-hadron correlations.
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Figure 5.6:
The Gaussian widths are extracted from Fig. 5.5 and shown as a function
of xE for both dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations in p+p
collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV.

One of the motivations for measuring the correlations in both
√
s = 200 and 510

GeV is that the correlations on average probe different values of the initial partonic

momentum fractions x at the two different center-of-mass energies; therefore, the

correlations can be studied over a larger range of partonic kinematic variables. For

central pseudorapidities, the situation is further simplified in that in general x1 ∼ x2

from each incoming proton. To compare the results, the
√
s = 510 GeV data was

rebinned in a fixed bin of xE corresponding to the bin in the
√
s = 200 GeV data

in Fig. 5.4. Only the correlations with ptrig
T > 7 GeV/c were reanalyzed in the

√
s

= 510 GeV data; this is because the analysis was limited to associated hadrons with

passoc
T > 0.7 GeV/c. For the minimum xE cut of 0.1 to be unbiased, the ptrig

T must

be greater than 7 GeV/c only in the
√
s = 510 GeV data. The Gaussian widths are

shown for both center-of-mass energies and both dihadron and direct photon-hadron

correlations in Fig. 5.7 as a function of ptrig
T and xE. Interestingly, the Gaussian

widths show little dependence on the center-of-mass energy as a function of both xE

and ptrig
T . Similar conclusions have been drawn by the STAR collaboration at RHIC,

where polarized TMD observables are consistent within uncertainties between
√
s
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= 200 and 500 GeV [149, 150].
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Figure 5.7:
The Gaussian widths in a fixed xE bin as a function of ptrig

T (left) and
fixed ptrig

T bin as a function of xE (right) are shown for both
√
s = 200

and 510 GeV p+p collisions.

To probe the nonperturbative widths as a function of the partonic momentum

fraction, the widths can be plotted as a function of xT = 2ptrig
T /
√
s rather than

ptrig
T . While it has no exact relation to x, xT provides a proxy for studying the

nonperturbative functions as a function of the partonic momentum fraction. The

nonperturbative momentum widths are shown as a function of xT for the two center-

of-mass energies in Fig. 5.8. The Gaussian widths clearly do not scale with xT ;

however, they appear to show qualitatively similar behavior to DY interactions in

that the widths are larger at larger center-of-mass energies for a fixed value of xT .

This behavior as a function of
√
τ = x1x2 and

√
s can be observed in TMD momentum

widths measured from DY data (see e.g. [151]). However, it is interesting to point

out that in DY at a similar hard scale nonperturbative momentum widths clearly

rise with
√
s, while in the measurements shown here the nonperturbative momentum

widths are consistent with each other as a function of ptrig
T and

√
s. This may be due

to effects from factorization breaking; however, it may also be related to the fact that

the Q2 in the correlations is actually the invariant mass of the dijet or photon-jet pair

and not ptrig
T .
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Figure 5.8:
The Gaussian widths are shown as a function of xT = 2 ptrig

T /
√
s for both

dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations.

To summarize, the
√
s = 200 GeV p+p collision results have led to two important

conclusions. The first conclusion is that the decreasing nonperturbative momentum

widths measured in Chapter 4 were due to the comparison of different momentum

fraction z away-side hadrons across the different ptrig
T bins. This is concluded from

Fig. 5.4 which show that the momentum widths increase with ptrig
T for a fixed bin of

xE, which is a proxy for the away-side momentum fraction z. Secondly, the compar-

ison between the nonperturbative momentum widths across center-of-mass energies

in Fig. 5.8 shows qualitatively similar behavior to DY nonperturbative momentum

widths. Therefore, further phenomenological studies will be necessary to fully un-

derstand factorization breaking effects quantitatively. Thus, more data should be

analyzed to provide additional constraints to phenomenological studies.

5.2 p+A Results

While the theoretical prediction for TMD factorization breaking was made for p+p

collisions, factorization is predicted to be broken in back-to-back angular correlations

in p+Al or p+Au collisions since these are also hadronic collisions. Since the underly-
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ing physical phenomenon which leads to factorization breaking is soft gluon exchanges

between the partons involved in the hard scattering and remnants, it might naively be

expected that TMD factorization breaking effects may be even larger since there are

many nucleons, and thus additional partons and potentially stronger color fields, in

the nucleus which may exchange gluons with the partonic hard scattering. However,

other nuclear effects can contribute in p+A collisions that are not necessarily present

in p+p collisions.

There are several nuclear effects in p+A collisions that could contribute to the

nonperturbative transverse momentum width in addition to any possible factoriza-

tion breaking effects. Firstly, in p+A collisions nuclear PDFs (nPDFs) must now be

considered. nPDFs are known to be phenomenologically different from the naive ex-

pectation of superpositions of nucleons [152], and the knowledge of nPDFs is currently

only at the collinear level. In particular, the nuclear modification depends strongly on

x, and the so-called shadowing and anti-shadowing regions (see e.g. Refs. [153, 154])

may lead to different effects in a TMD framework. Therefore, the possibility ex-

ists that nPDFs contain additional TMD kT broadening from interactions of partons

with other nucleons in the nucleus; the nuclear kT has been found to increase with

the atomic number [155]. Similarly, there could be TMD fragmentation effects from

hard scattered partons interacting with the nuclear environment that may lead to

broadened jT compared to p+p collisions.

In addition to TMD effects, there are several other effects that are more frequently

studied in high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. For example, long-range pseudo-

rapidity correlations could contribute, manifesting themselves in terms of cos 2∆φ

and cos 3∆φ modulated amplitudes in a Fourier decomposition of the two-particle

correlation function; these have been measured to be nonzero in p+A collisions [76,

77, 78, 79]. There may also be contributions from various energy loss mechanisms

in the nucleus. Energy loss within nuclear media was first studied several decades
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ago [156, 157] in both “cold” and “hot” nuclear matter, where the distinction refers

to a system where a “hot” QGP is or is not formed. In this sense, multiple scat-

tering of partons within a nuclear medium could lead to energy loss in several ways:

partons could be elastically scattered such that there is angular broadening but the

total momentum remains the same, partons could also lose energy via inelastic colli-

sions in the nucleus, and there could be radiative energy loss from the parton in the

nuclear medium due to gluon bremsstrahlung. There could additionally be multiple

partonic hard scatterings that contribute; however, multiple partonic interactions can

also occur in p+p collisions.

There is additionally the so-called “Cronin” effect, which simply refers to the

empirically observed enhancement of the inclusive hadron spectra in p+A collisions

when compared to p+p collisions at intermediate pT of approximately 2 < pT < 7

GeV/c [82, 158]. This was first attributed to multiple scattering of partons in the

nuclear medium; however, this interpretation is too simple and recent identified parti-

cle results have shown that additional physical interpretation is necessary [159]. It is

likely that the physical origin of the enhancement is somehow related to the various ef-

fects discussed above. For example, the measurement of larger kT in nuclear collisions

was in a similar kinematic region to the measured Cronin enhancement [155]. Since

this effect refers to the modification of inclusive spectra, correlations of dihadrons

may provide additional information about the physical origin of this enhancement in

the single particle pT spectra.

5.2.1 ∆φ Correlation Functions

The ∆φ correlations for the p+Au dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations

are shown in Fig. 5.9 for a small set of ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T bins. The statistical precision

of the direct photon-hadron p+Au data is clearly limited; the bin sizes in ∆φ are

wider than the previous analyses. However, the dihadron correlations show good
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Figure 5.9:
Dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations are shown in p+Au col-
lisions at

√
s
NN

= 200 GeV in several ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T bins.

statistical precision over the full range of ∆φ and ptrig
T ⊗ passoc

T . The underlying event

contribution in p+Au collisions is clearly much larger than in p+p collisions; the

signal to underlying event background in the direct photon-hadron correlations is

quite small whereas in the dihadron correlations the signal to background is roughly

50% in the away-side peak region. The statistical precision of the p+Al data set

allowed only for dihadron correlations to be measured, several of which are shown

in Fig. 5.10. Again the effect of the underlying event from uncorrelated hadrons can

be seen; for example, comparing the two top left panels of Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 the

underlying event in p+Au is roughly 0.05 charged hadrons per trigger, while in p+Al

the value is roughly 0.025.

The
√
〈p2

out〉 is extracted from the ∆φ correlations similarly to the previous p+p

analyses, and the p+Au results are shown in Fig. 5.11. The values are mostly consis-

tent between direct photon-hadron and dihadron correlations; however, this may be

due to the poor statistical precision of the direct photon-hadron correlations as based

on previous measurements the direct photon-hadron
√
〈p2

out〉 values are expected to

be larger than the corresponding dihadron values. This in turn gives less precision
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Figure 5.10:
Several examples of dihadron correlations are shown in p+Al collisions
at
√
s
NN

= 200 GeV.

on the away-side jet width. Nonetheless, the direct photon-hadron
√
〈p2

out〉 values

between p+p and p+Au at
√
s
NN

= 200 GeV are shown in Fig. 5.12 in two passoc
T

bins. The values are consistent within uncertainties between p+Au and p+p colli-

sions, which will be an important consideration when the dihadron
√
〈p2

out〉 values

are compared between p+A and p+p.

The comparison between the dihadron
√
〈p2

out〉 values in p+A collisions and a wide

range of published p+p values at intermediate passoc
T is shown in Fig. 5.13. The plot

indicates that there is an enhancement of the
√
〈p2

out〉 values in p+Au and p+Al when

compared to p+p collisions in the 4 < ptrig
T < 7 GeV/c range. Interestingly this is the

same region where the inclusive π0 pT spectra show an enhancement when compared

to p+p collisions, and thus these correlations may provide additional indications as to

the physical mechanism for the Cronin peak. The enhancement in the
√
〈p2

out〉 values

being related to the inclusive pT spectrum enhancement is also supported by the fact

that the associated hadrons are in the range 2 < passoc
T < 6 GeV/c, which is also in

the range of the Cronin peak. Thus, both the leading trigger π0 and the associated

hadrons are likely experiencing whatever the physical mechanism is that leads to
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Figure 5.11:
The quantity

√
〈p2

out〉 is shown for several passoc
T bins in p+Au collisions

at
√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. Open points are dihadron correlations, while filled
points are direct photon-hadron correlations.

the Cronin peak. Again, as two-particle correlations provide more information than

inclusive hadron spectra, these results may provide insights into the physical origin

of the enhancement in the inclusive hadron spectrum.

5.2.2 pout Distributions

The pout distributions for dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations in p+Au

collisions are shown in Fig. 5.14. The distributions in p+Au also show the transition

from nonperturbative structure at small pout to perturbative structure at large pout. In

the p+Au collisions, the small passoc
T region of 0.5 < passoc

T < 1 GeV/c was dominated

by background in the direct photon-hadron events, so this motivated the lower limit

of passoc
T = 1 GeV/c. While these pout distributions are shown in a fixed passoc

T bin

following the analysis of Ref. [142], the distributions as a function of xE will be shown

and studied following these results.

The Gaussian widths are extracted from the fits for both types of correlations

and the widths are shown in Fig. 5.15. Note that the dihadron correlations have the

statistical precision to be studied as a function of centrality, which is a proxy for the
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Figure 5.12:
The p+p and p+Au direct photon-hadron

√
〈p2

out〉 values are shown in
several passoc

T bins. They are consistent within uncertainties.

final-state multiplicity in p+A collisions; these pout distributions are not explicitly

shown in Fig. 5.14, however they show similar features to the centrality integrated

case. The widths exhibit similar behavior to the
√
s = 510 GeV analysis; in particular,

the direct photon-hadron correlations are systematically larger than the dihadron

correlations due to the smaller hard scale probed. However, it is clear from the figure

that the direct photon-hadron correlations are significantly statistically limited. The

dihadron correlations show a clear centrality dependence, where more central events

have in general larger Gaussian widths as a function of ptrig
T . The widths are shown

with linear fits to highlight this trend. The right panel of Fig. 5.15 shows the direct

photon-hadron Gaussian widths in p+Au and p+p; within rather large uncertainties,

they are consistent.

The observed centrality dependence in the dihadron correlations will be explored

further; however, it is important to point out the advantages of the dihadron corre-

lations over the direct photon-hadron correlations in p+Au. Direct photon-hadron

correlations are highly valued because of the simplicity of photon reconstruction as

well as the fact that the photon is largely unmodified by any QCD interactions; since

it does not couple via the strong force, it will emerge mostly unmodified from the
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√
s
NN

= 200 GeV.

initial partonic hard scattering. In the case of p+A collisions, dihadron correlations

may be more desirable because any effect from QCD interactions is expected to be

very small. For example, DY measurements in p+A collisions have placed upper lim-

its on cold nuclear matter energy loss of order O(100) MeV2 [160]. Thus, dihadron

correlations may actually be preferred to direct photon-hadron correlations because

of the additional QCD interactions both hadrons undergo when traversing any kind

of nuclear medium. In addition to the much higher cross section, both the near and

away side hadrons will interact with the medium which may give better sensitivity to

nuclear effects when compared to direct photon-hadron correlations where only the

away-side hadron interacts strongly.

5.2.3 Centrality Dependence

To explore the centrality dependence in the dihadron correlations, the pout distri-

butions in p+A collisions were constructed in bins of xE and thus compared to the

pout distributions in p+p collisions. This provides a baseline where nuclear effects are

not present; it additionally allows for the pout widths to be studied as a function of
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Figure 5.14:
The pout distributions in p+Au collisions are shown in a fixed passoc

T bin
for direct photon-hadron and dihadron correlations in several ptrig

T bins.
Gaussian fits are also shown in the small pout region.

ptrig
T and passoc

T simultaneously as discussed previously. The pout distributions in p+Au

and p+Al on the away-side are shown in Fig. 5.16 in bins of xE for a fixed ptrig
T range.

Since the largest effects when comparing to p+p collisions were found in the
√
〈p2

out〉

distributions in Fig. 5.13 at a ptrig
T in the range 5 < ptrig

T < 9 GeV/c, this range was

used to construct the pout distributions. A similar centrality dependence was observed

in the Gaussian widths in Fig. 5.15 for a fixed passoc
T bin. The distributions are fit to

a Gaussian function at small pout as shown in the figure and similarly to previous pout

distributions.

The Gaussian widths of pout in p+A vs. p+p collisions can be used to explore

several of the nuclear effects that may arise in p+A collisions as discussed at the

beginning of Section 5.2. Initial-state and final-state TMD broadening in p+A col-

lisions can be explored by comparing the near-side widths in p+A and p+p and the

away-side widths, respectively, in p+A and p+p collisions. This is because the away-

side widths are sensitive to both soft kT and jT , while the near-side widths are only

sensitive to soft jT since the hadrons are contained within the same jet. Comparing

the values between p+A and p+p may indicate if there is additional kT or jT in p+A

collisions when compared to p+p collisions. The pout distributions can also be used to
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Figure 5.15:
The Gaussian widths of pout in p+Au collisions are shown for dihadron
and direct photon-hadron correlations (left). The dihadron points are
shown as a function of centrality as well, where 0-20% (60-84%) indi-
cates larger (smaller) final-state multiplicities. The direct photon-hadron
Gaussian widths are compared in p+Au and p+p and are consistent
within uncertainties (right).

study radiative energy loss mechanisms in a nucleus, as outlined in Ref. [161]. In this

publication, the quantity
√
〈p2

out〉 was used to extract the quantity 〈q̂L〉 in Au+Au

collisions; q̂ is the radiative energy loss per-unit length L in the QGP in the case of

Au+Au collisions. Reference [161] extracted 〈q̂L〉 via the following equation

〈q̂L〉/2 =

[
x̂h
〈zT 〉

]2 [〈p2
out〉AA − 〈p2

out〉pp
x2
h

]
, (5.2)
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Figure 5.16:
The pout distributions in p+Al (left) and p+Au (right) collisions are
shown as a function of xE compared to the p+p distributions.
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where xh = passoc
T /ptrig

T and 〈zT 〉 = ptrig
T /p̂trig

T . While this equation uses the quantity

〈p2
out〉, the Gaussian widths of pout could be used to isolate the nonperturbative con-

tributions. Additionally, this quantity can be extracted directly from the functional

form of the pout distribution instead of from a complicated fit function to the away-

side ∆φ distributions. Furthermore, in p+A collisions, this quantity could also be

used to investigate energy loss in a nucleus where a QGP is not expected to form.

This could provide a baseline for energy loss in a nucleus for inputs to hot nuclear

matter energy loss in a QGP; it may additionally provide constraints on what kind of

medium is formed in p+A collisions since there is currently significant debate within

the QCD research community about whether or not a QGP is formed in p+A and

p+p collisions.

To first identify whether or not q̂L is nonzero in p+A collisions, it should be

determined if x̂h and zT of the π0 are the same between p+A and p+p collisions.

There is good reason to expect that 〈zπ0

T 〉 is the same, since the inclusive π0 spectra are

largely the same between p+A and p+p collisions. This is demonstrated in Ref. [162],

which shows the observable RpA. This observable is simply the cross section of π0

production in p+Au collisions divided by the cross section in p+p collisions, scaled by

the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions to account for the additional nucleons in the

nucleus. Since the ratio is not significantly different from unity within uncertainties

of approximately 10%, this indicates that the inclusive pT spectra follow a similar

power law shape. This can also be seen by explicitly fitting the cross sections with

a power law, which shows that the cross sections have a power law dependence of

approximately n = −8.3.

To determine if x̂h is the same between p+A and p+p, the method used in

Refs. [119, 120] to extract x̂h directly from the correlations can be used. The xE

per-trigger yields are constructed from the data and fit to a modified Hagedorn func-
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Figure 5.17:
The xE per-trigger yields are shown in p+p (left) and p+Au (right)
collisions at

√
s
NN

= 200 GeV. The fits are described in the text and are
performed over a similar range of xE to previous publications [120].

tion of the form

dN

dxE
≈ N(n− 1)

1

x̂h

1

(1 + xE
x̂h

)n
, (5.3)

where N and x̂h are free parameters, and n is the power law value from a fit to the

inclusive π0 spectra. Since the RpA is consistent with unity above pT =1 GeV/c, this

means n is approximately the same in p+A and p+p; nevertheless, it was empirically

determined to be 8.3 for both from fits to the actual cross sections as briefly described

above. The fits are performed to the xE per-trigger yields in similar xE regions to

Ref. [120], shown in Fig. 5.17, and the resulting x̂h values are shown in p+p and p+Au

collisions in Fig 5.18. The systematic uncertainties are estimated by adjusting the fit

region as a function of xE. The x̂h values are consistent within uncertainties between

p+p and p+Au collisions. Therefore, if there is a difference in the pout Gaussian

widths between p+A and p+p collisions, there must be a nonzero q̂L in p+A collisions

since both 〈zπ0

T 〉 and x̂h are consistent between p+p and p+A collisions. This would

apply for both direct photon-hadron correlations and dihadron correlations; however,

the statistical precision of the measurement will be important as nuclear effects are

expected to be small [160].
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Figure 5.18:
The extracted values of x̂h from p+p (left) and p+Au (right) collisions
are shown as a function of ptrig

T . The values compare well between the
two different collision systems.

With the information presented, we are thus equipped to study both the effects

of potential TMD initial- and final-state broadening and radiative energy loss in a

nucleus using the pout widths between p+p and p+A collisions. The Gaussian widths

of pout in both p+p and p+A collisions are extracted from, for example, Fig. 5.16

and shown in Fig. 5.19 in several centrality bins, where the statistical precision of the

data permits. The central and peripheral bins are offset slightly in xE for visibility

sake. There are several bins where there is a slight difference between the p+A and

p+p away-side widths. To quantify this difference similarly to the form of Eq. 5.2, the

difference between the p+A and p+p squared widths was determined. To carefully

label this, since the Gaussian width determines the average pout in the nearly back-to-

back region, the quantity is labeled 〈pout〉2pA−〈pout〉2pp in an analogous way to Eq. 5.2.

However, the distinction is that the Gaussian width is the average width squared,

while the 〈p2
out〉 is the average squared width. The squared differences in both p+Al

and p+Au collisions are shown in Fig. 5.20; the figures show that at certain values

of xE there is a significant nonzero difference and thus a nonzero value of q̂ based on

the analysis Ref. [161].
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Figure 5.19:
The away-side Gaussian widths of pout in π0-h± correlations are shown in
p+Al (left) and p+Au (right) collisions as a function of xE, in addition
to the corresponding p+p widths.
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Figure 5.20:
The difference of the away-side squared Gaussian widths of pout in π0-h±

correlations are shown in p+Al (left) and p+Au (right) collisions as a
function of xE.

To explore if these nonzero width differences are potentially due to initial-state or

final-state radiation effects, the near-side width differences can also be constructed

analogously in p+Al and p+Au vs. p+p collisions. The near-side widths are only

sensitive to final-state radiation since the hadrons in a single jet come from the same

parton and are thus not sensitive to kT . These are extracted from the near-side

pout distributions, shown in Fig. 5.21. In these distributions, the underlying event

was statistically subtracted in a similar way to the away-side; the per-trigger yields

as a function of ∆φ were fit to a Gaussian+constant background function, and the

underlying event was statistically subtracted from the acceptance and efficiency cor-
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rected yield. The near-side pout distributions have a distinctly different shape than

the away-side distributions; while the nonperturbative and perturbative regions are

still identifiable, the yields fall towards zero much faster at large pout on the near sides

than the away sides. This is because the near-side per-trigger yields are only sensitive

to jT and are thus not as smeared out in ∆φ or pout. This could be ascertained from

any of the ∆φ correlations plots, for example in Fig. 5.9, which show that the near-

side distributions for ∆φ < π/2 are nearly 100% background except for the region

∼ ± 0.4 radians about ∆φ = 0. Nevertheless, there is still a clear Gaussian region

which fails at large pout, and this can be quantified similarly to the away-side widths.
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Figure 5.21:
The near-side pout distributions are shown in p+Al and p+p (left) and
p+Au and p+p (right) collisions in several xE bins.
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Figure 5.22:
The difference of the near-side squared Gaussian widths of pout in π0-h±

correlations are shown in p+Al (left) and p+Au (right) collisions as a
function of xE.

The Gaussian widths are extracted from the fits and the squared width differ-
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ences of the near-side for both p+Al and p+Au compared to p+p are shown in

Fig. 5.22. The differences are consistent with 0 across all xE within uncertainties.

The 0.25 < xE < 0.5 bin in p+Au data is slightly nonzero; however, within uncer-

tainties the values are slightly less than 2σ from 0 so it is not statistically significant.

Additionally there appears to be no centrality dependence, and in particular there

is no systematic trend between the different centrality bins. Similar results from the

ALICE collaboration have found that the near-side widths in dihadron events be-

tween p+Pb and p+p are consistent [163]; ATLAS has also studied fragmentation

with full jet reconstruction in p+Pb collisions and has found no significant difference

between p+Pb and p+p fragmentation functions [164]. This gives the indication that

the transverse momentum broadening seen in the away-side widths is not due to final-

state fragmentation modification, assuming that the parton fragments into hadrons

outside the nucleus. In fact, these results, in addition to those previously mentioned,

may suggest that parton fragmentation occurs outside of the nuclear medium since it

might be expected that nuclear interactions would modify these distributions.

Figure 5.23 shows a summary plot of the squared width differences between p+Al,

p+Au, and p+p. The left column shows the near-side, while the right column shows

the away side. The top row shows the p+Al results, while the bottom row shows

the p+Au results. This four panel figure highlights the differences seen; the near-side

widths are consistent with 0, however there is statistically significant modification

on the away side. Thus, we may conclude that final-state jT modification does not

contribute to the observed away-side azimuthal broadening.

To study the centrality dependence further, the width differences can be plotted

as a function of Ncoll, the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions in the event. The

values of Ncoll are determined for a given centrality via Monte Carlo Glauber model

simulations as described in Ref. [128], and to some extent Ncoll can be intuitively

thought of as a proxy for the path length that the partons traverse in the interaction.
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Figure 5.23:
A four panel summary figure that shows the near and away side width
differences in p+Al or p+Au and p+p collisions, highlighting the nonzero
effect on the away-side.

In particular, the xE bins of interest are those where there are clear nonzero effects

in Fig. 5.23; therefore, the moderate xE bins within 0.15 < xE < 0.5 are studied

further. Figure 5.24 shows the squared width differences as a function of Ncoll in

two xE bins. The data appear to be positively sloped with Ncoll, indicating that

as the path length that a hard scattered parton traverses gets larger, the transverse

momentum broadening increases.

To test the dependence of the squared width differences, the data was fit with a

linear function in each xE bin. The results of the fit are shown in Fig. 5.25, where the

fits indicate that there is a positive dependence of the squared width differences on

Ncoll. The fits were performed with only the independent data points; for example,

the 0-30% p+Au data is clearly a subset of the 0-84% p+Au data. For these reasons,

the centrality integrated data was excluded from the fits when there was enough
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Figure 5.24:
The squared width differences are shown as a function of Ncoll for
0.15 < xE < 0.25 (left) and 0.25 < xE < 0.5 (right). The centrality
integrated points are shown in addition to the centrality binned points
for completeness, where the middle Ncoll value corresponds to the cen-
trality integrated data in a given data set.

statistical precision to bin the data in separate centrality bins. Note that the χ2 per

number of degrees of freedom is less than 1 for each of these fits due to the large

systematic uncertainties with respect to the magnitude of the data. To test whether

or not the data are compatible with a squared width difference of 0, the data was fit

to a constant function forced to be 0. The result is shown in Fig 5.26; in this case, the

fit χ2 per number of degree of freedom becomes 11.8/2 for the 0.15 < xE < 0.25 bin

and 16.5/2 for the 0.25 < xE < 0.5 bin. This indicates that the data is significantly

less compatible with zero transverse momentum broadening in p+A compared to p+p

on the away side.

5.2.3.1 Potential Long Range ∆η Contributions

Since many different underlying physical phenomena could be contributing to the

measured transverse momentum broadening in p+A compared to p+p collisions, it

would be ideal if one could systematically test whether each physical effect is or is

not contributing. While this is not possible for some effects, for example it would

not be possible to experimentally differentiate between pT broadening due to elastic
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Figure 5.25:
The squared width differences are shown with linear fits in two xE bins.
The fits indicate a positive dependence of the width differences between
p+A and p+p with Ncoll, which can be seen in the fit parameters in the
lower right of the figure.

or inelastic collisions while the parton traverses the nucleus, there are some studies

which can be performed to rule out certain contributions. For example, the lack of

any near-side broadening indicates that there are not significant TMD fragmentation

effects, and that the final-state radiation effects are not modified significantly by

the nuclear target. Another study can be performed to test any contribution from

collective behavior due to multi-particle final-state correlations. Nonzero second and

third harmonic Fourier amplitudes, referred to as v2 and v3, are thought to arise

due to hydrodynamic and collective behavior in hadronic collisions, and are generally

associated with multi-particle correlations. These quantities are defined as a cosine

modulated background as a function of ∆φ; therefore, since v2 and v3 have been

measured to be nonzero in p+A collisions [77, 79], it is possible to systematically test

if they are contributing to the transverse momentum broadening in p+A collisions.

To perform this study, the cosine modulated background from v2 and v3 must be

explicitly removed from the pout per-trigger yields. This is performed similarly to the

underlying event subtraction, following the methods typically used in nucleus-nucleus
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Figure 5.26:
The data are shown with a constant function forced to be 0. When this
constraint is placed, the χ2 per number of degree of freedom becomes
11.8/2 (16.5/2) for the smaller (larger) xE bin, as discussed in the text.

collisions where this background is large and must be removed [132]

dN

dpout

= C(pout, xE, p
trig
T )− b0(1 + 2vπ

0

2 vh±
2 cos(2∆φ) + 3vπ

0

3 vh±
3 cos(3∆φ)) , (5.4)

where b0 is the zero-yield-at-minimum underlying event level and vπ
0

n and vh±
n are the

measured v2 and v3 values for π0 mesons and nonidentified charged hadrons, respec-

tively. In the cases where there were no measurements of v2 or v3 in p+A collisions,

the equivalent measurements were taken from 0-20% central Au+Au collisions. This

is in no way intended to be realistic; in fact, it is known to be a gross overestimation

of the actual values. This could be ascertained from, for example, comparing the

measured v2 and v3 values in p+Au and Au+Au collisions [76, 165]; the larger values

are due to the elliptic shape of the overlapping area in a Au+Au collision when the

impact parameter is nonzero in comparison to the random shape of the overlapping

area in a p+Au collision. However, the values will provide an incredibly conserva-

tive upper limit to any contribution from v2 and v3, and thus if there is a nonzero

contribution it will be more clear using these unrealistically large values of v2 and v3.

The correlation functions were constructed with the modulated background sub-
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Figure 5.27:
The Gaussian widths are extracted from pout distributions with and with-
out v2 and v3 modulated background contributions for p+Al (left) and
p+Au (right) collisions.

traction, and the Gaussian widths were extracted and compared to the widths with-

out the modulated background subtraction. The result is shown in Fig. 5.27, which

shows that there is no difference between the Gaussian widths with and without the

modulated background subtraction. At first, this seems unreasonable given the large

Au+Au values of v2 and v3 used; however, this can be rationalized with the following.

In the small pout ≈ 0 region, ∆φ ≈ π, thus the modulated background contribution

can be approximately reduced to

b0(1 + 2vπ
0

2 vh±
2 − 3vπ

0

3 vh±
3 ) (5.5)

since cos(2π) = 1 and cos(3π) = −1. The maximum values of v2 used in the

study are vπ
0

2 vh±
2 = 0.075 × 0.14 = 0.0105. The v3 contribution is even smaller

since the v3 values are smaller; at their maximum values vπ
0

3 vh±
3 = 0.05 × 0.01 =

0.0005. Therefore, the modulated background contributes, at most, approximately

2 × 0.0105 − 3 × 0.0005 = 0.02; compared to the first term in the modulated sub-

traction of Eq. 5.5, 1, this amounts to a 2% effect. As a reminder, this is already

an incredibly conservative upper limit since the v2 and v3 values were taken from

Au+Au collisions, and could be expected to be roughly 3 times larger than similar
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measurements in p+A collisions at RHIC energies. To confirm this, the quantity in

parentheses in Eq. 5.5 was plotted and is shown in Fig. 5.28; the figure confirms that

the modulated background on average contributes less than 1% with the unreason-

ably large v2 and v3 values. Therefore, this study has shown that any modulated

background from hydrodynamic flow can be safely assumed to be negligible and thus

not contributing to the observed transverse momentum broadening in p+A collisions.

Figure 5.28:
The term in parentheses in Eq. 5.5 is shown, which shows the percent
contribution from the modulated background compared to the underly-
ing event contribution unity. This indicates that the contribution from
any modulated background in p+A collisions is at most 2%, however the
average contribution is less than 1%.

5.2.4 Summary of p+A Results

Since the p+A results have many different possible effects contributing, some

summarizing remarks should be made based on the results presented. The original

motivation for studying p+A collisions was to potentially measure processes that may

be more sensitive to factorization breaking effects. Since there are more nucleons and

thus colored objects in a p+A collision, it could be naively expected that the mag-

nitude of factorization breaking effects might be stronger. However, there are other

physical phenomena that may come into play in addition to effects from factorization

breaking.
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The main result is that the nonperturbative away-side jet widths in p+A collisions

are slightly broadened compared to those in p+p collisions at the same center-of-mass

energy. This broadening is clearly dependent on Ncoll, the number of nucleon-nucleon

interactions in the collision, which suggests that there is a nuclear medium path

length dependence to the broadening. The relation to factorization breaking is in the

soft gluon exchanges; since the Gaussian widths of pout are broadened they may be

undergoing more soft gluon exchanges due to the higher number of colored objects

in the event. For example, factorization violating soft color exchanges have been

argued to be responsible for the suppression of ψ(2S) mesons compared to ψ(1S) in

p+A collisions [68]. The results also indicate that in certain bins of xE the Gaussian

widths increase at a faster rate in central collisions as opposed to peripheral p+A

and p+p collisions. Perturbative QCD calculations in p+p collisions which assume

factorization could ultimately be compared to the p+p measurements, and then based

on the rate of change of the widths in p+A collisions conclusions about the magnitude

of factorization breaking effects in p+A collisions may be possible.

As previously discussed, there are other physical phenomena that are known to be

present in p+A collisions. In particular, the present results have ruled out both final-

state TMD fragmentation modification in p+A collisions and collective multi-particle

correlations as a contributor to the away-side width broadening. Nevertheless, it is

still possible that energy loss mechanisms could be playing a role in the broadened

widths. Interestingly, the interactions that lead to factorization breaking, soft gluon

exchanges, could be manifesting themselves as radiative energy loss of a parton in a

nuclear medium. It is plausible that the physical mechanism which leads to energy

loss may be related to factorization breaking in this sense. However, nPDFs may

contribute to the broadening as well; since nPDFs are still only roughly determined

at the collinear level, it is possible that additional partonic kT in nuclei may con-

tribute [155]. This additional kT could lead to the away-side width broadening. It is
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also plausible that this could be a function of the impact parameter of the collision;

for example, partons within nucleons at the center of the nucleus may experience

additional kT compared to partons at the edge of a nucleus due to the larger number

of possible QCD interactions. There is also the possibility that multiple semi-hard

partonic scatterings occur in these collisions, giving rise to a broadening of the jet

widths. Interestingly, the transverse single spin asymmetry of charged hadrons in the

polarized process p ↑ +p → h± + X is found to have a strong nuclear dependence,

shown in Fig. 5.29. This may also indicate the effect of additional soft gluon ex-

changes that, in the case of the asymmetry, tend to reduce any anisotropy due to the

spin-momentum correlation. Similar effects could lead to the pT broadening observed

in the pout distributions.
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Figure 5.29:
The transverse single spin asymmetry of nonidentified charged hadrons
is shown as a function of the atomic number A. The asymmetry is sup-
pressed in larger nuclei, as shown by the χ2 per degree of freedom in the
right panel which indicates that it is statistically unlikely that there is
no dependence on the atomic number A.

The kinematic region where the away-side nonperturbative jet widths are broad-

ened in p+A collisions is exactly the region where the Cronin peak is observed.

The intermediate pT range where the Cronin peak is found is roughly 2 < pT < 7

GeV/c. The away-side jet width modification is observed in the kinematic region
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5 < ptrig
T < 9 ⊗ 1 < passoc

T < 4. Both of these ranges are approximately within the

kinematic region where the inclusive hadron pT spectrum is enhanced in p+A com-

pared to p+p collisions, and since correlations inherently give more information about

the event, the observed broadening may be able to provide insights into the physical

mechanism which leads to the single particle enhancement. It is entirely possible

that this enhancement is related to the physical mechanisms described above; how-

ever, this has not yet been rigorously shown. Nonetheless, it is necessary to continue

providing new measurements with different observables to provide more information

to ultimately understand the underlying physics in p+A collisions.
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CHAPTER VI

Discussion

To understand qualitative and quantitative effects from factorization breaking, it

is necessary to compare observables from processes where factorization is predicted to

hold and where it is predicted to break. The results presented in Chapter 4 and 5 are

the first measurements which are sensitive to predicted TMD factorization breaking

effects; thus world measurements of TMD sensitive observables in SIDIS and DY

where factorization is predicted to hold must be compiled and compared to those

presented here. With the recent global effort to increase available data sensitive to

TMD observables, it has become possible to make more robust comparisons between

the SIDIS, DY, and p+p (p+A)→ h1 + h2 +X or p+p (p+A)→ γ + h+X processes.

6.1 Discussion of Measured Results

While the results of Ref. [142] were intriguing, the analysis in Ref. [122] has shown

that the decreasing momentum widths as a function of the hard scale was a result of

a fragmentation effect; as the hard scale was increased for a fixed range of passoc
T the

average longitudinal momentum fraction of the away-side hadron with respect to the

hard scale decreased. When the distributions are binned in the modified fragmenta-

tion variable xE instead of passoc
T , the widths increase with the hard scale, which is

qualitatively similar to measurements in DY. Future estimates of the magnitude of
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factorization breaking effects will rely on calculations to compare the rate of evolution

of the nonperturbative widths between, for example, DY and the results presented

here. Nonetheless, there are several important observations to consider concerning

the results presented here.

There have been several previous results from RHIC which studied the behavior

of
√
〈p2

out〉 as a function of ptrig
T and passoc

T [119, 131, 120], but there is an important

distinction to be made between this quantity and the Gaussian widths of the pout

distributions presented here. The quantity
√
〈p2

out〉 is extracted from fits to the entire

away-side jet, which means that, while dominated by nonperturbative contributions

in the nearly back-to-back region, it also contains perturbative contributions away

from ∆φ ∼ π. Observables sensitive to TMD factorization breaking effects need to

be sensitive only to nonperturbative contributions since it is specifically predicted to

arise from soft gluon exchanges within a TMD framework; the Gaussian widths of

pout are by definition only sensitive to nonperturbative kT and jT in the nearly back-

to-back region. This subtle difference is important to note, as the modified sensitivity

to nonperturbative contributions of the two different observables may be important

for interpreting quantitative effects from factorization breaking.

Moreover, since the widths are in the nonperturbative nearly back-to-back region,

the quantity xE is actually a much closer approximation to z than might at first

be expected given its definition. The largest smearing effect then comes from the

approximation that the near- and far-side jets have the same but oppositely pointing

pT if one assumes no contributions from nonperturbative kT . This is of course a

LO approximation as it has been shown that even in direct photon-jet production the

direct photon and jet are imbalanced in pT in the back-to-back region [166]. However,

without full jet reconstruction, the quantity xE suffices to approximate the away-side

hadron momentum with respect to the jet.

Nonetheless, to study the correlation between z and xE further, a pythia study
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Figure 6.1:
The correlation between xE and z is shown as determined in

√
s = 200

GeV pythia Monte Carlo simulations, for π0-h± (left) and γ-h± (right)
correlations.

was performed for both π0-h± and γ-h± correlations to quantitatively determine

how closely they are correlated. Correlations were collected in
√
s = 200 GeV p+p

collisions in the PHENIX pseudorapidity acceptance, similarly to previous pythia

studies. The value of the away-side hadron z was determined by matching the

hadron to the hard scattered parton closest in kinematic phase space defined by

0.3 > ∆R =
√

∆φ2 + ∆η2. This is the best way to match partons to particular

hadrons, since the way that pythia performs the fragmentation is complicated and

there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between partons and hadrons.

The correlation between xE and z for π0-h± and γ-h± correlations is shown in the left

and right panel, respectively, of Fig. 6.1. The plots also show a red line corresponding

to xE = z to highlight the strength of the correlation. The pythia study shows that

on average, xE > z for π0-h± correlations and xE < z for γ−h± correlations. This can

be explained due to the fact that x̂h ≈ 0.9 and 〈zπ0

T 〉 ≈ 0.6 at RHIC center-of-mass

energies.

To construct a plot comparing the
√
s = 200 GeV Gaussian widths as a function

of the pythia determined z, the correlations were fit with Gaussian functions to

determine the mean value between z and xE. The mean of the Gaussians were fit

with a third order polynomial to smooth out the relation, as shown in Fig. 6.2. With
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Figure 6.2:
The correlation between xE and z for π0-h± (left) and γ-h± (right) is
shown with Gaussian fits applied to each slice in z. The mean of the
Gaussian is shown as the black points, and a third order polynomial is fit
to the points to form a continuous function.

this function, the Gaussian widths as a function of xE were shifted to be shown as

a function of z with the caveat that this correlation was determined with pythia

Monte Carlo and could be fragmentation model dependent. Since the correlation

between xE and z becomes highly non-Gaussian at large z for the γ-h± correlations,

the correction is only applied to the smaller xE bins for these particular correlations.

Due to the difference in xE-z correlation between π0-h± and γ-h±, the Gaussian

widths as a function of away-side z are quite different between the two trigger types

as shown in Fig. 6.3. This could be due to an extra component of soft jT contributing

to the π0-h± correlations compared to the γ-h± correlations. Another contributing

factor could be that π0 triggers probe a mix of gluon and quark jets, while the direct

photons probe a significantly higher fraction of quark jets than gluon jets.

A benefit to measuring both π0-hadron and direct photon-hadron correlations

is that the processes probe different partonic hard scattering fractions. Figure 6.4

shows the mix of LO diagrams calculated within pQCD that inclusive-π0 and direct

photon triggers probe at
√
s = 510 GeV. The CTEQ6L1 PDFs [167] were used for the
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Figure 6.3:
The
√
s = 200 GeV p+p Gaussian widths of pout are shown as a function

of z, where z was determined with pythia Monte Carlo simulations as
described in the text.

calculations in addition to the DSS14 FFs [140] for the π0 fragmentation. The same

diagrams for
√
s = 200 GeV collisions are shown in Ref. [120] and are very similar to

the
√
s = 510 GeV fractional contributions. From the diagrams it is clear that direct

photon-hadron production is dominated by quark gluon Compton scattering such

that the away-side hadron will be produced by a quark jet roughly 85% of the time,

whereas π0 triggers probe a significant mix of qg, qq and gg scatterings. Interestingly,

the results show that, within uncertainties, there is little difference between the direct

photon and π0 triggered away-side jet widths as a function of xE, ptrig
T , and

√
s, which

could point to a similar nonperturbative fragmentation mechanism between quark and

gluon jets. However, studies between light quark and gluon with robust jet finding and

jet constituent tracking have shown differences between the fragmentation patterns

of the two fundamentally different partons [168, 169].

The results presented here will have to be compared to calculations before any

quantitative statements can be made about factorization breaking effects. However,

it is interesting to point out that the large inclusive hadron transverse single spin

asymmetries measured in p+p collisions at forward rapidities do not appear to follow
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Figure 6.4:
The leading order partonic contributions to inclusive π0 and direct photon
production at

√
s = 510 GeV and midrapidity are shown on the left and

right, respectively. Note that the process qq̄ → gg is not drawn in the left
panel because its contribution is less than one percent in this pT range.

standard perturbative evolution. In charged pion production the measured asymme-

tries change very little from
√
s = 4.9 GeV to

√
s = 62.4 GeV [16], and more recent

measurements show that this holds true even up to
√
s = 200 and 500 GeV [170, 24].

The asymmetries are predicted to fall off towards 0 at large pT , however they have

been measured to be nearly 8% up to pT =8 GeV/c [24]. Comparing future cal-

culations to the data presented here to determine how well, if at all, they follow

predictions from standard perturbative evolution.

Moreover, it is also interesting to point out that in processes where factorization

breaking should play a role, or processes where there are hadrons in both the initial

and final states, there seems to be little change of observables over a large range

of center-of-mass energy. The results presented here are all consistent with each

other at similar ptrig
T but very different

√
s. Similarly, the transverse single spin

asymmetries have been measured to be largely constant as a function of
√
s. Recent

measurements from RHIC of Collins-like jet asymmetries [149] and transverse spin

dependent dihadron correlations [150] also show little to no change of observables

which have hadrons in the initial and final states over a large range of center-of-

mass energy. However, TMD observables in SIDIS and DY show significant changes
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over large ranges of center-of-mass energies; this will be explored further later in the

discussion. While this is not necessarily evidence of factorization breaking effects,

these observations could point to a mechanism which is present in p + p →hadron

measurements that is not present in SIDIS or DY interactions.

Since TMD evolution effects have yet to be well constrained, the data presented

here at two different center-of-mass energies may also provide input to future nonper-

turbative global fits for TMD evolution calculations, assuming factorization breaking

effects are small. While TMD evolution is only applicable to how observables change

with Q2, the different center-of-mass energies will provide data to constrain the re-

lation between x and kT . World measurements have provided differing inputs to

the question of how TMD observables behave with
√
s and Q2; for example, the

Collins-like FF and transversity TMD PDF show little change from
√
s = 200 to

510 GeV [149, 150]. Note that these measurements, in addition to those presented

here, have a clearly defined, large hard scale well above the soft scale necessary to be

treated within a TMD framework. Global measurements in SIDIS, at a relatively low

Q2 of 1-12 GeV2/c2, and high mass DY and Z boson data have shown disagreements

in the predicted size of TMD evolution effects [110]. The recent data provided by

both the STAR and PHENIX collaborations may help ameliorate these problems, as

the range of Q2 probed is between the DY and Z boson scales.

6.2 Other World Measurements

Many worldwide measurements have been made of processes predicted to break

factorization or processes predicted to factorize; thus, it is useful to compile these

measurements and compare to those presented here which were the first to explicitly

search for TMD factorization breaking effects. Ultimately the quantitative magni-

tude of any factorization breaking effects will have to be determined by comparisons

between, for example, the DY and dihadron processes; therefore, this compilation of
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results can serve as a starting point for future global phenomenological studies.

6.2.1 Processes Predicted to Factorize

6.2.1.1 Drell-Yan

Most of the world DY data that is also sensitive to a small transverse momentum

scale exists from fixed target experiments at Fermilab. Phenomenological studies have

already shown that DY and Z boson TMD observables follow perturbative expecta-

tions from CSS evolution [111, 112, 113]; however, it is also useful to compile world

data and perform fits to extract observables that may be more directly comparable to

those measured in dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations. For example, the

measured quantities of 〈pT 〉 that are often reported in DY analyses (see e.g. [171]) con-

tain both perturbative and nonperturbative contributions since the average is taken

over the entire pT spectrum. For this reason it would be ideal to also have an ob-

servable in DY that is only sensitive to the nonperturbative contributions, similarly

to the Gaussian widths of pout in dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations.

To make the most precise comparisons to data with similar partonic quantities,

only data was chosen that was as close as possible to the kinematic phase space

probed by the dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations. Data was taken from

Refs. [151, 171, 172] in the smallest possible xF bin, which is the closest possible

rapidity region to xF ∼ 0 that is covered by the PHENIX central arm spectrometers.

The Z boson cross section measurement was also analyzed from the CDF collabora-

tion [173], which is the most precise measurement to date in the small pT region that

is sensitive to the initial-state kT of the colliding qq̄ pair. The cross sections were fit

with Gaussian functions in the small pT region, as shown in the panels of Fig. 6.5.

Similarly to the pout distributions in p+p → dihadrons, at large pT the cross section

becomes perturbative and the Gaussian fits no longer describe the data. It should be

noted that the Gaussian fit for the Z boson distribution is not the most precise at
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Figure 6.5:
Published DY and Z boson cross sections are shown with Gaussian fits
at small pT as described in the text.

high pT , however this fit range gave the best χ2 per degree of freedom of 5.2/5. The

Gaussian widths were extracted from the fits and are displayed as a function of Mµµ

in Fig. 6.6. The widths clearly show a systematic positive trend with both Mµµ and

√
s, however the uncertainties from the fit are in general large. This is partly due to

the statistical accuracy of the data as well as the fact that the Gaussian width is only

constrained by one half of the actual functional form since pT is necessarily positive.

To compile additional DY data, the average pT of DY dimuon pairs was also col-

lected over a range of invariant masses and center-of-mass energies. While not directly

comparable to the Gaussian width of pout as 〈pT 〉 contains both perturbative and non-

perturbative contributions, the quantity can still be treated in a TMD framework and

may be useful for comparisons to, for example, the RMS of pout which contains both
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Figure 6.6:
The nonperturbative Gaussian widths are shown as a function of Mµµ for
the DY and Z boson pT distributions.

perturbative and nonperturbative quantities. Figure 6.7 shows a collection of 〈pT 〉

measurements in DY events over a wide range of Mµµ. The general characteristics of

CSS evolution are met, namely that the 〈pT 〉 increases with both
√
s and Mµµ.

While DY is a useful benchmark process to compare to dihadron and direct

photon-hadron correlations since they are both processes from hadronic collisions,

SIDIS is a useful comparison because there are both initial- and final-state PDFs

that are relevant for the scattering process. However, DY and SIDIS should display

similar qualitative behavior since factorization is predicted to hold in both processes.

Thus, they each provide different but complementary comparisons to dihadron and

direct photon-hadron correlations.

6.2.1.2 Semi-Inclusive Deep-Inelastic-Scattering

Recent data from the COMPASS experiment will likely provide the greatest con-

straints on the unpolarized TMD functions due to their extremely large data sets;

COMPASS has published results from unpolarized SIDIS where the transverse mo-

mentum of an outgoing hadron is measured [174, 175]. In particular the most recent
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Figure 6.7:
The quantity 〈pT 〉 is shown for DY events over a wide range of Mµµ

and
√
s, where the data is taken from the references noted on the figure.

This quantity behaves similar to the Gaussian fits to the DY pT spectra,
however it contains both perturbative and nonperturbative contributions
since the average is performed over the entire pT range.

measurement in Ref. [175] is multi-differential in all LO kinematic variables Q2, x,

z and pT . Similarly to the DY and Z boson data, the SIDIS TMD data can be fit

to functions in the nonperturbative region and the nonperturbative behavior can be

extracted and characterized.

The analysis performed here uses the data from Ref. [174]; at the time of analysis

the newer and more statistically robust data points from Ref. [175] were not yet

publicly available from the COMPASS collaboration. The hadron multiplicities are

shown as a function of Q2, p2
T , and z in Fig. 6.8. The multiplicities are fit to an

exponential function in the small p2
T region and the fits are also drawn in the figure;

however, they cannot be seen due to the large number of data points and the scale

required in the plot to fit each z bin. Nonetheless, it is clear that the distributions

deviate from an exponential function at large p2
T . Several of the panels are blank

and have no data; this is simply because no data existed in the publication for that

particular Q2 and x kinematic bin. From the exponential fit, the quantity 〈p2
T 〉 is
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Figure 6.8:
The measured hadron multiplicities from COMPASS are shown as a func-
tion of pT , z, x, and Q2. The data is taken from Ref. [174]. Several panels
are blank because no data exists in these kinematic bins.

extracted and plotted as a function of Q2 and z in Fig. 6.9. Systematic uncertainties

on the values are estimated by adjusting the fit range by ±0.05 GeV2/c2 in p2
T ,

since again the exact transition from nonperturbative to perturbative behavior is

not explicitly defined. The widths show that the qualitative expectation from CSS

evolution is met; namely that there is a systematic increase in 〈p2
T 〉 as a function of

Q2 for a given bin of z at fixed x.

If the decreasing widths from the
√
s = 510 GeV analysis seen in p+p→ dihadrons

or photon-hadrons are truly a fragmentation effect due to the average z that is probed,

the same behavior should be able to be seen in SIDIS since both initial and final state

transverse momentum can be probed. Moreover, the data from COMPASS can be

studied differentially in all of the partonic kinematic variables of interest since they

can be measured at LO in SIDIS interactions. The 〈p2
T 〉 is shown as a function of Q2
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Figure 6.9:
The quantity 〈p2

T 〉 is shown as a function of z for several bins of Q2 and
x, as extracted from fits to the data in Fig. 6.8.

for sequentially decreasing bins of z in Fig. 6.10. The quantity decreases with Q2,

indicating that the result from p+p → dihadrons or photon-hadrons occurs because

the average z is decreasing as ptrig
T is increased. To make the most qualitatively similar

comparison to the results in Ref. [142], the right panel of Fig. 6.10 shows the 〈p2
T 〉 as

a function of Q2 for decreasing bins of z and increasing bins of x, as would be the case

in p+p collisions. Increasing the value of x in conjunction with Q2 does not change

the qualitative conclusion that can be drawn from the data.

6.2.2 Processes Predicted to Break Factorization

While the dihadron and direct photon-hadron correlations presented here were the

first measurements explicitly searching for effects from factorization breaking, there

are many worldwide measurements that may be sensitive to factorization breaking

despite this not being the original intent for the measurement. For example, dihadron

correlations are a proxy for dijet correlations; dijets satisfy all the necessary conditions
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Figure 6.10:
The 〈p2

T 〉 is shown as a function of Q2 for varying z bins as indicated in
each figure. The left figure shows the quantity for a fixed bin of x, while
the right figure shows the quantity for a varying bin of x as indicated.

for factorization breaking when the jets are nearly back-to-back and a nonperturbative

scale can be resolved. Compiling complementary measurements that may exhibit fac-

torization breaking effects may also be useful for comparison to the results presented

here.

6.2.2.1 Dijets and Dihadrons

Dihadron and dijet correlations have been used for decades to probe various

physics effects; because there is an underlying correlation between the two jets they are

a useful probe for a variety of physics effects. However, the prediction of factorization

breaking within a TMD framework in this process only came about approximately

10 years ago; therefore, many of the previous measurements were focused on mea-

suring azimuthal correlations rather than momentum space correlations. The use of

pout as a momentum space correlation which has the resolution to clearly identify a

perturbative and nonperturbative region is what sets the results presented here apart

from previous measurements; however, the previous measurements can still be used

to probe potential factorization breaking effects.
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For example, the evolution of the initial-state kT in processes predicted to break

factorization has been studied in previous PHENIX dihadron and direct photon-

hadron analyses. Figure 6.11 shows a compilation of partonic initial-state kT mea-

surements from Ref. [119], converted from kT to the total 〈pT 〉pair of the partons.

In this particular figure, processes predicted to break factorization are compared to

those where factorization is predicted to hold as a function of
√
s. In particular the

data could be used for comparing to perturbative calculations; for example, the dijet

and dihadron measurements appear to have additional pT when compared to dimuons

at the same
√
s.

Figure 6.11:
A compilation of measurements of the initial-state partonic 〈pT 〉pair in
various processes, taken from Ref. [119].

Similarly, the quantity
√
〈k2
T 〉 was extracted in Refs. [119, 120] and compared

between π0 and direct photon triggers. Figure 6.12 shows the
√
〈k2
T 〉 as measured in

π0-hadron and direct photon-hadron correlations over a wide range of ptrig
T accessible

by the PHENIX experiment. These measurements show that there is little dependence

on
√
〈k2
T 〉 as a function of ptrig

T , which is very different from the behavior seen in, for
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example, DY 〈pT 〉 measurements as a function of Mµµ. There is some indication that

the
√
〈k2
T 〉 rises in direct photon-hadron correlations, however the uncertainties are

still quite large. This may indicate that full jet measurements are necessary in order

to completely reconstruct the hard scale, or the invariant mass, of the dijet or direct

photon-jet pair.

Figure 6.12:
Measurements of

√
〈k2
T 〉 as a function of ptrig

T are shown for dihadron
and direct photon-hadron correlations [120].

Most dijet measurements have focused on the decorrelation of the associated jet

with respect to the trigger jet at large angles of ∆φ. For example, Refs. [148, 176, 177]

study the azimuthal distribution of correlated dijet pairs at both Tevatron and LHC

center-of-mass energies. In these references, the focus has been on understanding

the NLO and NNLO behaviors at very large angles of ∆φ ∼ π/2. Additionally, dijet

measurements at large pT and
√
s usually suffer from poor resolution at ∆φ ∼ π, hence

the nonperturbative behavior in ∆φ cannot be studied clearly. NLO calculations

diverge at this region of phase space as well, which is shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. [176]

where NLO calculations are not shown at ∆φ ∼ π.

A recent measurement of the dijet channel in p+Pb collisions has measured the

acoplanarity in momentum space of the dijet pair at LHC energies [121]. Figure 6.13

shows the average kTy of the dijet pair as a function of the leading jet transverse mo-
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mentum (left panel) and the associated jet transverse momentum (right panel). This

measurement was motivated by studying potential energy loss mechanisms in cold

nuclear matter and thus providing a benchmark for energy loss in the QGP. However,

the fact that a momentum space observable was used shows that new observables are

being tested to try and better understand various QCD mechanisms. In particular,

this measurement could be used to compare to phenomenological calculations given

that the dijet pair is required to have |∆φ − π| < π/3 and the jet transverse mo-

menta are not hundreds of GeV/c, thus the measurements may have sensitivity to

the underlying nonperturbative dynamics.

Figure 6.13:
Mean of the |kTy | distributions as a function of the leading jet transverse
momentum (left) and the associated jet transverse momentum (right)
in p+Pb collisions [121]. The kT values are compared to pythia p+p
simulations.

6.2.2.2 J/ψ and Υ Mesons

Since J/ψ and Υ(nS) mesons have colored partons in the final-states, they should

in principle be sensitive to factorization breaking effects when a TMD framework is

applicable. This may also depend on whether or not they are produced in a color

singlet or color octet state [179]; nonetheless there is significant data from the LHC

now which may allow for the cross sections to be studied as a function of the in-

variant mass of the quarkonium pair. Similarly to the idea for direct photon-hadron
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Figure 6.14:
Measured prompt J/ψ (left) and Υ(1S) meson cross sections from
Ref. [178] are shown with Kaplan fits.

and dihadron correlations, differences from expectations of CSS evolution could be

observed in the evolution of these widths when compared to processes where factor-

ization is predicted to hold. While the ATLAS and CMS experiments do not have

the pT resolution required to measure J/ψ or Υ(nS) cross sections at small pT where

a TMD framework is applicable, the LHCb experiment has already published these

cross sections with reasonably small pT resolution at forward rapidities [180, 178, 181].

Several of these cross sections are shown in Fig. 6.14.
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Figure 6.15:
The extracted width parameter from the Kaplan fits shown in Fig. 6.14
is shown as a function of the invariant mass of the J/ψ and Υ. The
points are offset in Mµµ for visibility.
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The cross sections were taken from Ref. [178] and fit to Kaplan functions to

accurately describe both the small and large pT nonperturbative and perturbative

behavior, respectively. These fits are shown in Fig. 6.14 for several different rapidity

regions that the LHCb experiment published. Comparing the figures, similar behavior

to the pout correlations as a function of xE can be seen in that the perturbative region

of the Υ(1S) cross section has a noticeably harder spectrum than that of the J/ψ.

The widths are extracted from the fits and are shown in Fig. 6.15; the points are

offset in Mµµ for visibility. Each rapidity region shows that the measured widths

increase in J/ψ and Υ production, albeit within large uncertainties. There also

appears to be no discernible rapidity dependence. These measurements provide an

alternative way to study potential factorization breaking effects in a TMD framework

where the final-state is a QCD bound state and thus is composed of colored partons.

Depending on the production mechanism, the presence or lack thereof of factorization

breaking effects might also provide information about the largely unknown J/ψ and

Υ production mechanisms; if they are produced in such a state where they are not

able to exchange soft gluons with other colored remnants they may not exhibit effects

from factorization breaking.
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CHAPTER VII

Future Measurements

The work presented here comprises the first ever measurements with the intent to

search for effects from processes which are predicted to explicitly break factorization

in a TMD framework. There are significantly more measurements that can be made

which may be able to shed light on color entanglement effects; many of these mea-

surements are now feasible due to the extraordinarily high luminosity of both RHIC

and the LHC in addition to the excellent detector facilities at these accelerator com-

plexes. It should also be noted that it is imperative to make measurements sensitive

to color entanglement in the near future at both RHIC and the LHC, as the Electron

Ion Collider will not be able to probe these effects directly. Entanglement effects are

only present in hadronic collisions where a hadron is present in the final-state, so it

is necessary to make measurements now so that observables from the EIC can be in-

terpreted within the context of data from hadronic collisions. This will be especially

important for interpreting data from the EIC with regards to color flow in hadronic

interactions including SIDIS, which is currently one of the most important questions

in proton structure physics [182].

In particular, using jets as a probe for entanglement effects provides several ben-

efits over hadrons. Jets can be used to probe effects that are sensitive to only initial-

state parton kT within the colliding hadrons. This eliminates any fragmentation
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dependence on the observables and would allow for a cleaner comparison to Drell-

Yan momentum widths which are also only sensitive to initial-state kT . Secondly, jets

can be used to reconstruct, at leading order, the longitudinal momentum fractions of

the colliding partons. This will allow for any possible correlation between x and kT

to be studied at leading order. In addition, the partonic center-of-mass energy can be

reconstructed at leading order between dijet and direct photon-jet correlations, thus

a full kinematic mapping of the x, kT , and Q2 dependence could be measured without

any fragmentation contributions. This would also provide cleaner and more direct

comparisons to the Drell-Yan momentum widths, where the Q2 dependence can be

measured directly from the dilepton pair. While jet measurements have these advan-

tages, hadrons also have the advantages of better angular resolution; this motivates

making measurements of both processes for comparisons between both and to take

advantage of each of their particular strengths.

The most ideal channels for probing color entanglement effects are either the Z0-

jet or direct photon-jet channel. This channel has already been studied theoretically

and it has been shown that certain spin asymmetries due to color entanglement effects

may arise in both p+p and p+A collisions [144, 145]. While dijet correlations can be

used, and are in some ways beneficial since the cross section is significantly larger,

γ-jet events are the most ideal due to the number of colored objects present. In dijet

events, color can be exchanged between four hard scattered partons, while in γ-jet

events the photon is unable to exchange color with any remnants. This allows the

color flow to be limited between objects in the final-state, and in some sense is the

simplest case for entanglement since at least three colored objects are necessary for

factorization to break down. The γ-jet channel is also ideal due to the fact that at

leading order, assuming no nonperturbative kT , the photon and jet emerge exactly

back-to-back with equal and opposite pT . This gives a benchmark to compare the

photon and jet with each other, and the possibility to understand the role, if any, of
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fragmentation by comparing γ-jet and γ-hadron correlations. An additional benefit is

that the spatial resolution of photons is essentially only limited by the segmentation

of the electromagnetic calorimeter, which gives better resolution on ∆φ and pout so

that the γ-jet pair can be treated in a TMD framework. On the other hand jets

have significantly worse spatial resolution due to their composite nature, and also

come with additional systematic uncertainties that arise from jet reconstruction. For

these reasons the γ-jet channel is the most ideal for measuring effects sensitive to

factorization breaking.

Performing dijet and γ-jet correlation measurements at both the LHC and RHIC

will be crucial in the search for color entanglement effects. In fact, γ-jet and Z0-jet

results at midrapidity from the ATLAS and CMS experiments respectively already

exist in the literature [63, 183]; however, an important point should be noted about

results from the LHC. In, for example, Ref. [63], the transverse energy of the photon

is required to be at least 100 GeV while the away-side jet is required to have pT >100

GeV/c at midrapidity. These requirements are largely made to reduce backgrounds

at
√
s = 8 TeV; it is additionally motivated by the fact that the LHC detectors were

designed to measure extremely high pT processes. To measure factorization break-

ing effects, it is necessary that the correlation measurement has sensitivity to the

nonperturbative dynamics of the interaction; this requires excellent resolution on the

observable ∆φ ∼ π or pout ∼ 0. Suppose one measures a 100 GeV photon and a pT

= 80 GeV/c jet at ∆φ = 3.1 radians; this corresponds to pout = 80 sin(3.1) ≈ 3.3

GeV/c. At ∆φ = 3 radians pout becomes roughly 11 GeV/c, which is no longer a

nonperturbative scale! Since the jet pT is very large it is necessary to have very fine

resolution in ∆φ to have sensitivity to the nonperturbative dynamics; unfortunately,

acquiring this precision in jet characteristics is nearly impossible with current jet find-

ing algorithms. To ameliorate this problem, one needs to identify other observables

that are sensitive to color, such as the jet pull vector, or measure jet correlations at
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smaller pT where this extreme resolution in ∆φ is not necessary; at the LHC sys-

tematic uncertainties associated with jet production at 20-50 GeV/c become very

large. This motivates making jet correlation measurements at RHIC, where the de-

tectors are designed to measure jets of order pT ≈ 20-50 GeV/c; therefore, sensitivity

to the nonperturbative dynamics will be possible while also suppressing systematic

uncertainties in jet measurements.
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Figure 7.1:
An engineering drawing of the proposed sPHENIX barrel detector shows
the various subdetectors. The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
are the most important subsystems for high pT jet measurements.

7.1 sPHENIX

The sPHENIX experiment is a new proposed experiment which will be housed

in the current experimental hall of the PHENIX experiment, which completed data

taking in 2016, at RHIC [184]. sPHENIX is designed to measure jets, jet correlations,

and bottomonium states in p+p, p+Au, and Au+Au collisions at RHIC. In particular,
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the experiment is principally motivated by probing the QGP at different temperature

and length scales than experiments at the LHC to fully characterize the nature of

the strongly coupled plasma. While the flagship sPHENIX measurements including

characterizing the nature of the QGP with dijet and photon-jet measurements in

heavy ion collisions, the detector must also be able to make the same measurements

in p+p collisions to provide baseline measurements without nuclear modification for

the heavy ion collisions. For these reasons sPHENIX will be an ideal facility to probe

color entanglement effects in both p+p and p+Au collisions with dijet and direct

photon-jet correlations.

7.1.1 sPHENIX Detector

The sPHENIX detector will be the first dedicated high-rate jet detector at the

RHIC accelerator complex. The proposed physics measurements have driven the

requirements for the detector components of sPHENIX; the experiment must be able

to precisely measure jets with energies of 10-70 GeV for a range of jet cone sizes in both

p+p and Au+Au collisions. This requires that the detector have a large acceptance

and excellent triggering capabilities so that each produced high pT jet process is

recorded; additionally, the detector components must have excellent resolution to

be able to accurately measure the jet properties. To make γ-jet measurements the

detector must have an electromagnetic calorimeter that has high rejection triggering

capabilities and a modest energy resolution, since these are rare high pT processes.

To satisfy these requirements, the sPHENIX detector has been proposed, as shown in

Fig. 7.1, to have an electromagnetic calorimeter and two hadronic calorimeters, where

the inner and outer hadronic calorimeters surround the central solenoidal magnet.

sPHENIX also has a rich bottom quark physics program, for which a time projection

chamber and various silicon vertex trackers are installed immediately surrounding the

beam pipe. The tracking detectors will also be essential for fragmentation studies, in
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particular for understanding the role of fragmentation, if any, in factorization breaking

effects.

Figure 7.2:
A schematic diagram shows the main elements of the proposed sPHENIX
time projection chamber.

7.1.1.1 Tracking

The sPHENIX tracking performance is primarily driven by the goals to measure

the three upsilon states, Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and Υ(3S), and fragmentation function mea-

surements in Au+Au collisions. Given the difficulty of tracking in high multiplicity

heavy nucleus collisions, the proposed tracking performance will necessarily be ex-

cellent in lower multiplicity p+p collisions. To measure the Υ(nS) states in Au+Au

collisions, the tracker requires a momentum resolution of roughly 1.2% in the range

of 4-8 GeV/c. For fragmentation studies at low and high z, this requirement can be

extended to require ∆p/p ' 0.2%p (GeV/c) . For low z tracks it is imperative that

the apparatus be able to measure the jet and the track, which might be highly dis-

placed from the actual jet axis since it has a low momentum fraction of the total jet.

This (among other measurements) reinforces the requirement that sPHENIX must

have a large and uniform acceptance.
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Figure 7.3:
A GEANT4 [185] simulation of the sPHENIX time projection chamber
shows that the momentum resolution requirements for measurements of
fragmentation functions will be met.

To meet these requirements, the sPHENIX detector will utilize a cylindrical

double-sided time projection chamber (TPC) which has been used in several other

experiments around the world. The TPC is similar to the ALICE TPC which has

been successfully implemented at the LHC [186]. Figure 7.2 shows the generic layout

of the proposed TPC. The TPC will have a central membrane electrode which divides

it into two mirror-symmetric volumes surrounding the interaction point. In each vol-

ume the readout plane will be located on the endcap inner surface; primary ionization

will drift towards the endcaps by setting the readout planes to ground potential while

the central membrane will be set to a high bias voltage setting. Simulations of a

realistic detector modeled in GEANT4 [185] show that the momentum resolution of

tracks, shown in Fig. 7.3, will meet the requirements for upsilon and fragmentation

function measurements in both p+p and Au+Au collisions.
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7.1.1.2 Electromagnetic Calorimeter

While the tracking system is important for fragmentation studies, the most impor-

tant subsystems for jet measurements are the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-

ters. Directly surrounding the tracking system is the electromagnetic calorimeter

(EMCal), which is essential for both the calorimetric jet reconstruction as well as

the identification of direct photons. The physics requirements for the EMCal are

quite modest as its primary purpose is for the measurement of electrons from Υ(nS)

decays and hard probes from, for example, direct photon scatterings. Since both of

these measurements will be at high pT , one requirement is that the EMCal have a

resolution of approximately ∆E/E ≤ 15%/
√
E (GeV/c). The EMCal must have a

large acceptance so that a large percentage of rare probes can be triggered on and

measured. Additionally it must be carefully designed as the calorimeter must fit in-

side the solenoid magnet as well as allow enough space for the tracking system to sit

inside of it. This means that the EMCal must occupy minimal radial space and that

the readout work within a magnetic field.

The technology chosen for the EMCal uses an absorber consisting of a matrix

of tungsten powder and epoxy with embedded scintillating fibers. This so called

SPACAL design has been implemented in several other experiments, for example in

Ref. [187]. The readout utilizes silicon photomultipliers, which provide high gain

and require minimal space in addition to functioning within a magnetic field. The

towers are the first SPACAL towers which, at high rapidity, will be projective in

both azimuth and pseudorapidity. At small rapidities the towers are 1D projective in

only azimuth. The choice of 2D projectivity, in both azimuth and rapidity, at large

rapidities is largely because electrons from Υ decays enter the individual towers at

larger angles at high rapidity, thus for towers that are only projective in azimuth

the resulting electromagnetic shower develops over several towers. This increases the

chances of underlying event activity being included in the cluster, and thus increases
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the background for the Υ measurements.

Figure 7.4:
The calorimeters in the 2016 Fermilab T-1044 test beam experiment are
shown. The beam enters perpendicularly from the left side of the page.

Both simulations and prototype beam tests have been essential for characterizing

and understanding the proposed detector. In particular the verification that GEANT4

simulations of prototype modules have matched actual test beam analysis is crucial for

understanding how the detector will respond in heavy nucleus collision environments

since these cannot be explicitly tested in test beam scenarios. The first T-1044 test

beam experiment with a full sPHENIX calorimetry prototype was performed in 2016

at the Fermilab Test Beam Facility and was intended to emulate the central rapidity

sPHENIX calorimetry. Figure 7.4 shows a picture of the actual test beam setup,

where the beam enters perpendicularly from the left side of the page. An aluminum

cryostat is inserted between the inner and outer hadronic calorimeters to simulate

the solenoidal magnet. Hodoscopes are placed upstream from the EMCal so that the

beam location can be precisely identified. The energy resolution of the 1D projective

SPACAL towers as measured in the 2016 test beam is shown in Fig. 7.5 [188], and

meets the sPHENIX physics requirement of a small constant term with a less than

15% stochastic term. GEANT4 simulations match the measured resolution quite

well, indicating that the detector description within GEANT will be suitable for
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understanding backgrounds that cannot be measured in test beam situations.

Figure 7.5:
The linearity (left) and resolution (right) of the 1D projective SPACAL
towers are shown with corresponding simulation curves. The measured
resolution meets the sPHENIX physics requirements.

The next installment of the T-1044 experiment was performed in 2017 at the

Fermilab Test Beam Facility and featured the large rapidity η ∼0.9 calorimetry. Fig-

ure 7.6 shows a picture of the high rapidity setup, where here the beam is coming out

of the page and the picture is taken from behind the outer hadronic calorimeter. The

EMCal used in this test beam includes the first ever 2D projective SPACAL blocks, so

in particular this test beam was very important for characterizing the towers as well

as learning the best methods to build them. Preliminary results show the linearity

and resolution of the 2D SPACAL towers in Fig. 7.7 [189]. The simulation matches

the data well and the resolution meets the sPHENIX EMCal physics requirements.

However, in these results the beam was required to be centered on a tower; when

this requirement is relaxed the resolution and linearity are shown in Fig. 7.8. The

brown points in Fig. 7.8 show that the resolution degrades considerably, and that the

simulation no longer matches the test beam data. This is due to the block boundaries

of this particular prototype. Since these were the first 2D projective SPACAL towers

ever produced, the methods that were used to combine blocks of towers together were
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Figure 7.6:
The calorimeters in the 2017 Fermilab T-1044 test beam experiment are
shown. The beam comes out of the page; the picture is taken from behind
the outer hadronic calorimeter.

still being refined. A second prototype has been constructed utilizing the knowledge

gained from the first prototype, which is already known to have significantly better

block boundaries. Another test beam with 2D projective towers in the spring of

2018 will test this new prototype and have more conclusive results of the resolution

across the entire face of the 2D projective SPACAL blocks [189]. Nonetheless, the

preliminary results show encouraging progress towards the sPHENIX physics goals

being met.

7.1.1.3 Hadronic Calorimeters

The hadronic calorimeters (HCals) are essential for measuring well calibrated and

meaningful jets, since jets include both electromagnetic and hadronic components.

The physics requirements for the HCals are largely motivated by jet measurements in

heavy ion collisions. The HCals have a resolution requirement of ∆E/E =100%/
√
E

(GeV/c) since the jets that will be measured will be at high pT with respect to the

beam energy. In order to measure and trigger on jets the HCal needs to have a large

uniform acceptance, similar to the EMCal. To minimize systematic uncertainties
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Figure 7.7:
The linearity (left) and resolution (right) of the 2D projective SPACAL
towers are shown with corresponding simulation curves. The measured
resolution when the beam is required to be centered on a tower exceeds
the sPHENIX physics requirements.

associated with energy that is missed by the detector, the HCal is required to absorb

greater than 95% of the incident hadronic energy; therefore the required calorimeter

depth should be 5.5 nuclear interaction lengths. These requirements are imposed since

the largest uncertainty for jet finding in heavy ion collisions is from the background

subtraction of the underlying event; in p+p collisions this is not a substantial issue

and thus these requirements will also be suitable for high pT jet measurements.

The calorimeter is constructed of absorber plates tilted from the radial direction

to provide more uniform sampling in the azimuthal plane. Plastic scintillators with

embedded wavelength shifting fibers are placed in between the absorber plates and are

read out with silicon photomultipliers. The tilt angle of the plates is chosen so that

a track which emerges from the interaction point traverses at least four scintillator

tiles. This is intentional in order to meet the requirement that the total HCal system

absorbs at least 95% of the incident hadronic energy. Both the inner and outer HCals

are constructed in this fashion, with some minor changes for the construction of each

based on the radial space they occupy to meet the 5.5 interaction length requirement.

The inner and outer HCals were both tested in the 2016 and 2017 test beams [188,

190]. In each test beam the HCal system is evaluated as a standalone detector as
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Figure 7.8:
The linearity (left) and resolution (right) of the 2D projective SPACAL
towers across the entire face of the calorimeter are shown with corre-
sponding simulation curves. The simulation does not match the data,
largely because of significant energy loss in the block boundaries. These
block boundaries will be explored in greater depth in the 2018 test beam
analysis.

well as with the EMCal in front of the system to determine the hadron resolution

for the entire calorimeter system. The central rapidity results are shown in Fig. 7.9.

The hadronic calorimeter system shows excellent linearity, with deviations at lower

energies due to difficulties from distinguishing the hadron peak from the minimum

ionizing particle (MIP) peak [188]. The measurements meet and exceed the sPHENIX

requirement of hadronic calorimetry which has a stochastic term less than 100%/
√
E

(GeV/c). The 2017 test beam was the first to test the high rapidity HCal configu-

rations, although the actual calorimeter segments are largely the same as the central

rapidity version. The linearity and resolution of the 2017 test beam are shown in

Fig. 7.10, where again the results meet and exceed the sPHENIX requirements for

the hadronic calorimetry.

7.1.2 Simulation Study and Estimated γ-jet Yields

To investigate the statistical precision with which sPHENIX will be able to mea-

sure γ-jet events, a simulation study was performed using a complete GEANT4 [185]
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Figure 7.9:
The hadronic calorimeter linearity (left) and resolution (right) are shown
for the central rapidity sPHENIX system [188]. The linearity and resolu-
tion are shown for all three calorimeters, only the inner and outer HCal,
and the outer HCal alone.

description of the detector. Performing this simulation study will determine the

quantitative precision with which sPHENIX will be able to measure this channel and

potential sensitivity to factorization breaking effects. pythia 8 [143, 191] was used

to generate γ-jet events, and all jets were reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm

using the Fastjet package [192, 193].

pythia p+p simulations were performed at
√
s = 200 GeV with the CTEQ6L

PDF set and all prompt photon processes. A requirement that the hard scale of

the interaction be greater than 6 GeV/c was set so that enough statistics could be

accumulated. Due to the jet resolution of the detector, an offline jet pT cut of greater

than 8 GeV/c was set, which to some degree sets the scale of the direct photon. The

only trigger requirement in the pythia event was that a high pT photon of at least 10

GeV/c was within the sPHENIX acceptance of |η| < 1; this way the sPHENIX high

energy EMCal trigger could be emulated. This also makes the events as kinematically

unbiased as possible.
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Figure 7.10:
The hadronic calorimeter linearity (left) and resolution (right) are shown
for the high rapidity sPHENIX system. The linearity and resolution are
shown for all three calorimeters, only the inner and outer HCal, and the
outer HCal alone.

7.1.2.1 Acceptance and Efficiency

To quantify the efficiency of the detector, an acceptance and efficiency study was

performed. To determine the acceptance and efficiency, γ-jet events were thrown in

pythia without any pythia level trigger requirement. The only requirement was that

the partonic hard scale be set to at least 10 GeV/c to accumulate enough statistics

in the kinematic region of interest. The truth photon distributions are shown in

Fig. 7.11 as a function of the photon azimuth, pseudorapidity, and pT . To construct

the efficiencies, the pythia events were processed through the GEANT4 description

of the sPHENIX detector. The efficiency was determined by dividing the number

of reconstructed γ-jet pairs by the number of truth photons which were thrown in

|η| < 1. This restriction is necessary as the yields will be calculated only for |η| < 1,

not for a full rapidity integrated cross section. The efficiency values are shown as

a function of the truth photon pT , η, and φ in Fig. 7.12. The efficiency is flat as a

function of azimuth due to the uniform azimuthal coverage. There is a significant dip

in the efficiency at η ∼ 0 because the events were thrown with zvtx = 0 cm, and there

is a physical boundary in the EMCal at exactly η = 0 which joins the two hemispheres
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of the detector. This boundary causes the photon detection to be significantly worse.

The efficiency rises with the photon pT as one might expect, since by definition at

higher pT the photon-jet pair are at more central rapidities and are thus more likely

to be reconstructed.
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Figure 7.11:
The truth photon distributions for the pythia acceptance and efficiency
study are shown as a function of η (top left), φ (top right), and pT
(bottom).

These efficiencies should be applied to a perturbatively calculated cross section,

scaled by the appropriate luminosity projections, to determine the resulting expected

yields. Unfortunately such a calculation does not exist for RHIC energies as the cur-

rent RHIC experiments have not been able to measure this channel, so theorists likely

skipped over the particular calculation. PHENIX has published direct photon cross

sections at
√
s = 200 GeV [194]. Therefore projected yields given a total integrated

luminosity can be determined for direct photons, and a “γ-jet” efficiency can be ap-

plied to this which is determined from pythia. This efficiency is just the probability

of reconstructing a γ-jet pair given a reconstructed direct photon.
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Figure 7.12:
The γ-jet efficiencies as defined above are shown as a function of the
truth photon η (top left), φ (top right), and pT (bottom).

The cross section of direct photons and γ-jet was determined from pythia, and

this ratio was applied as a γ-jet efficiency factor to the statistical estimates of the

yields determined from the direct photon cross section. Figure 7.13 shows the cross

sections for direct photons and γ-jet as determined from a PYTHIA simulation

together with the measured PHENIX inclusive direct photon cross section from

Ref. [194]. The ratio of the pythia γ-jet to direct photon cross section was taken as

the γ-jet efficiency factor, and is shown in Fig. 7.14. The points show the ratio of

the actual cross section points in Fig. 7.13, while the line shows the ratio of power

law fits to the cross sections. The line is taken as the efficiency since, as one can

see from Fig. 7.13, the cross sections deviate from power law behavior at smaller pT .

This is not physical and is simply a result of the simulation being generated with the

requirement that the partonic hard scale be at least 10 GeV/c within |η| <1.
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Figure 7.13:
The direct photon cross sections as measured by PHENIX [194] and cal-
culated in pythia are shown with the γ-jet cross section from PYTHIA.

With the appropriate efficiencies determined, a statistical estimate for γ-jet yields

can be calculated. The measured direct photon cross section from Ref. [194] was

converted to a yield as a function of pT by multiplying by the appropriate factors as

well as the 300 pb−1 integrated p+p luminosity projection from the RHIC cold QCD

plan [15]. The efficiency as a function of pT was fit to a saturated exponential to

model the functional form, seen in Fig. 7.15. This was applied to the cross sections

and the resulting yields are shown in the left panel of Fig. 7.16, where the power

law extrapolation is just the power law fit from the published data multiplied by the

saturation term from the acceptance and efficiency fit. The right panel of Fig. 7.16

shows the projected γ-jet yields, which are obtained by applying the γ/γ-jet efficiency

factor to the left panel of Fig. 7.16.

To make statistical projections for the actual physical observables of γ-jet cor-

relations, the resulting projected yields were binned as a function of the correlated

observables ∆φ and pout. The yields were estimated as per-trigger yields for photons
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Figure 7.14:
The ratio of γ-jet to direct photons as determined from pythia cross
section calculations is shown. The points represent the actual ratio of
the cross sections, while the line represents the ratio of power law fits to
the cross sections.

with at least pT = 10 GeV/c and jets with at least pT = 8 GeV/c, and the quan-

tities are binned as reconstructed values. No attempt was made to do an unfolding

procedure since these are just statistical projections; any unfolding will introduce sys-

tematic uncertainties in the measurement and will be determined when actual data

is being recorded.

Figure 7.17 shows the projected statistical uncertainties on ∆φ correlations be-

tween γ-jet pairs as a function of the γ and jet pT . The ∆φ bin widths at ∆φ ∼ π

were estimated based on a study of the jet azimuthal angle resolution which was found

to be approximately 0.08 radians. The study shows that there will be a significant

number of γ-jet correlations to measure at sPHENIX. Additionally, in ∆φ space, the

observables will have sensitivity to the nonperturbative physics as the resolution of

∆φ is small enough to clearly see a transition from Gaussian to power-law behavior.

Nonetheless, the pout distributions have a greater sensitivity to the nonperturba-

tive physics; these projections are shown in Fig. 7.18. Here the yields are shown
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Figure 7.15:
The direct photon efficiencies were fit with a saturated exponential to
model the functional form and to ultimately apply to the direct photon
cross section yields.

with 200 pb−1 of integrated luminosity. This is the actual projected luminosity by

the sPHENIX experiment and the projections are more up-to-date than those in the

RHIC cold QCD plan. Even with the reduction of integrated luminosity between the

two projections there will be more than enough statistical precision to measure the

pout distributions accurately. Additionally the resolution of the sPHENIX detector is

precise enough to be able to distinguish between the nonperturbative and perturba-

tive regions of the γ-jet correlations. This is again largely due to the kinematic region

with which sPHENIX will be able to probe γ-jet correlations at RHIC; sPHENIX is

designed to measure lower pT jets than experiments at the LHC and this resolution

allows for the nonperturbative structure to be identified.

This short simulation study has shown that the sPHENIX detector will be able to

probe the “golden channel” for factorization breaking measurements, direct photon-

jet, with excellent statistical precision in the kinematic region of interest. This mea-

surement must be performed before the future EIC is turned on, as factorization

breaking is only predicted in hadronic collisions. In particular it is important to
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Figure 7.16:
The direct photon and γ-jet projected yields are shown for integrated
luminosities of 300 pb−1. The power law extrapolations are determined
by applying the efficiencies to a power law fit to the direct photon data
from Ref. [194].

perform the measurement at RHIC due to the kinematic region that can be probed;

however, there are unique measurements at the LHC that may also be able to probe

factorization breaking effects.

7.2 New Observables at the LHC

The collider experiments at the LHC benefit from the significantly higher lumi-

nosity that the LHC is able to deliver. For processes with small cross sections, this

is particularly important to accumulate the necessary statistical precision to make a

meaningful measurement. Both ATLAS and CMS have already performed analyses

which probe color coherence effects [62, 63]; color coherence appears to be quali-

tatively similar to color entanglement effects as it describes effective regions where

gluons destructively interfere. These interferences result in regions where products

from gluon radiations are more likely to be measured, and these analyses determine

these regions by measuring the angular distribution of jets with respect to a nearly

back-to-back dijet system. Color coherence measurements should also be performed

at sPHENIX as a test of their relation to color entanglement effects. This will allow

for a
√
s dependence to be studied, as measurements have additionally been made at
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Figure 7.17:
The statistical projections for the γ-jet ∆φ distributions at sPHENIX
are shown for several bins of pγT and pjet

T .

the Tevatron [64, 65].

However, a completely new measurement could be performed only at the LHC

experiments which would probe several different physical effects related to both TMD

PDFs and potential factorization breaking. The proposed channel to measure is a

nearly back-to-back isolated photon and (either) J/ψ or Υ state. The Feynman

diagram for such a process is shown in Fig. 7.19 and is a NLO process. Nevertheless,

with the significantly larger center-of-mass energies and luminosities accessible by

the LHC, Ref. [179] has shown that a measurement of this process is feasible at both

ATLAS and CMS. A measurement in this channel would probe several important,

and largely unknown, gluon distribution functions. This channel additionally has the

potential to identify effects from color in the production of heavy quarkonium and also

could probe factorization breaking effects because of these color effects. Predictions

for the cross sections in the color singlet and octet channels are shown in Fig. 7.20

for both γ − Υ and γ − J/ψ. The predictions show that the gluon-gluon channel

dominates at hard scales accessible at the LHC.
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Figure 7.18:
The statistical projections for the γ-jet pout distributions at sPHENIX
are shown for several bins of pγT .

This process is very similar to the ones presented in this thesis, except that rather

than an away-side hadron an away-side heavy quarkonium state is measured. Thus

the applicability of a TMD framework is trivial; a hard scale is well defined by the

large pT of the final-state particles or the large invariant mass of the two-particle

pair and a soft transverse momentum scale is observed when they are nearly back-

to-back. This is especially important since the CMS and ATLAS experiments do

not have sub GeV resolution on pT dependent cross sections and thus they cannot

be treated in a TMD framework. As a point of reference, Z boson cross sections

require a pT resolution of less than 0.5 GeV to fully resolve the nonperturbative

TMD structure [173]. TMD evolution effects can also be observed by adjusting the

hard scale of the process, similarly to what has been presented in this document.

Factorization breaking effects are relevant as there are QCD bound states in both

the initial and final states. However, if the heavy-quark pair is produced in a colorless

state at short distances as in the color singlet model [195, 196, 197], it is possible that

factorization breaking effects would be minimal. It is also necessary that the quarko-
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Figure 7.19:
Two Feynman diagrams are shown for direct photon-quarkonium pro-
duction in p+p collisions at LHC center-of-mass energies. The gluon-
gluon fusion process (left) dominates.

nium state is not accompanied by other colored partons that it may be interacting

with after the bound state is formed. Previous studies have shown that the color octet

contributions to the process γ−Q are likely smaller than in the inclusive quarkonium

case [198, 199, 200]; however, a measurement of this process would give important

information to the validity of this statement. If effects due to factorization breaking

could be measured, this would indicate whether or not the heavy quarkonium state

is produced more often in a color octet state state or if this is truly negligible in this

process as suggested by Fig. 7.20. On the other hand, a measurement of the cross

section could indicate whether or not color octet or singlet states are dominant, and

thus, whether or not factorization breaking effects are present. If the measured cross

section is more compatible with color octet contributions, this would indicate that

the process may be violating TMD factorization.

If the processes are more compatible with a color singlet cross section, this may

imply that the magnitude of TMD factorization breaking effects should be small;

however, there is still a significant amount of parton structure physics that could

be identified from the observable. At the very minimum, the measurement would

constrain unpolarized gluon TMD PDFs since the dominant partonic process that
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Figure 7.20:
Predictions are shown for isolated photon-upsilon (left) and isolated
photon-J/ψ (right) cross sections in both the color octet and color singlet
models [179].

leads to a γ − Q state is gluon-gluon fusion. The unpolarized gluon TMD PDF is

largely unconstrained due to the fact that it is a NLO process in SIDIS, therefore

there is little statistically precise data to constrain the functions; ultimately the EIC

will provide the best constraints due to its high luminosity. There are pT dependent

J/ψ cross sections from, for example, the PHENIX and LHCb collaborations [201,

178]; however, the LHCb results do not have the necessary resolution at small pT

to constrain the gluon TMDs. There are additionally the complications of potential

factorization breaking effects in these processes. Nevertheless, the γ−Q channel would

ultimately provide information on both factorization breaking effects and unpolarized

gluon TMDs.

There has also been recent interest in the linearly polarized gluon PDF (see

e.g. [202]), as it is also unconstrained and is necessary to accurately describe gluon

fusion processes. This includes, for example, Higgs boson production via gluon fusion

processes. To describe the Higgs transverse momentum distribution accurately, the
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unpolarized and linearly polarized distributions are necessary as at small pT the Higgs

pT will be largely due to the small transverse momentum of the gluons which fused.

The linearly polarized gluon distribution can easily be measured by constructing an

azimuthal asymmetry from the φ integrated cross section which leads to the unpo-

larized gluon distribution. Therefore, assuming that enough integrated luminosity

is collected, the linearly polarized distribution can be constrained trivially once the

cross section is measured. Figure 7.20 shows that the cross section is roughly 100

fb/GeV at Q=20 GeV for
√
s =14 TeV; ATLAS has recently published results from

√
s =13 TeV collisions with an integrated luminosity of 36 fb−1 (see e.g. [203]) which

should be enough integrated luminosity to measure this process. Depending on the

actual number of events collected the azimuthally binned cross section may be able

to be measured; however, in several years the LHC will enter the high luminosity era

which is projected to collect on the order of hundreds of fb−1 of data and thus these

observables can be measured before the EIC which is, at best, 10 years away.

In summary, the process p+p → γ + Q + X is a promising avenue to search

for several different nonperturbative QCD physics effects. When the Q and γ are

nearly back-to-back, the process can be treated within a TMD framework, and thus,

transverse parton dynamics can be accessed. In particular the process would provide

insight into whether or not the heavy quarkonium state is produced in a color sin-

glet or color octet state, which would give important information on the production

mechanisms of J/ψ or Υ states. From this it may be possible to infer the magnitude

of factorization breaking effects in this process; if the cross section is more compati-

ble with color octet production this would indicate that factorization breaking effects

need to be considered. Additionally, a measurement of the cross section would par-

asitically provide information on the unpolarized gluon TMD PDF, as well as the

linearly polarized gluon PDF assuming that enough data was collected to measure

the cross section as a function of azimuth.
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CHAPTER VIII

Conclusion

QCD research has entered a new era which is focused on quantitative measure-

ments that have the ability to illuminate fundamental aspects about non-Abelian

gauge invariant quantum field theories. This is largely due to the incredible modern

day facilities with which experimentalists can make measurements, in addition to the

significant theoretical work that is now exploring the role of various correlations within

the nucleon. Both theoretical and experimental physicists have revealed complicated

yet exciting new phenomena in QCD that are beginning to account for the complex

nature of composite bound states in a strongly confined theory. In particular, the role

of color has come to the forefront of both theoretical calculations and experimental

measurements across many subfields of QCD. Theoretically, in the cases of modified

universality and factorization breaking, the role of color exchanges with spectators of

the interaction has become clearer. Experimentally, multidifferential measurements,

in addition to the improved methods with which measurements are made have shown

measurable effects from color flow unique to QCD interactions.

In particular, the focus of this work was searching for effects due to TMD fac-

torization breaking, which results from complex color flows in hadronic collisions in

dihadron and direct photon-hadron angular correlations. These color flows connect

the spectators and hard interaction, resulting in an inability to uniquely define in-
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dividual TMD PDFs and TMD FFs. This behavior is specifically a consequence of

QCD as a non-Abelian gauge invariant quantum field theory. Dihadron correlations

are relatively straightforward to measure compared to direct photon-hadron correla-

tions and can be determined via correlation functions that account for the acceptance

and efficiency of the PHENIX spectrometer. Direct photon-hadron correlations re-

quire an additional statistical subtraction to remove the decay photon-hadron back-

ground that is still present even after an isolation cut as well as removing tagged

decay background. To probe effects sensitive to nonperturbative transverse momen-

tum, the signed quantity pout was used which characterizes the transverse momentum

with respect to the near-side trigger particle; additionally the underlying event can

be statistically removed to better isolate away-side hadrons associated with the hard

scattered parton.

Final results presented include the ∆φ distributions which show the qualitative

and quantitative visual features expected from dihadron and direct photon-hadron

angular correlations. On the other hand, the away-side pout distributions show the

yields in momentum space and display a two component distribution where a non-

perturbative region transitions to a perturbatively behaved region. Nonperturbative

momentum widths in these processes are measured experimentally for the first time

which are sensitive to only the soft kT and jT present in the nearly back-to-back region.

While the measurements of these nonperturbative widths do not show any notable

qualitative factorization breaking effects, they represent the first measurements that

can be rigorously interpreted within a TMD framework and thus compared to future

calculations assuming factorization holds. With the surge of worldwide data that

has been reported recently, theoretical global fits that more accurately constrain the

TMD PDFs and TMD FFs should be possible in the future. Therefore, calculations

can be compared to the measurements shown here and will ideally be able to shed

light on the magnitude of factorization breaking effects since it is well established
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within the theoretical community that factorization is broken in these processes.

Additionally, this work has laid the foundation for searching for future factoriza-

tion breaking effects in the direct photon-jet channel. The demonstration of mea-

surements in the direct photon-hadron channel is an important first step towards

direct photon-jet measurements; in addition, the simulation studies of the photon-jet

channel at sPHENIX have shown that ample data will be collected to measure an

observable predicted to break factorization which can be treated in a TMD frame-

work. While measurements at the LHC have already demonstrated that this channel

is sensitive to color coherence effects [63], effects from color coherence have not yet

been rigorously treated within a TMD framework and the data have only been com-

pared to model dependent Monte Carlo simulations. While this is useful, ultimately

QCD as the theory of the strong force must be able to explain these phenomena, thus

comparisons to rigorous calculations made directly within the theory are important

for understanding the magnitude of color flow effects.

Looking ahead to new observables, there are significant opportunities to study

factorization breaking effects in future RHIC running periods as well as with the

high luminosity data from the LHC. Nearly back-to-back direct photon-quarkonium

production is a potential probe for measurable color flow effects. Significant effort

has been placed on advancing jet grooming algorithms, in particular in the beyond-

the-Standard-Model community, to isolate jet components that are truly from the

hard scattered parton while excluding components due to soft radiation. Jet groomed

observables have already been suggested to be more sensitive to factorization violating

effects within SCET [102]. The same techniques could be used in reverse; one could

instead remove the jet components from the hard scattered parton and then measure

“soft radiation” jets where the constituents are only from soft radiation. A potential

observable could be measuring the invariant mass of “anti-groomed” jets, where this

refers to the jets that have been anti-groomed to exclude the hard scattered parton
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constituents. Additional channels include spin asymmetries that may arise in photon-

jet production in both p+p and p+A collisions [57, 144, 145]; it will be necessary to

measure these processes at RHIC as it is the world’s only polarized proton-proton

collider, and in particular at sPHENIX as the only dedicated high rate jet detector

at RHIC.

Ultimately, QCD research is seeing a push towards understanding more global

observables which can be sensitive to overall color correlations. Rather than consid-

ering single inclusive particle production, global observables such as two, four, and

six particle correlations, for example in Refs. [79, 204], can probe novel collective

phenomena in hadronic collisions. These particular measurements are also observed

across large pseudorapidity regions of ∆η > 2, where long distance correlations across

hadrons are expected to arise from either the initial state or immediately following

the hard interaction [89]. Not surprisingly, the color coherence effects measured by

the CMS collaboration are found to be stronger in the forward rapidity region than

at central rapidity [62], where color correlations across hadrons are expected to arise

based on TMD factorization breaking in dijet processes. With the solid angle cover-

age by modern detectors, global measurements rather than inclusive measurements

will continue to probe novel long distance correlations.

Closely related to the study of global observables, the study of multipartonic in-

teractions will be another important avenue for studying color correlations in future

QCD research. Rather than considering simply the 2 → 2 hard process, there has

been a greater push to understand hadronic collisions where multiple partons in-

teract, producing several semi-hard interactions. While these have primarily been

studied in the context of Monte Carlo event generators or models of QCD (see e.g.

Refs. [88, 205]), there have also been rigorous theoretical QCD studies of double par-

ton scattering in the context of multipartonic interactions [206, 207]. It is perhaps not

a coincidence that many of the QCD phenomena that are becoming prominent areas
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of study involve multi-scale problems, for example in the case of multipartonic inter-

actions [207] or within the TMD framework in the case of factorization breaking [56].

Additionally, the consideration of the proton as a complex bound state has led to

many of these new predictions; moving from inclusive observables to global observ-

ables, which are necessarily sensitive to the many partons that interact in a collision,

has had a profound effect on advancing the dialogue on how nucleons and nuclei are

treated. The results presented in this thesis will continue to advance this dialogue

by providing measurements with which future calculations can constrain effects from

color correlations.

While the work presented here was focused on studying TMD factorization break-

ing effects from color correlations in dihadron and direct photon-hadron angular cor-

relations, the role of color within QCD is becoming a more prominent field of study

across various subfields of QCD in general. Several examples include the prediction

of factorization breaking and the modified universality of certain TMD PDFs [48, 56],

J/ψ and ψ′ suppression in p+A collisions [68], color interference effects in long-

range pseudorapidity correlations in p+p and p+A collisions [205], as well as in color

coherence measurements [62, 63]. In some ways, historically separate subfields of

QCD studying phenomena in p+p, p+A, and A+A collisions are converging towards

measurements and an understanding of the fundamental properties that make QCD

unique and that should apply in all hadronic systems. The next decade will bring a

deeper understanding of these properties in hadronic collisions; this is a crucial time

period in the history of QCD research as many of these properties in hadronic col-

lisions will need to be measured and understood so that the data from the Electron

Ion Collider can be interpreted within the context of our knowledge from hadronic

collisions. The eventual turn-on of the Electron Ion Collider will signal the next great

step in the precision measurement era of QCD research that has already begun.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of Equation for Riso
γ

This appendix shows the derivation of the equation used to calculate Riso
γ from

the most fundamental definition of the quantity. We start from the definition of

Riso
γ = N iso

inc/N
iso
dec as well as Rγ = Ninc/Ndec. We must evaluate N iso

dec with some other

method, since we can’t just measure isolated decay photons as we don’t a priori know

which isolated photons are decay and which are direct. We have as definitions

Ndec ≡ N iso
dec +N tag

dec +Nniso
dec ,

and thus

N iso
dec = Ndec −N tag

dec −N
niso
dec . (A.1)

Here, and throughout this appendix, niso refers to not isolated. The quantities are

defined as follows: N iso
dec is the number of isolated decay photons, N tag

dec is the number

of photons tagged as decay, and Nniso
dec is the number of non isolated decay photons.

The sum of all of these is clearly the total sample of decay photons. The problem here

is that we don’t know both Nniso
dec and N iso

dec, so we have two unknowns. To proceed we

find isolated π0s in the data and then use the fact that the photon isolation efficiency

depends only on the parent pT . We can then use this to map the isolation efficiency
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from the parent mesons to the daughter photon pT using the Monte Carlo decay

probability functions that estimate the decay per trigger yields with

N iso
dec(p

γ
T )

Nniso
dec (pγT )

=

∑
P tag(pπT , p

γ
T )⊗N iso

π (pπT )∑
P tag(pπT , p

γ
T )⊗Nniso

π (pπT )
. (A.2)

The same principle is used to determine the isolated decay per trigger yields in the

full statistical subtraction equation. For convenience, I will write the convolution of

the Monte Carlo mapping function with the number of iso (niso) π0s as P(Nparent).

We then solve equations A.1 and A.2 to eliminate Nniso
dec so that we can use N iso

dec in

the original Riso
γ equation. Solving the equations gives

N iso
dec =

Ndec −N tag
dec

(1 + P
niso

P iso )
. (A.3)

Now we have an expression for N iso
dec, so plug this into the expression for Riso

γ gives

Riso
γ =

N iso
inc

N iso
dec

=
N iso
inc(1 + P

niso

P iso )

Ndec −N tag
dec

. (A.4)

This is our expression for Riso
γ . Using algebraic manipulations we can write this

expression in terms of quantities we measure, so that everything in this expression is

from data except the use of the Monte Carlo mapping functions. These functions are

just used to map the isolated and non isolated π0s to their daughter counter parts.

Of course, it is impossible to measure any quantity of Rγ or Riso
γ without some help

from Monte Carlo to identify the decay component background in full. Continuing

on the denominator can be reduced as

Riso
γ =

N iso
inc(1 + P

niso

P iso )

Ndec(1−
Ntag
dec

Ndec
)
. (A.5)

We can now write the quantity
Ntag
dec

Ndec
as the tagging efficiency εtag. We calculate this
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by

N tag
dec

Ndec

=
N tag
dec

Ninc

Ninc

Ndec

=
N tag
dec

Ninc

Rγ . (A.6)

Now we can continue with Riso
γ . We can write Ninc ≡ N iso

inc +Nniso
inc +N tag

dec . Again this

relation is a definition and is just the number of inclusive photons one can detect.

Solving for N iso
inc allows us to substitute this quantity into equation A.5 to give

Riso
γ =

Ninc −N tag
dec −Nniso

inc

Ndec

(1 + P
niso

P iso )

(1− εtag)
. (A.7)

We can then use Rγ = Ninc
Ndec

to substitute in for the Ndec in the denominator, i.e.

1/Ndec = Rγ/Ninc. This gives

Riso
γ =

Ninc −N tag
dec −Nniso

dec

Ninc

Rγ

(1 + P
niso

P iso )

(1− εtag)
. (A.8)

The first fraction is now, again, something we can calculate from data by just counting

the photons which pass the various cuts. The numerator Ninc−N tag
dec −Nniso

dec is simply

the number of photons that pass the tagging and isolation cuts. The denominator is

just the inclusive set of all photons. For convenience, define and rewrite this fraction

as α, i.e. α ≡ Ninc−Ntag
dec−N

niso
dec

Ninc
. In conclusion, we have

Riso
γ = αRγ

(1 + P
niso

P iso )

(1− εtag)
. (A.9)

Everything in this equation is calculated from counting photons, with the mapping

function P used to map the isolated π0 background to isolated decay photon back-

ground that we cannot measure and need Monte Carlo to evaluate. To get the exact

equation used in Ref. [120], some more algebraic manipulation to the 1 + P
niso

P iso term

is needed, which finally gives
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Riso
γ =

αRγ

(1− εtag)(1− εiso)
, (A.10)

where the so called “isolation efficiency” is given by

εiso = (1 +
P iso

Pniso
)−1 . (A.11)

Therefore, equation A.10 was determined directly from the definition of Riso
γ .

The derivation to put equation A.9 into the final form, with εiso in the denomina-

tor, is shown here. To recall, we are starting from equation A.9. So we need to get

(1 + P
niso

P iso ) into the denominator to look like (1− εiso). The derivation to do this is

shown below.

1 +
Pniso

P iso

=
Pniso + P iso

P iso

=
Pniso + P iso

Pniso
· P

niso

P iso

=

Pniso+P iso
Pniso
P iso
Pniso

=
1 + P

iso

Pniso
P iso
Pniso

=

 P iso
Pniso

1 + P
iso

Pniso

−1

=

1 + P
iso

Pniso

1 + P
iso

Pniso
− 1

1 + P
iso

Pniso

−1
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=

1− 1

1 + P
iso

Pniso

−1

=

(
1−

(
1 +

P iso

Pniso

)−1
)−1

Recall that εiso is defined as
(

1 + P
iso

Pniso
)−1

, so we can just substitute this in to get

=
(
1− εiso

)−1
.

Therefore it is shown that

1 +
Pniso

P iso
=
(
1− εiso

)−1
,

and we can write the equation for Riso
γ as is found in Ref. [120]

Riso
γ =

αRγ

(1− εtag)(1− εiso)
. (A.12)
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